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Life is full of paradoxes. By nature and instinct I possess
a passionate faith in democracy and yet I loathe and
have virtually no faith whatsoever in the concept of
collective decision making.
I cannot stand people and organisations who cannot or
will not make decisions. At its worst and largest, it
powers, empowers, fuels and funds a veritable army
of chair warmers, ticket clippers and self-protectors
charged with gathering all the information to be passed
up the line in such a form that the person at the far, far
distant end of that line can only really say yes or no to
the “advice” that lands on his or her table, utterly
secure in the knowledge that they gather the glory
when the outcome is good or deflect the tomatoes
using the “I was acting on best advice” shield should
things not go so well.
The concept, of course, is that the more people that
contribute, the wiser and more informed the final
decision will be. How on earth this absurd homily has
survived in the teeth of hundreds of years of experience
baffles me. The last known example of this really
happening was probably the drafting of the American
Constitution – and even the benefits of that weren’t
exactly spread evenly.
Generally, the collective decision making process works
in the exact opposite direction. Some fabulous idea
enters the system through the forward orifice and by
the time it’s been digested, sliced and diced, re-coloured
and re-flavoured, it’s usually not in such great shape by
the time it next sees the light of day. We have all whiffed
the odour of a feature film that has been ‘finessed’ by
committee, dry-walled by focus groups and gussied up
on the cheap by an audi of contract marketers. And it
don’t smell good.
Although perhaps not on the same scale, film festival
selection panels harbour all the finest qualities of this
psychosis. Another paradox is that I quite enjoy sitting
on them. They almost inevitably come with a free airline
ticket, a lovely hotel room in some exotic (or at least
tolerable) city, some excellent hospitality and a coterie
of minders. They are, by and large, very pleasant
experiences and even when the odd one does turn into
a shoot-out of thrown chairs, slammed doors and multilingual insults regarding the shortage of functioning
brain cells possessed by certain members of the panel,
they still look bloody good on the CV.
MIAF doesn’t have one of those. Doesn’t have a board
either. Can’t afford them for starters. But the wilful
lack of a selection panel perhaps makes the selection
process opaque, sometimes contradictory and, in the
view of some, unfair.
Does MIAF play favourites? I don’t know. How is that
defined? MIAF definitely supports a number of specific
filmmakers who I believe Australian audiences need to
know about even in the years their films might not hit
the mark of previous works. Does that mean that a
“better” film winds up getting pushed off the trolley to
make room? I hope not, but it might. I have tried to
create a festival structure that has lots of programming
options available to me for films that get caught in
these nets and I devote lots of the brain cells at my
disposal to be aware of these potential issues as they
whirl around me during programming time. It is one
of the reasons MIAF (almost uniquely among animation
festivals) has an Abstract Showcase, for example.

The year that Chris Landreth (maker of Bingo, Ryan,
Sub Conscious Password to name a few) was here, I
took him out to dinner and we wound up talking about
how the festival comes together. Basically I told him
that for me MIAF is 70% about the films, 20% about the
filmmakers and 10% about the audience BUT that the
audience sat at the tip of the hierarchy of priorities.
By this, I think I mean that at heart I will program the
films that I think should be shown BUT as the MIAF
milkshake starts foaming, I will start factoring in the
audience experience.
For starters, I definitely believe that as best as can be
done, the final selections should approximately represent
the overall tone and style of the entire submissions
collection and I am the only person in the loop foolhardy
enough to have offered to watch all 3,000 of them.
These things vary year to year in really unpredictable
ways. One year there were an extraordinary amount of
black and white films submitted. Average running time
is another factor that informs the final selection process.
Specific techniques have inexplicable ebbs and flows,
as do genres and subjects. The audience relies on
MIAF to present a reasonably accurate snapshot of the
international animation scene and those things are all
components of that. That said, I took a bullet for the
crew and protected you all the year there was a bizarre
uptick in the number of films about butterflies.
Being free to make these sorts of decisions allows me
to build the festival as I travel. I can arrive at the
National Film Board of Canada in the morning and after
assessing all their new films within the sanctum of that
great creative cavern, often in conversation with the
filmmakers and the producers, walk out of there in the
evening with everything I need in the bag. This same
thing plays out at any number of the distributors,
schools and studios I visit in my annual travels. It’s
easier, faster, fairer and gives everybody in the loop
certainty. It also gives me a sense of the ‘flavour’ of the
festival months out and that can be immensely helpful
in shaping the curated programs, accepting or declining
similar films for competition and even publicity and
marketing. It can even allow me to build specific
curated programming streams for festivals one, two
even three years in advance; I purposely held back
Nadia Micault’s film Sonata from last year’s festival so
that I could build an entire symposium topic and guest
program around it for this year. Decisions of this type
can be made instantly and consultation and the seeking
of partially informed approval only chokes off the
potential that they offer the festival as an event, the
filmmakers as creators and the audience.
I have some great people around me who provide a lot
of extremely valuable advice and insights which I take
on board and am happy to be swayed by. I also try to
keep a look out for, ’fess up to and fix my mistakes.
Some might say that a formal selection panel would act
as a safety net to catch those mistakes but MIAF, like
every circus, is a lot more fun to watch without one.
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CLASSIFICATION
Like almost all film festivals in Australia MIAF does not have the resources to formally classify its programs. For this reason alone, age limit
restrictions apply to most screenings. Please carefully check the age limit which applies to each screening you wish to attend.

A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO
EXPERIENCE A DIVERSE RANGE
OF DETAILED PRESENTATIONS
BY AN IMPRESSIVE ROSTER
OF INTERNATIONAL AND
AUSTRALIAN ANIMATION
EXPERTS AND PRACTITIONERS.

DAY 1: FRIDAY 20 JUNE 2014
10.30am BREAKING INTO ANIMATING FOR TELEVISION
A diverse panel of experts who have been to the front line in TV animation share their experiences.
- Andrew Davies (Studio Moshi): Studio Moshi work with Channel 9, Nelvana, Nickelodeon, ABC & many others.
- Duncan Imberger (Suitcase Murphy): ‘Australian Encounters’ was animated in NZ & voiced by Geoffrey Rush.
- Stu Connolly: Producer of ‘Dukes Of Broxstonia’ now in its 6th season with international coverage.
- Mel Roach: Creator of several ‘made for TV shorts’ for Frederator and The Cartoon Network in the USA.
1.00pm WHY ABSTRACT ANIMATION MATTERS
7ZROHDGLQJDFDGHPLFVDQGÀOPPDNHUVSUHVHQWDFRPSHOOLQJSLFWXUHRIWKHGHEWZHRZHabstract animation.
- Sabrina Schmid: animator/senior lecturer in computer animation, School of Computing, Teesside University UK
- Paul Fletcher: animator/lecturer at the Victorian College of the Arts School of Film and Television.
2.15pm OUR TWO MOST IMPORTANT CENTENARIES
A two part presentation looking BACK on the 100th anniversary of the great Norman McLaren and
looking FOWARD to the centenary of animating in Australia in 2015 - the start of somthing BIG!
- Malcolm Turner, MIAF Director and devotee of all that Norman McLaren has made possible.
3.30pm KEYNOTE: TRANS-CULTURAL ADAPTATION FOR ASIAN ANIMATION - HANNES RALL
(GERMANY/SINGAPORE) Assoc Prof, School of Art, Design and Media, Nanyang Technological University
5DOOZDVERUQWUDLQHGDQGFUHDWHGDQLPSUHVVLYHERG\RIEROGVWULNLQJÀOPVLQKLVQDWLYH*HUPDQ\EHIRUH
moving to Singapore a decade ago to take a post at Nanyang. He quickly realised the best outcome for
his students was to merge his European technical & creative experiences with the Asian aesthetic they were
most comfortable working with. Doing this was as much a learning experience for him as for the students
and he will discuss the challenges and rewards of this journey.
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SCREENINGS
6.00pm FEATURE: THE STRESSFUL ADVENTURES OF BOXHEAD & ROUNDHEAD + Q&A (ELLIOT COWAN) 15+
8.00pm MCLAREN’S INFLUENCES - 100TH ANNIVERSARY TRIBUTE SCREENING 15+

DAY 2: SATURDAY 21 JUNE 2014
10.30am STATE OF THE ANIMATED NATION - ANIMATED ADS
Making animated ads is one of the ‘tent-poles’ that sustains the world of animation. It is however, a machine made up of many moving parts, often opaque decision making processes and a plethora of agendas.
This panel will bring together representatives from these many and varied groups to outline
their roles and what they need animation – and animators – to do for them.
1.00pm WHAT DOES A DOCTOR OF ANIMATION OPERATE ON? - ANDI SPARK, GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY
There has been a steep rise in the number of Doctors of animation. What exactly are these doctors doing? And
what is the difference between a doctoral degree, any other degree, and independent or mainstream practice?
$QGL6SDUNOHDGVWKH$QLPDWLRQ3URJUDPDW*ULIÀWK)LOP6FKRRODIWHUD\HDULQGXVWU\FDUHHU
2.15pm THE ART & COMMISSIONING OF SIMULATION ANIMATION
‘Simulation Animation’ depicts the impossible and the invisible, and offers a career path not often considered.
- Jack Parry of Parry Studios: has extensive experience creating detailed 3D biomedical animations.
- Liz Roan Education Manager, CRC Poultry: commissioned a simulation of the 21 day chicken embryo gestation.
3.30pm KEYNOTE PANEL: HOW TO FUND, MAKE & DISTRIBUTE A TRUE INDIE FEATURE
Making an independent animated feature is not for the faint-hearted, the unlucky or the easily deterred.
Three successful animators will share their experiences, victories and crash/burn moments in writing,
SURGXFLQJGLUHFWLQJPDUNHWLQJ GLVWULEXWLQJDWUXHLQGLHIHDWXUHÀOP
- Adam Elliot: Australia’s own Oscar winner and animator extraordinaire who is working on his 2nd feature.
- Chris Sullivan (USA): Director of ‘Consuming Spirits’ - 12 yrs to make and screening all over the world.
- Elliot Cowan (Aus/USA): NY based Director of “The Stressful Adventures Of Boxhead & Roundhead” premiering at MIAF.

SCREENINGS
6.00pm AUSTRALIAN SHOWCASE (& MEET THE FILMMAKERS) 15+
8.00pm INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM #1 15+

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Sonata
Nadia Micault
FRANCE, 11’00, 2013 (NL)

Nadia Micault

B

Born in Limoges (central France) in 1978,
Nadia Micault began drawing from the
moment she could hold a pen. Intending
to train as a fashion designer, she
attended ESAA Duperre in Paris but her
love of drawing saw her opting instead
for graphic design which she found more
challenging. This lead to her first real
job which involved working on kids TV
animation. After becoming bored with
this, she accepted a role as assistant
director to Prisca Lobjoy on the “Gotan
Project” band’s live film. This helped her
develop her skills as an editor and
compositor and she took all of this to a
fledging production company called
“Le Village” where she began creating
content suitable for the internet.
Beside these paid roles she had begun
making her own personal films and in
2003 released her first complete solo
animated project, an experimental piece
titled Justine Is Doing Gymnastics. This,
in turn lead to her being commissioned
to animate her first music video (Oblivion
for I-Cube) and a series of grants and
commissions.
By 2009 she had completed her first
fully fledged short film Naiade. Since
Naiade she has devoted much of her
time to mastering ways of integrating her
intricate yet rapid drawing style with a
variety of traditional animation techniques
(in particular, a highly inventive form of
rotoscoping) and a suite of digital
‘polishing’ technologies.
Micault is an outstanding example of an
animator who has come to the artform
through a profound love of drawing by
hand but who is not inhibited (or overawed) in the least by the potential that
digital animation technologies offer.
Her current film Sonata is the official
MIAF Opening Film and is in the middle
of an incredibly successful international
festival run.
We asked Micault about her decision to
become an animator, the development of
her unique technique and the making of
Sonata.

NADIA MICAULT in conversation
MIAF: Why did you decide to become an animator?
N.M: I’ve always been an avid drawer. Drawing or painting was my
unique and exclusive passion for a very long time. I also had this hidden
love affair with cinema. Officially, I wanted to become a fashion designer.
But I guess my little secret won eventually. I wanted my drawings to be alive.

Are there any animators you especially admire or are inspired by?
N.M: I was really amazed by the work of Oskar Fischinger. For me, the
guy invented it all. I’m jealous of him. Then, I took my inspiration from
bits of everywhere. As I have no memory for names, it’s truly difficult for
me to list the things I love. But I guess my first strong impression with
cinema was The Miracle Worker by Arthur Penn. I sneaked in to watch
that one when I was 8, and I was absorbed by the movement of the
camera and the frames. I think at that moment, I started to compose
what I was seeing.

Do you do other things other than animation?
N.M: I used to do graphic design and web design, mostly for artists,
labels, agencies and the kind of clients who want a strong brand. Now,
I’ve decided to focus on digital filmmaking technologies. I’ve been
teaching myself different FX software packages.

What sort of things are you trying to achieve with your animated
films?
N.M: I want the viewer to forgot s/he is seated in a cinema and that the
external world even exists. I want my viewer to be like a five year old
child who has just discovered something cool.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 48
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It used to be that all the films that entered MIAF arrived
over a two or three month period which began at the
end of each year, we would let the mid January deadline cut-off date slip a little as we grappled with what
then seemed like an influx and programming would
take place through February. It seemed busy and it
seemed like a lot of material to get through and it could
feel like an intense sudden-dunk immersion into an
annual ’crop’ of new animated films.
Bucolic days of ambling down to the post office to pick
up an arm-load of packages that would fill the summer
days with surprises, gasps, grimaces and a dependable
stream of ’wow’ moments have been consigned to the
hazy memory album of history. They are replaced by a
year round open pipe of entries coming to us via an
ever burgeoning number of channels which rises to a
crescendo torrent of downloads demanding more or
less 24/7 attention in the month or so leading up to the
close of entries – which is now rigidly enforced, if for no
other reason than to provide a sense of impending
respite as that magic day draws closer.
All of this has drastically changed the way MIAF is
programmed. In fact, programming begins immediately
after the festival draws to an end. This is, essentially,
the only viable response to handling the sheer volume
of material that now floods in. The benefits are that it
allows a more thoughtful appraisal of every available
film, the downside is that not every film winds up being
clearly judged against every other film.
This particular program was actually put together in
London in August last year during an especially fruitful
visit to the office of the London International Animation
Festival (LIAF). For the most part it drew from my
favourite films that had arrived since about March 2013
combined with the best of the material that LIAF 13
was planning to screen and that had arrived too late for
us to screen here in Melbourne.
Sitting down and watching the program now some
months later it occurs to me (although was invisible to
me at the time) that another result of programming in
this way is that the early programs might just fill up
with the types of films your humble festival director
likes best.
There is one thing that really stands out in this particular
program. There is a LOT of paint involved – some
digital but much of it actual, real paint.
There is something very visceral and ’real’ about paint.
It weighs a ton (if you have a ton of it), makes a hell of
a mess if you get it wrong, it has a sense of permanence
and it has texture. Uniquely within the realm of animation,
paint gets to retain and display its’ native liquid or oil
state. In the real world, once something is painted the
paint dries or the oils harden. But only in animation
does paint get to stay being paint; it gets to bring its’
fourth dimension of liquidity out to play certain in the
knowledge that it’s imagery can ’flow’ throughout the
film and be displayed in that languid or pulsating or
elegant or assaultative state of pseudo fluidity anytime
somebody pushes “play”.
A number of really stunning painted animated films
have been produced in the last twelve months or so and
a lot of them seem to have wound up in this program.
To some extent, they compliment the complex, yet
essentially hand-made nature of our official opening
film Sonata but the concentration of them in this
program probably forces a confession that subconscious

preferences might have been ever so slightly trumping
the more objective search for diversity in the earliest
moments of programming MIAF 14.
Georges Schwizgebel is one of the true living masters
of animating with paint. His films are extraordinary
not just for the artistic virtuosity of his painting but
for the incredibly nimble sense of three dimensional
space he is able to move his painted images around in.
Somehow, his mind’s eye works as a kind of imaginary
unattached camera able to freely move across and
around his subjects with a dexterity that takes a team
of technicians to replicate in the CG world. After
experiments with elements of a more standard drawing
style peppering some scenes of his 2011 film Romance
(co produced with the National Film Board of Canada)
Schwizgebel offers up a bountiful all-paint tour de force
in Along The Way in time for MIAF 14. This is vintage
Schwizgebel right down to the very last gorgeous,
bursty brushstroke.
While Schwizgebel’s artwork is generally painted onto
fibreboard, the artists behind Spellbreaker opted for
paper as their medium. The effect is electric and offers
the audience a vivid and confronting ’picture-bookcome-to-life’ effect. The film looks like a moving painting
and, in fact, a stunning exhibition of 85 paintings that
were used in the film has been curated. Alas, we
learned about that too late to include it in MIAF but
when these paintings are brought to life under the
camera, the invisible hand of the artists is present in
every single, flickering moment of it and that is the
primary property of painted animation that is so
beloved in the halls of MIAF HQ.
Yet another medium for presenting painted animation is
to paint imagery directly onto glass and then backlight
it. This offers a luminosity and palette of pearl-inflected
colour possibilities that are unique to this particular
method. Typically, backlit painted films have dark
coloured images sitting on top of white or opaque
backgrounds so as to let the light shine through and
highlight the central figures and often the artwork
seems a lot more detailed because light shines through
every little crack in the paintwork. The House (Erika
Pal, UK) is a perfect example of this. It is Pal’s second
film and was completed as part of her Sequential Design
and Illustration course at the University of Brighton.
In all, this film required her to create 1,800 separate
paintings on glass, all of them individual artworks in
their own right.
Rounding out this little collection of painted animation
is the rather stunning Norman by Barend Weyens and
Leen Derveaux of Belgium. This film took out the
’Chrystal’ award at Annecy last year for ’Best First Film’
and is something of a masterclass in the art of painted
animation. The textures of the paint are so rich and
thick they can almost be touched through the screen.
And the viscosity of the paint itself is evident in almost
every scene with what appears to be rivulets of liquid
paint flowing down the screen or extra layers of the
stuff being applied magically and liberally before our
very eyes, constantly changing the complexity and
complexion of every element depicted in the film.
This is a wonderful way to create the imagery to make
an animated film and even though the concentration of
this style of films in this program breaks the diversity
rule, I think we’ll let the festival director off with a
warning this time.
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The House

Choir Tour

Nadia Micault

Erika Pal

Edmunds Jansons

FRANCE, 11’00, 2013 (NL)
An absorbing, beguiling study of the
pure beauty of human motion cleverly
broken down into its constituent parts.

UK, 2’55, 2012 (SL)
An amazing compendium of recurring
dreams depicted using gold-standard
paint-on-glass technique.

LATVIA, 5’00, 2012 (NL)
A boys choir on tour turns into a visual
ballet of graceful ambiguity when they
arrive at their hotel.

The Day I Killed My Best
Friend

Spellbreaker

To This Day

Diana van Houten,
Janis Joy Epping

Shane Koyczan

Antonio J. Busto
SPAIN, 6’10, 2012 (NL)
A non stop morphatorium of one
particular morning in the bathroom.

HOLLAND, 3’53, 2013 (NL)
Triumph and victory come in many forms
in the sandpit of life and disputed spoils
can provoke uncertain beasts into action.

CANADA, 7’40, 2013 (SL)
Life can be a battleground for kids
caught in the wrong side of the beauty
divide. And the scars run a lot deeper
than sticks and stones.

In The Air Is Christopher
Gray

Plug And Play

Along The Way

Michael Frei

Georges Schwizgebel

Felix Massie

SWITZERLAND, 6’00, 2012 (SUB)
Escher meets Dali at John Cleese’s place
to figure out a way to revisualise the art
of head butting.

SWITZERLAND, 3’30, 2013 (NL)
An immersion in the velvet moments
of autumn as only Schwizgebel can
render them.

Musical Chairs

Chopper

Norman

Du Yukai, Tang Ya

Lars Damoiseaux,
Frederik Palmaers

Robbe Vervaeke

UK, 9’45, 2012 (SL)
The lazy daze of summer! Jumping the
snake lengthways is probably the only
direct route to the heart of the lemonade
girl.

CHINA, 3’47, 2012 (NL)
A fascinating herd of totem animals
circle the remaining chairs. But what is
the last chair worth and what will it
ultimately cost.

HOLLAND, 2’11, 2012 (NL)
There’s a hundred different ways to get
screwed in this life and what goes
around comes around.

BELGIUM, 10’00, 2012 (NL)
Norman seems normal enough. But he’s
not. Regardless of the cost, Norman has a
quiet compulsion to touch the things that
catch his eye.
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This is the second of the two programs I put together
early in London last year. While it came together later
than International Program #1, it was still curated into
its current shape well before the tide of entries became
a tsunamial in December and was substantially drawn
from the pile of favourites I had seen in the mid-year
festivals such as Fantoche, Vilnius, Leipzig and
especially Ottawa.
Top of the list was BENDITO MACHINE IV by Jossie
Malis and his various collaborators at studio
Zumbakamera. Originally of mixed Peruvian and
Chilean heritage, Malis has spent the last few years
building up a vibrant studio in Spain where he has lived
for many years. One of their more interesting projects is
an animated show that stars a tribe of small, not very
clever beings who simply cannot live without their
machines. From this framework has come a number of
animated cautionary tales that illustrate the more
modern variety of sins including hubris, ignorance and
greed. The earliest Bendito Machine episodes somehow
didn’t come up in the MIAF radar (must have been
changing the hamster the day they were released?) but
these little epics are getting better with each passing
release and future screenings seem assured.
The works created at Japan’s Tama University last
year seemed to take almost everybody at the Ottawa
International Animation Festival (OIAF) by surprise.
Tama films were spread throughout the OIAF program
and a substantial contingent of Tama students and
staff turned up at
the festival, including one who did an entire Meet The
Filmmakers session in a gorilla mask for no apparent
reason. We were all wondering what had suddenly
changed there, where had these films come from and
what common thread did they possess. The answer to
the last question has probably got something to do with
using the rhythm of unusual music as a substantial
influence in creating the visuals of the films. This is
especially evident in Na Ni Nu Ne No No by Manabu
Himeda. OIAF Director, Chris Robinson, was obviously
fascinated by the film but did no better than anybody
else at trying to extract some explanation of its meaning
from Himeda who gave every impression of having been
perfectly happy to simply match some wildly eccentric
animation to an equally bizarre and idiosyncratic sound
track. Some films are just like that. It’s OK to just have
fun sometimes.
MIAF’s radar (with or without the hamster on treadmill
duties) never misses the release of a Simone Massi.
Massi and his wife Julia Gromskaya (who’s film Winter
And Lizard screens in International Program #4) live in
Pergola in the Marche region of central Italy and almost
every MIAF has featured one of his films. They both
remain high on the list of potential guests one year and
there is a vague dream of visiting them around the
same time the huge children’s book festival is on in
Bologna, just up the road. Some trip. Massi’s work
exudes a master’s confidence in working with the
unique properties of animation. His specialty is animating
a subtly relentless forward journey through an ever
changing visual landscape that seamlessly takes the
viewer up to, into and right through the tiny eye of a
chicken to emerge into a large dark room containing a
man with a gun; pass the flowing hair of a woman
standing on a hill and into the folds of a curtain blowing
in the breeze or past the bright red lips that fall from
the face of a woman as if they were autumn leaves only

to integrate into a mouth of a jumping dog as its’
tongue. These are the kinds of visions that can only be
imagined in the first place by somebody with the most
intimate and exquisite appreciation of what animation
can do and Massi does it brilliantly. His latest film, Resistant Soul, does all this and more.
Supercharged imagination of an entirely different timbre
and energy seem to flow effortlessly from China’s Lei
Lei. His latest offering Big Hands Oh Big Hands, Let It
Be Bigger And Bigger is simply the latest in a burgeoning
roster of surreal and impossible-to-describe films that
have been flowing at the rate of four or five a year since
the mid 2000s. ’Intense frivolity’ might begin to express
some of the driving force that fuels these little metawonders. And yet, there is a peculiar sophistication
that holds them together as they erupt out of the opening
credits. His films potentially sit atop a number of
intersections; generational, technological transitions,
east/west and disparate, random shards from these
various influences might be informing Lei Lei each time
he sits down – or, who knows, it might be just a kid
cutting loose, going wild and getting lucky. But he has
been doing it a fair while now and they’re getting better,
longer and unusualler each time and that would be an
uncommon lucky streak. Goodness knows how some
of these are received in China.
A Wolf In The Tree by Jiaxing Lin is another Chinese
film but of a very tone. Muted colours, thoughtful pacing
and depicting the brooding, quiet emptiness of a forest,
it consciously reflects the filmmaker’s upbringing in
rural China, a lifestyle he much prefers to the concrete
jungles and the smokey jangle of the modern Chinese
megatroplis. These are not portrayals of a fictitious
idyll though. He uses the space he has created in his
films to explore the uncertainties of solitude and the
way an isolated mind can react to them. These are visions
of an introverted imagination speaking honestly about
the world it finds itself in. Jazz music is as much about
the gaps between the notes as the notes themselves, and
while there are not many gaps in a bustling city, there
are plenty out in the empty forest. But those gaps emit
a noisy silence for the character that lives with them.
It’s interesting work, with a couple of decent twists.
I wonder too, how this sort of work is being received
in China.
Anybody who embarks on making animation of any
kind has to – at some level – have a fascination for this
process of simply making images move. But if you fall
asleep on this train and miss the station marked
“Fascination” you wind up in the next suburb along the
tracks called “Obsession”. The language is roughly the
same so you can get by and generally the inhabitants
might look a bit scary, but they are generally too busy
to do you much harm. The coffee is probably better as
well, or at least more plentiful. One of the more colourful
citizens you might encounter there is Masanobu Hiraoka.
Completely self taught, when not working as a freelancer on music videos and ads in Tokyo he creates his
own animations based on metamorphosis and strange
or impossible motions he sets up in unlikely realities.
His latest film Land is a wondrous shock-load blizzard
of these images jam packed one on top of another into
their three and half obsessive little minutes.
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Betty’s Blues

Echo

Manabu Himeda

Remi Vandenitte

Merlin Flugel

JAPAN, 3’00, 2013 (SUB)
Hey Nu! Hey You! We have to be “Na Ni
Ne No” without you! Hey Nu.

BELGIUM, 11’45, 2013 (SL)
One night in the Boogie Woogie Club
down on Jackson, a small group of jaded
barflies get a lesson in the origin of the
Blues.

GERMANY, 4’50, 2013 (NL)
A bizarre, constantly confounding
landscape populated by a strange and
contorting population of shape shifting
creatures.

Big Hands Oh Big Hands,
Let It Be Bigger And Bigger

Jazz That Nobody Asked For

Resistant Soul

Esben Fisker, Rune Fisker,
Pawel Binczycki

Simone Massi

Lei Lei

ITALY, 4’30, 2013 (Sub)
Early May, 1944. On Mt St Angelo there
is a house which is filled with sleep and
the dreams of peasants, partisans and
a child.

CHINA, 6’00, 2012 (Sub)
A window into the richly surreal world
of super charged Big Hand Proliferation –
with songs (sort of)!

DENMARK, 4’11, 2013 (NL)
Pop the box, release the energy, unleash
the band. The beat can take it from here.

Strange Wonderful

Land

Stephanie Swart

Masanobu Hiraoka

USA, 4’19, 2013 (NL)
A bubble eyed cacophony of indescribable
schemes from the other side of this guy’s
mental looking glass.

JAPAN, 3’30, 2013 (NL)
A visually delicious banquet of high
concept digital dis-abstractionism.

A Wolf In The Tree
Lin Jia Xing
CHINA, 9’32, 2012 (NL)
A woman and a wolf mingle their
uncertain worlds of ambiguities in a
search for their separate, but entwined,
fates.

Parking Lot
Joshua Catalano
SPAIN, 3’08, 2013 (NL)
A highly imaginative, geometrically
challenging rethink of the ways cars are
designed, move and what they mean
to us.

Wee Willie Winkie
Yusuke Sakamoto
JAPAN, 6’39, 2013 (NL)
Clearly the locals want to stop the man
in the street slowly beating the giant
crawfish but where does the guy married
to a sexy poached egg fit in?

Bendito Machine IV
Jossie Malis
SPAIN, 10’00, 2012 (NL)
A superbly crafted journey of fascinating
intricacy leads us – eventually – to a vision
of our near future which should not be
ignored.
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The overwhelming perception of animation is that it
is funny and/or for kids. And some of it is one or both.
But most of it is neither. The kids thing I just about
get; 90% of the animated films that make it into the
multiplex cinemas are aimed at that market. I endure
media interviews which invariably assume I am over
the moon about the ‘explosion’ of animation making it
into cinemas. I asked one pundit to try and quantify
that assumption and by her reckoning she could recall
“nearly three dozen” films that had popped up on
that corn syrup radar. For a guy who received 2,856
animated films during MIAF’s competition entry
process and who has probably seen another 500 or so
around the traps (and who has already received close
to 500 entries for MIAF 2015), three dozen seems like
a glint on a droplet heading for a bucket that will
evaporate before it ever fills. I download more than
that number most days. Just saying.
But, OK, those films take up a lot of the paid space
in our lives and that’s how clever marketers build
demand. But “funny”? Where does that come from?
On one level it might be an off-shoot of the perception
about animation being for kids but that’s not the
whole story. There is something else driving that and
I wish I could figure it out. To some extent, I’ve used
the animation megaphone that MIAF provides me to
program films that push that notion back to the quick
(and sometimes, beyond) but still it persists.
Like almost any expressive artform, not much of
what the expressors want to say is funny. Most books
aren’t funny, most poems aren’t funny, most paintings
or sculptures aren’t funny and ,most short films in
something like – say – the St Kilda Film Festival aren’t
funny. This is not to say that animated films CAN’T
be funny or AREN’T funny but generally they simply
are not either of those things.
BUT then again, some of them are and a good number
of the small number of the really funny ones are in
this program. Not being very funny myself, I missed
this during the programming phase and had to have
it pointed out to me.
Funny, though, is in the funnybone of the beholder.Will
everybody get a giggle at a couple of mountaineers
doggedly, pointlessly hauling a statue of the blessed
virgin up a mountain even as their artificial limbs
keep breaking off and threatening to derail this
entire ridiculous enterprise as depicted in Ascension
by Supinfocom team Thomas Bourdis, Martin de
Coudenhove, Caroline Domergue, Colin Laubry and
Florian Vecchione?
Maybe, maybe not. A town populated entirely by
mouthless mutes who suddenly, joyously find their
collectives voices via a form of hilarious self-mutilation
after one happy accident is a LOT funnier than it
sounds and surely anybody watching this play out in
Mute by Dutch trio Job, Joris And Marieke will get
the joke. And even if that doesn’t work, baring witness
to the caustically witless and apparently plagiarised
pricking of pseudo intellectual overinflated pomposity
that shamelessly masquerades as explanatory
discourse but which is, of course, mottled verbal
camouflage for the justification of something the
utterer knows nothing about or cannot quite bring
himself to confess that he simply likes it for no reason
at all (glad I got that off my chest) – there’s no way
that isn’t funny as hell… in a low key kind of way.
Check out Drew Christie’s Allergy To Originality to
see what I mean. It will take you less time to watch
the film than to read this. Bonus.

We started showing Izabela Plucinska’s plasticine
films a few years ago. They started as relatively simple
works using an unusual ‘flat-pack’ etched style. I
loved the way they looked and the very hand-made
feel of them but wondered (or assumed) that this
particular use of the medium did not readily lend itself
to development over time. In the 2012 MIAF catalogue
when I was talking about her film that we screened
that year (Afternoon) I owned up to being completely
wrong about how limited I had originally thought
that particular technique was. Secretly at the time,
however, I was fairly sure that Afternoon represented
about as much as could be done with it. Wrong again.
Her current film Darling takes her style up another
couple of notches. In particular, Plucinska has worked
out a way to add additional layers of animation on top
of her flat tile of plasticine and done so in a way that
perfectly and beautifully integrates them with the
textural mass beneath. This stuff just keeps getting
better and better and I think it’s time I stopped
wondering how much she can do with it and just sit
back and watch a master at work.
Every annual cycle of gathering the forest of films to
consider for MIAF brings with it an aerial view of
trends. Some trends persist – there are always films
called Metamorphosis and there are no shortage of
puppet films about puppets building puppets to keep
them company. Some trends are more fleeting one
year there were nearly 30 films called The End. It was
confusing. The more interesting trends to identify and
discuss are the stylistic ones. One trend that emerged
before my eyes during Anima Mundi (Brazil’s massive
festival and celebration of all things animated) was a
surprising number of films that had taken ‘retro’ a
step further (back) and presented as what could best
be described as ‘old timey’ films. Visually their style
drew heavily from the golden age of Looney Toons
and Tex Avery shorts but the music, speech, mores
and affectations of the characters and the predicaments
they were navigating had more to do with Gatsby and
prohibition era sensibilities.
Mark Kausler has worked on some major features
including Beauty And The Beast, Fantasia 2000 and
Who Framed Roger Rabbit. Privately he has been
perfecting this ‘old timey’ style of animating for a
while and his latest film, Some Other Cat, is actually
a barely modified version of a similar film he made in
2004 called It’s The Cat. Kausler has been making
cartoons, in the classic sense of the word, since he
was a child. He concocted his own Yogi Bear cartoon
when he was just 8 years old so the styling comes
naturally to him. But it is specific pieces of music
that provide the inspiration for his individual films,
including Some Other Cat which was inspired by a
record he heard called There Must Be Some Other
Cat. It’s a really nifty little film, light on its feet,
beautifully timed and choreographed. It’s also kind
of funny too, now that I think about it.
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Somewhere
Nicolas Menard
UK, 6’50, 2013 (NL)
Man and machine. It’s a relationship that
has to work to keep the mission on track.
But it doesn’t always work perfectly, and
there is a part of the real man that is out
there – somewhere.

Darling
Izabela Plucinska
POLAND, 6’50, 2013 (Sub)
How can such a beautiful light shine on
such a nightmarish experience? A young
life turned upside behind a door nobody
knows to open.

Ascension
Thomas Bourdis, Martin de
Coudenhove, Caroline Domergue,
Colin Laubry, Florian Vecchione
FRANCE, 7’09, 2013 (NL)
Life was never meant to be easy and
devotion can be a harsh mistress especially
when your limbs tend to fall off randomly.

Allergy To Originality
Drew Christie
USA, 4’35, 2013 (SL)
Two men discuss whether anything is
truly original. A humorous animated
’Op-Doc’ explores the rich history of
adaptation, plagiarism, and other forms
of appropriation in art.

Collectors
Marcel Hobi
SWITZERLAND, 5’00, 2013 (NL)
A good collection can start with some
beautiful butterflies. But soon obsession
can take over and then you are pinning
all kinds of stuff to the wall.

Patch
Gerd Gockell
GERMANY, 2’39, 2013 (NL)
A visual essay in one of the most
fundamental elements of the art of
animation. The secret life of the pixel
revealed in big scale.

Mute
Job, Joris And Marieke
HOLLAND, 4’22, 2013 (NL)
Mutilation isn’t usually a joyous, laughing
matter – not usually. A happy tale of
altered facial landscapes for all the family.

Some Other Cat
Mark Kausler
USA, 3’45, 2012 (Singing)
Stylish ol’ timey classic animation from a
true master of the craft, featuring a cat
on the receiving end of one of life’s most
dependable heartbreaks.

Impostor
Elie Chapuis
FRANCE, 6’35, 2013 (NL)
Sure, people change. We all do. But we
don’t always grow manes or paws. But
sometimes it can be for the best.

Women’s Letters
Augusto Zanovello
FRANCE, 10’11, 2013 (Sub)
An endless warscape of battlefield horrors
is leavened by the healing powers of a
sea of letters swept in from over the
horizon.

Ex Animo
Wojciech Wojtkowski
POLAND, 6’52, 2013 (NL)
A drawn animation of staggering
imagination and audacious skill. An
absolute thrill to watch and a feast for
the eyes.

14TH MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FESTIVAL

Absent Minded
Roberto Catani
ITALY, 8’00, 2013 (NL)
A teacher threatens a child with an
unusual method to help him stay focused
after the student escapes into the surreal
landscape of daydreams.
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Lithuanian filmmaker Skirma Jakaite was the director of
last year’s official opening film We May Meet, We May
Not. Her highly detailed, unusual drawing style is the first
and most obvious thing you notice about her films. Her
new film Non Euclidean Geometry picks this up and runs
even further with it. Less obvious, but a much richer
quarry to conquer in her films, are the various ravelled
layers of meaning that sit one atop another and this new
film has plenty of that.
Wikipedia says that “in mathematics, non-Euclidean
geometry consists of two geometries based on axioms
closely related to those specifying Euclidean geometry”
which certainly helped clear that up! In Jakaite’s hands,
this definitive calculus is fluidly transferred to the emotional lobe and becomes a framework to start exploring
how love works and whether relationships should linger
or fold. This is big picture stuff but that’s the frame
Jakaite tends to work in. If that depth of meaning is
elusive or demands too much concentration, her films
are worth watching for the spectacular artwork along.
There are another couple of films by MIAF ‘regulars’ in this
program. Both The Sine Wave by Neely Goniodsky and
Winter And Lizard by Julia Gromskaya were very easy
films to program. In fact, Winter And Lizard was pretty
much the first film selected for competition. Originally from
the Soviet Union, she now lives in Italy creating extraordinary
painterly films full of luxuriously coloured morphing images.
We have been showing Neely Goniosky’s films for a while
now. Her latest, The Sine Wave was made at the Royal
College of Art in London but retains all of her trademark
boldly hand-painted imagery that flirts with – but never
quite commits to – abstraction. To my eye her films hint
at those made by Robert Breer, Rick Raxlen or Jeff Scher
(who does short animations for the New York Times’ website).
I first visited Krakow in 2006 to begin researching the
series of programs MIAF presented showcasing the superb
animation studios based in Poland. One of the first stops
was the Krakow Film Foundation (KFF) and it has been a
rich source of programming content ever since. The crew
there are incredibly helpful and the KFF is a kind of onestop shop for information and submissions, they are never
more than an email away and go out of their way to help
MIAF bring the very best new Polish animation to the
big screen in Australia every year. Polish animation is

Non Euclidean Geometry
Skirma Jakaite, Solveiga Masteikaite
LITHUANIA, 9’30, 2013 (NL)
A consistent system of definitions,
assumptions, and proofs that describe
such objects as points, lines and planes.
It is also beautiful to look at.

diversifying rapidly in tone, style and technique and one
of the quirkier films they suggested this year was Lost
Senses. It has a wonderful Daliesqueness to it which is
immediately appealing and is Exhibit A in the case that
Polish animation is developing a polished, sophisticated
and understated sense of humour, something it was not
universally noted for previously.
I used to live in Portland, Oregon. There’s something
special in the air there. It isn’t that big a town really, about
half the size of Adelaide. But it has a culture all its own.
It’s one of the main indie animation hubs in the USA,
harbouring American luminaries such as Joanna Priestley,
Joan Kratz and Will Vinton. It is home to Laika Studios who
made Coraline and ParaNorman and it is where Matt
Groening grew up and first started his comic book Life In
Hell. One of the most successful film festivals in Portland
is dedicated entirely to home-made porn and there is a
theatre troupe there that specialises in outdoor theatrical
renditions of classic Star Trek episodes. Socially it is a
weird, non-volatile blend of old-hippies-made-good,
urban hipsterism and lumberjacks. It has one of the more
vibrant music scenes of any city of any size in the US.
There is a TV show called Portlandia which brilliantly
captures the nuances, inconsistencies and affectations of
this hybrid cultural brew, lording and lampooning it in
equal measure. The sum of many moving parts, Portlandia
includes animated segments just too precious to pass up.
Choosing one is hard (and arbitrary) but Portandia: Rats
got the nod above the others for reasons that seem to
have been lost to the passage of time. We could have a
program dedicated entirely to these animated segments
though; they are that good.
There is obviously something going on at the MOME School
in Hungary. Attached to the Moholy-Nagy University of
Art and Design Budapest which has been in existence
since 1880, the animation department has suddenly gone
up a notch in the last couple of years. The grad reel that
arrived from MOME this year was full of great films
including Fly Me To The Moon. Sudden radar blips of this
nature are always worth noting in this business and if the
trend continues (and I will definitely be watching for it
next year) a trip to Budapest to find out what’s going on
might be in order.
That definitely sounds like a good idea!

Cobwebs
Wiep Teeuwisse
HOLLAND, 1’47, 2013 (Sub)
Visual genius. The simplest of life’s
transactions depicted with all the subtle
complexities of some of nature’s most
intricate constructions.

Baths
Tomek Ducki
POLAND, 4’00, 2013 (NL)
It’s another days at the baths. Nothing
seems unusual until you start looking
closely at the patterns, the lights and
beneath the surfaces.
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Winter And Lizard
Julia Gromskaya
ITALY, 3’00, 2013 (Sub)
Returning as an adult, a woman embarks
on an imaginary flight through the best
memories of a house she knew as a child.

Passer Passer
Louis Morton
USA, 3’46, 2012 (NL)
A boisterously cacophonous visualised
celebration of the wonders of background
noise.

Lost Senses
Marcin Wasilewski
POLAND, 6’05, 2013 (NL)
Cloud surfing in from the high heavens,
a couple find an unusual sanctuary
amidst the every changing landscape
of a surreal floating island.

History Of Pets
Kris Genijn
HOLLAND, 5’32, 2013 (SL)
Pets come and pets go. But where do
they go? And why? And how? And what
is a fitting tribute?

Wackatdooo
Benjamin Arcand
CANADA, 5’40, 2014 (NL)
Everybody wants to dance, but the same
beat makes some people crazier than
others.

Uto
David Buob
GERMANY, 7’38, 2014 (NL)
While there is no place like home, what
happens when a house has the power
and the reach to draw you back in when
you try to leave?

Wandering
Eleonore Goldberg
CANADA, 6’11, 2013 (NL)
The deep, misty memories of a woman
exiled from a place that she cannot
return to or systematically recall.

L’ile Noire
Nino Christen
SWITZERLAND, 6’35, 2014 (NL)
A siren call over a radio to a lonely,
isolated watchman, foreshadows the
arrival of a truck loaded with dangerous
freight that wants to enter the forest he
is protecting.

Fly ME To The Moon
Felvideiki Miklos
HUNGARY, 5’19, 2013 (Sub)
Lots of people get drunk and wake up
some place they cannot recall getting to.
But this guy is a LONG way from home.

Portlandia: “Zero Rats”
Rob Shaw
USA, 3’03, 2012 (SL)
Some happy rats celebrate the opening of
a no packaging food store by planning a
raid. But planning is not really their forte.

The Sine Wave
Neely Goniodsky
UK, 4’30, 2013 (SL)
A journey through the ups and downs of
life using the humble sine wave as guide,
seer and surf board.
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Sea Of Letters
Julien Telle, Renaud Perrin
FRANCE, 4’52, 2013 (NL)
Water is a nebulous medium for animating
with and all the more so when the noon
day sun is intent of clearing all the
traces.
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Virtually everything the Brothers McLeod make absolutely
fascinates and entertains me immensely. Together Greg
and Myles McLeod have built a successful studio in London
that has produced a sizable slate of fantastic bendy films
under their own ’label’ and they have a contract client
base that runs to almost 70 companies ranging from the
Tate Galleries and Royal Shakespeare Company to Aardman
and the BBC. Technically, Greg is an illustrator and
animator while Myles is a writer. But both are producers
and both are adept creators of bizarre and fascinating
‘re-logiced’ little worlds that they populate with equally
inventive characters.
Their new film 365 is vintage Team McLeod. The general
idea is that each day for a year, they animated one second
of whatever idea popped into their heads. This bewildering
machinegun parade of micro films rattles by at a pace that
winds up almost tricking the brain into thinking there is
some sort of continuity to them as they fly by. One long,
lonely night I thought it might be interesting to sit down
and write a synopsis for each of these films; that the
whole thing might turn out as some sort Burroughesque
cut-up crazed dissertation that would produce a random
whole from the disparate parts: duck laughs at sheep stuck
in a river, somebody who might be Jesus does something
to a plant that might be a thistle, a moose chortles at a man
sinking in mud, a man’s brain takes wing and flies off, a
pair of scissors open up to reveal teeth… I got to about
mid February and abandoned the project for the sake of
my wits. Happy to accept that it’s just mayhemic fun.
One of the things about running a festival like MIAF is
dealing with the fact that good films don’t make it in. That is
inevitable in a process that demands nearly 3,000 films be
parred down to a couple of hundred. I try as hard as I can to
at least be aware of filmmakers that are collecting too many
red cards from MIAF and I try to proactively address it.
Tess Martin is a good example of this. An experimental
filmmaker based in Seattle, she is part of SEAT, the Seattle
Experimental Animation Team which has been kicking
some big goals of late with programs of their work touring
the US and Europe. Working in a variety of mediums such
as sand, ink on paper, cut-out and even animating one film
on a huge city wall, her films have a hand-made authenticity
to them. Her films keep missing out on MIAF selection often
for no other real reason than they simply fell on the wrong
side of the selection shuffle as hard choices get made.

365
The Brothers McLeod
UK, 6’53, 2013 (NL)
365 one second vignettes, one a day for a
year! An epic, quintessentially animated
marathon with the variety meter turned
up to max.

When four of her films arrived in the mail, I determined this
would be the year MIAF stopped overlooking her work.
One Night In Florida comments on the acquittal of George
Zimmerman who killed a black teenager in Florida in 2012,
causing a divisive and ugly series of reactions that further
illuminated the various split-lines in American society.
Martin has chosen to do this by sampling a speech given
by President Obama and reconstructing the pieces,
sometimes just a few words repeated over and over.
This strikes me less as an attempt to put words in Obama’s
mouth or simply add to the outpouring of commentary on
the events themselves, but more as a way of connecting
the President’s own heritage to this reaction and to ask
us to contemplate a more nuanced consideration of his
reaction to them. The technique she has employed and the
particular words she has chosen to hone in on have the
effect of portraying a President who is working hard to
frame an incendiary debate which, in his hearts of hearts,
he seems to know he cannot really effect in any material
way. There is a lot packed into this one minute film and
it is a good introduction (because there will be more to
come) of the kind of work Martin does.
I do not get to the Leipzig DOK festival as much as I used
to. While not remote by any stretch of the imagination,
Leipzig also is not the easiest place to get to. It either involves
a separate fairly lengthy train ride from the central hub of
Frankfurt or taking relatively expensive regional flights to
reach it. It also happens right in the middle of the London
International Animation Festival meaning, for me, a mad
two day one night dash to try and take in the highlights.
Last year, I had seen most of the films in competition
there so could concentrate on the special curated
programs and the big prize was catching a Wendy Morris
retrospective.
Born in Nambia, educated in South Africa and nowadays
resident in Belgium, Morris works in a charcoal ‘undercamera’ style not dissimilar to that employed by William
Kentridge. Morris uses her passion for history as a stepping
off point for each film she makes. The film selected for
MIAF, Orlando’s Book, is actually one of a three part ‘cycle’
of films. Known as The Salvation Project, it is her reaction to
her own family history and particularly the involvement of
her great-great grandparents as non-conformist missionaries
in 19th century South Africa.
CONTINUED PAGE 22

Alter
Malgorzata Andrys
POLAND, 5’38, 2013 (NL)
Fresh from the primordial ooze of a
festering new planet, a man rises up and
has to immediately try and makes sense
of the world that confronts him.

Hollow Land
Michelle Kranot, Uri Kranot
DENMARK, 13’58, 2013 (NL)
Berta and Solomon, two seekers in
search of a promised land that may not
exist, hope their little craft may have
finally bumped into a place they can
call home.
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One Night In Florida
Tess Martin
USA, 1’00, 2013 (SL)
A damning one minute montage of the
social politics that played out in Florida
when President Obama addressed the
outrage caused by the George Zimmerman
acquittal.

Orlando’s Book
Wendy Morris
BELGIUM, 3’52, 2013 (NL)
An absorbing film inspired by a book
given to a relative of the filmmaker in the
1800’s, depicting an English country idyll
during a time of great rural upheaval.

Sock Skewer Street 8
Elli Vuorinen
FINLAND, 6’00, 2013 (SL)
The discovery of a collection of tiny
socks begins a journey through a bizarre,
undefined series of inner spaces.

Soup Of The Day
Lynn Smith
CANADA, 3’46, 2013 (Singing)
A man finds his own strategy to coexist
with a woman who has a seemingly
unending list of dietary ’do-nots’.

The End Of Pinky
Claire Blanchet
CANADA, 8’14, 2013 (SL)
A cast of margin dwellers seeking
companionship in Montreal’s red light
district, wind up sucked into a vortex of
revenge when Pinky splits their fragile
world apart.

The Key
Shaun Clark, Kim Noce
UK, 8’00, 2013 (SL)
When the residents awake to find the
key to the Town gate missing, frustration
soon sets in. But this key does not want
to be found.

Wildebeest
Ant Blades
UK, 1’00, 2012 (NL)
Wildebeest will never be scholars but
surely they are cleverer than this!!

Freitag X – Mas Movies
Claudia Rothlin, Yves Gutjhar
SWITZERLAND, 2’03, 2012 (NL)
Massive swathes of fabric in a carefully
choreographed ballet that confound any
control their human handlers could ever
hope to exert over them.

Interview
Mikkel Okholm
DENMARK, 5’17, 2014 (SL)
A room, a candidate, two cruel and
mysterious interrogators, a job that
nobody can describe and a test from hell.

The Dewberry Empire
Christian Schlaeffer
UK, 7’44, 2013 (SL)
An eight year old girl and six year old
boy amble through a still summer
afternoon in a world which seems to
exist only for them.
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Imperial Provisor Frombald
Elizabeth Hobbs
UK, 3’00, 2013 (SL)
The true story of an administration who
unwittingly became the author of the
first documented testimony of the
exhumation of suspected vampire, Peter
Plogojowitz, in 1725.

PROGRAM 5 CONTINUED
We have been showing Elizabeth
Hobbs’ films since MIAF began. I have
vivid memories of showing her film
The Emperor (2001) down in The
Treasury cinema from a VHS tape
when the proper screening version
got caught in customs. Her films just
get better and better with each passing
release. Apart from having a
sumptuous visuality, Hobbs has an
incredible eye for oddball historical
tales and characters. Her new film
Imperial Provisor Frombald carries
on this splendid tradition, dropping
us into the midst of a social panic in
1700s Serbia that resulted in the
exhumation of a suspected vampire.
MIAF has also enthusiastically shown
the films of Michelle and Uri Kranot.
True citizens of the world, the Kranots
are duel Israeli and Canadian citizens
but spend much of their time living
and teaching in Denmark when not
travelling extensively showing their
films in more countries than they can
probably recall. The Kranots have a
lot to say about how they perceive the
fates of the people caught up in the
apparently intractable and harrowing
politics of the Israeli and Palestinian
conflicts and how decisions made by
the leading actors of those conflicts
impact on real people on the ground.
Their sympathies are clear and their
judgements tend to be writ fairly large.
But the narrative conduits they lay out
are clothed in the kind of more subtle
robing that allows the audience to
connect more (much more) emotionally
with the characters depicted, than be
forced to simply grasp at one or other
of the polemic totems that define the
extent of the politics of these troubles.
Their new film Hollow Land takes
every component of their filmmaking
practice to a new level. It is epic in its
feel and the textural detail of the
characters and their environments
feels close enough to reach out and
touch. Hollow Land also builds on the
political roots of their previous works
but hazes the situational context to
allow for an exploration of the
experience of people looking for safe
sanctuary in a troubled world. Much
of Hollow Land will resonate strongly
with those involved in the Australian
politics of asylum seekers and the
often glaring gap those eventually
offered asylum experience between
the promise and the reality of the
land they must come to call home.
I have met the Kranots a few times
and have sporadic email exchanges
with them. They are keen to
contribute to curating a program
focusing on Israeli animation and
that is a great idea.
Just need to make it happen.
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PROGRAM
SIX

E

Every once in a while you come across an emerging filmmaker that has an aura
around their work that makes you think you might just be looking at somebody
that is going to go a long, long way in this field. I get that sense from Mikey
Please whose new film Marilyn Myller just seems to strike a universal nerve
every time it gets screened. He works with a very unusual monochromatic foam
material (a type of plastic) and devotes a disproportionate amount of time and
energy to the highly evolved and eye-catching lighting that gives the film an
utterly distinctive hue.
Stylistically, this is a progression on The Eagleman Stag (2011) which was his
graduate film completed at the end of his time at the Royal College of Arts in
London. These two films make his work immediately and distinctively recognisable
and there are not many people that can make claim at such an early stage of
their careers.

That said, this program has a few that actually can. Both Jake Fried (USA) and
Izibene Onederra (Spain) make films that are immediately attributable to them.
Fried is the prolific producer of pungent, short visual diatribes constructed
entirely from hundreds of layers of ‘white-out’. As each layer is applied, the image
both emerges and intensifies in detail and character Raw Data is as representative
a sample as any of the way his films somehow combine a primal rock painting
savagery and starkly hip contemporary graphic novel style.
Utterly individualistic is also the only way to describe the films of Izibene Onederra.
They exude an air of suave brutality energised by a compelling and explosive
need to drive their angered (as opposed to angry) semi-narratives into the front
of the brain in a way that sees that imagery arrive before the eyes have had a
chance to properly process it all in a linear fashion. This kind of no compromise
animating is challenging to watch and in some ways pretty challenging to program
in as much as some people react by turning away from it. The rewards are there
though, they just have to be wrestled from the speeding cart as it rushes by.
High speed, high energy and high impact is also the best way to describe OA by
Reno Armanet from France. Produced by the studio Tigobo situated in the city of
Angoulême, it is a relentless amalgam of metal music, intense imagery and a
kind of post-punk spoken word verse. Tigobo itself is an extremely interesting
organisation that only came onto the MIAF radar through this screening of OA.
Part animation school, part production studio and part event presenter, it’s special
“Meet Ze Filmmakers” screenings have been popping up all over the world and
the invitation to screen OA is very likely to be just the start of a much bigger and
more productive co-operative relationship between them and MIAF and other
organisations in Australia and New Zealand. Plans for the future are already
beginning to emerge from the gloom and although not fully formed, they are
already pretty noisy.
Several years ago I spent some time in Zagreb, the capital of Croatia. It’s a country
I have a little personal history with and a place that has seen – and rebounded
from – much sorrow and horror. The iconic Zagreb Film Studio has a history that
makes it one of the most important wellsprings of European animation dating
back to the 1950s and for a very long time it was the only place in Croatia that
was routinely producing animated films. The last couple of decades have been
much kinder to Croatia than the ten that preceded them and along with a
diversifying of animation technologies there has also now emerged a generation
of animators who feel they owe little to traditions of Zagreb Film and who have a
very different world in which to draw their inspirations for filmmaking.
It is both fun and fascinating to watch this phenomena emerge and to watch
Zagreb Film adapt to it. A graduate from the 2009 class of the highly regarded
Academy of Fine Arts Zagreb, Livio Rajh’s film Industry has an eccentric digital
cartoonish sensibility to it that gives it a universal/international feel that could
easily be interpreted as a statement on the dangers of modern consumerism and
the emptiness of media constructed hero worship.
And can’t close off this page with a very special shout-out to Martinus Klemet
(Estonia) who latest film XYZtopia makes its appearance in this program.
Martinus’ last film In The Air (2009) took out the MIAF Best Of The Fest Award
in 2010. And he produced the funky artwork and trailer that gave MIAF 2013 its
distinctive look.
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Hotzanak, For Your Own Safety
Izibene Onederra
SPAIN, 5’11, 2013 (Sub)
Nothing has changed. Amid these
landscapes traipses the soul, at times
certain at others uncertain, of its own
existence.

OA
Reno Armanet
FRANCE, 9’45, 2012 (NL)
A high energy journey through a ghostly
world recognisable to those with the
right set of eyes.

Industry
Livio Rajh
CROATIA, 3’30, 2013 (NL)
A successful fight between good and evil
to save the world and grannies in trouble
- and a possibility for an individual to
change the outcome for the entire planet.

Marilyn Myller
Mikey Please
UK, 6’06, 2013 (SL)
An overlooked female sculptor becomes
a sensation when she begins destroying
her world. Migrating this paradoxical
approach to her personal life delivers
mixed results though.

XYZtopia
Martinus Klemet
ESTONIA, 14’19, 2013 (NL)
Gaining sudden and unexpected control
over an extra dimension brings a life of
complication to an inhabitant of Flat
Earth.

Raw Data
Jake Fried
USA, 1’00, 2013 (NL)
A figure evolves from a frenzied diorama
of rapidly emerging and changing images
hand-drawn with ink, gouache, whiteout
and coffee.

Strange Fruit
Hili Noy, Shimi Asresay
ISRAEL, 6’06, 2013 (NL)
A cautionary exploration of how easily
we can acquire fear and hatred. The daily
routine of a father and son is interrupted
by an encounter with a boy of different
colour.

To Thy Heart
Ewa Borysewicz
POLAND, 10’08, 2013 (NL)
Handsome and charismatic, the man
never lacks for the attention of others.
But his unabashed paranoia lays in wait
as the seed of his self destruction.

Wind Of Share
Pierre Mousquet, Jerome Cauwe
FRANCE, 8’00, 2013 (SL)
Etienne Bernard takes off for northern
climes seeking adventures. He soon
crosses swords with a ruthless small
town mafia involved in an illegal sand
yacht race scam.
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Embers
Hugo Frassetto
FRANCE, 7’00, 2013 (Sub)
A drunken betrayal one evening provokes
a thoughtful and complex reaction
amongst a trio of onlookers.
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PROGRAM
SEVEN
Abstract Showcase

W

Where to begin? MIAF is one of the few animation festivals that
routinely devotes entire parts of the schedule to abstract animation.
I am intensely proud of that. I firmly believe that abstract animation
(specialist taste though it may be) is a real cornerstone of the
artform and has lessons aplenty for absolutely anybody with
even a passing interest in animation. It is practised by a community
of filmmakers who know things about making films, manipulating
imagery and working with often arcane materials that would
benefit any filmmaker whether or not they ever planned to make
this type of work.
These people have a tendency to see art and – even better – the
potential for art in virtually everything they see and do. The film
Bird Shit came about when Caleb Wood found himself in a park
in Japan with a couple of hours to kill and a fully charged camera.
The park attracted flocks of birds and flocks of birds produce lots
of …, well, you get the idea. But in this splattered mess that
everybody else was either walking over or avoiding, Wood could
see similarities, differences, pictures and patterns – all he needed
was enough photos. Only abstract animators think this way.

This has plenty in common with other films in the program such
as Black Rectangle (Rhyane Vermette) and Recycled (Lei Lei and
Thomas Sauvin). Black Rectangle gets its title from the black
rectangle that makes up a single frame of film. It draws inspiration
from a 1915 Kazimir Malevich mural, but more significantly portrays
a ‘re-imagined’ moving mural of cut-up 16mm found footage that
in the course of invoking a kind of disintegrating curtain, tends
to draw our attention to the very medium of film itself in its
absolutely rawest and most naked form – just pieces or shards
of old film jammed, by necessity, back into the ‘black rectangle’.
Recycled also makes use of found footage. MIAF regulars will
be familiar with Lei Lei’s regular contribution to the competition
programs. In common, those films are exquisitely inventive, high
energy hand-drawn works of intense pictorial detail. Specific
narrative sense might be elusive but every picture is “of something”. However, in Recycled he, along with co-director Thomas
Sauvin, takes on a radically different tack. This is a film that relies on ’film’ for its very conception and raw material.
The filmmakers scanned close to half a million images from old
35mm films they retrieved from a recycling zone on the outskirts
of Beijing. This act essentially recontextualised these images as
‘stills’ rather than as individual units of frozen time whose job it
was to contribute to creating a moving image when projected.

Synesthesia
Michel Gagne
USA, 5’41, 2013 (NL)
An animated visualisation of the 1973
Gheorghe Constinescu work ’Dots, Lines,
And Patches’ commissioned by the
composer.

From here, the filmmakers selected about 3,000 of these ‘stills’.
This, in their minds, created a pictorial portrait of the city and its
inhabitants over the previous three decades or so and, in turn,
they used this as inspiration for adding their own artistic touches
directly to the film to accentuate the points they believed these
pictures were hinting at.
This process of recontextualising found materials is central to a
number of people working in abstract animation. One of the more
elegant examples of this is Two Weeks – Two Minutes by Canadian
filmmaker Judith Poirier. I saw this film at the Ottawa festival last
year and invited it on the spot – for those familiar with the space,
the deal was done whilst waiting for that dodgy lift down the
half flight of steps leading away from the entrance to festival club.
In person, Poirier is quiet, modest and unassuming. But it’s all
still waters I suspect. Two Weeks – Two Minutes is an intense
amalgam of physical media, cross-genre thinking and re-use of
existing materials.
How to explain this in a hundred words or less? During a two
week course at Center for Book and Paper Arts in Montreal,
Poirier attempted to record her immediate thoughts and
impressions of her environment on a regular basis. These writings
were set in type using the old-school lead type in the Centre’s
archive. This was pressed or printed into clear celluloid, which in
turn was cut into book-like ‘pages’, re-edited into a film format
by placing two of these ’pages’ side by side (as a book would be)
and then re-filmed to give a split-screen parade of imagery rich
with embossed type in a variety of fonts with the opposing
screens sometimes working in a complimentary fashion, sometimes
not. That’s 112 words. Best I could do.
Very pleased to have the latest film by Melbourne based animator
and teacher, Paul Fletcher. Mr Fletcher’s imagination is a truly
fascinating one. His films are world class examples of ‘visual
music’ and they just go from strength to strength each year. His
latest film Pop Psychology – Messages From Synapse 27 fits right
into the international stream of films that turn up at specialist
festivals such as Punto y Raya, from which he recently returned
clearly energised by what he experienced. There is not really
anybody else in Australia making films like his and they are
becoming progressively more complex and polished year on year
(I think I said this last year as well). Pop Psychology would easily
sit shoulder to shoulder with the best films I see at distributors
CONTINUED PAGE 26

Snail Trail
Philipp Artus
GERMANY, 3’00, 2012 (NL)
A complex and intriguing abstracted
journey, tracing one snail’s circular
cultural evolution.

Pencil Test
David Ehrlich
CHINA, 3’28, 2012 (NL)
From line to surface, melody to harmony,
purity to sensuality, from black and white
to color. A recent work from a master of
the form.
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Koukou
Takashi Ohashi
JAPAN, 6’00, 2013 (NL)
Vocal calisthenics and an ultra stunning
example of the peak art of synchronisation.

Pop Psychology – Messages From
Synapse 27
Paul Fletcher
AUSTRALIA, 3’14, 2013 (NL)
A lively blast of attention grabbing sound
and images take licence with ideas from
the neuroscience of communication
between neurons carried by synapses –

Black Rectangle
Rhayne Vermette
USA, 1’30, 2013 (NL)
In an act of near ultimate meta filmmaking,
a 16mm film has been dismantled to its
tiniest fragments and reassembled as a
projectable montage.

Machinalement (v. 32)
Jean Detheux
CANADA, 6’00, 2012 (NL)
“Listening with his eyes,” prolific
Canadian filmmaker Jean Detheux has
strived to create a piece that focuses on
that sensitive and elusive space that can
exist between music and images.

Sumi Dreams
Betsy Kopmar
USA, 5’30, 2013 (NL)
An abstract animation that seeks to
extend the language of landscape and
natural forms into the sensual and
psychological space of painting and
dance.

Barcode III.0
Adriaan Lokman
HOLLAND, 8’30, 2013 (NL)
A unique journey across a topography
created entirely from a form of digital
light and shadow, that have been
affected by a bristling terrain of poles
bending that light in every direction.

Triptyque
Pierre M. Trudeau
CANADA, 3’10, 2012 (NL)
Pirouetting through the innards of the
boards, precious metals and wiring that
make up our computers, this film works
as an exploration into our informatics
and electronic waste.

Virtuos Virtuell
Thomas Stellmach, Maja Oschmann
GERMANY, 7’30, 2013 (NL)
An invitation to associative realisation
via a parade of abstract ink drawings
that meander through timid encounters
and dynamic pursuits.

Recycled
Lei Lei, Thomas Sauvin
CHINA, 5’32, 2012 (NL)
An exhaustively created moving image
mural of Beijing and her inhabitants,
painstakingly extracted from an archive
of half a million 35mm negatives.

Two Weeks – Two Minutes
Judith Poirier
CANADA, 2’35, 2013 (NL)
An intensely imaginative exploration of
the way we interact with the opposing
pages of a book, utilising a vast collection
of lead and wood type to print directly
onto film stock.

1000 Plateaus (2004 -2014)
Steven Woloshen
CANADA, 3’22, 2014 (NL)
Made entirely in the front seat of a car
with simple art tools direct to film, this
hand-made short celebrates the joy of
road maps, travel and jazz music.
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Bird Shit
Caleb Wood
USA, 0’40, 2013 (NL)
Sometimes, abstraction can be found in
the everyday, right underneath your feet.
In fact, sometimes it kind of finds you,
you just have to look hard enough.

PROGRAM 6 CONTINUED
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such as Six Pack Film (Austria),
AV Arkki (Finland) or Light Cone
(France).
Of course, it wouldn’t be MIAF
without a film from either Jean
Detheux or Steven Woloshen.
Detheux is a prolific filmmaker whose
passion for creating these images is
immediately and immensely obvious.
I once visited his home-cum-studio
near the Beau Bien in Montreal along
with a programmer from the
Montreal Festival of New Cinema
where some of the discussion turned
on just what constitutes animation.
Detheux’s animation is created
digitally, often in a kind of real time
reaction to music he is inspired by
and/or as the result of a kind of
“animation-as-performance” process.
As a result his work is utterly unique
in style and challenges even some of
the more extreme or flexible definitions
of animation. Detheux’s films make it
into MIAF time and again because,
regardless of the categorisation
difficulties, the creative mindset he
brings to every project is about as
solidly that of a pure abstract animator
as it is possible to get. If you ever get
the chance to hear one of his lectures
on the value and possibilities of
abstract animation, take it.
Steven Woloshen needs no intro to
MIAF regulars. Primarily a master of
cameraless animation, his latest film
1000 Plateaus (2004-2014) was made
almost entirely on a small work tray
that he balances on his knees in
the front seat of a car as he recalls,
reviews and recreates memories
from a decade of driving film set
production vehicles in Canada.
Animating does not get much more
’real’ than this and Woloshen is a
worthy bearer of the flame originally
lit and fanned by Norman McLaren.
Imagining simulated movement in
the particularly lo-fi production
environment of painting, scratching
and bleaching images into one tiny
film-frame canvas after another takes
a very special sort of imagination,
and sublimely good at this as
Woloshen is, his secret sauce genius
is his uncanny ability to synchronise
these dancing images absolutely
perfectly with classic jazz sound
tracks.

INTERNATIONAL
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BLEND
Symposium Screening
PRESENTED IN
ASSOCIATION WITH
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY

A

Arguably BLENDING live-action characters into animated backgrounds is virtually
as old as animation and filmmaking itself. To some extent this describes elements
of the films of George Melies and Ladislas Starewicz, some of the earliest pioneers
of animation. Winsor McCay elevated it to a performance art with his 1916 film
Gertie The Dinosaur in which he appeared on stage interacting with a projected
animated dinosaur. Willis O’Brien took the it all several steps further with his
1920s and 1930s experimental animated short films which lead on to his opus
effort, the classic feature film King Kong. And surely nobody that has even a passing
interest in animation needs to reminded of achievements of Ray Harryhausen
who spent a lifetime perfecting his craft.
Most of these examples and most of the others that could be added to this list
were products of what the contemporary filmmaking technologies of the time
allowed. Generally, they utilised a variety of stop-motion and/or fairly limited
back-projection techniques.
There is a reasonable supply of perfectly amusing moments that feature Walt
Disney appearing to interact with one of his characters or Walter Lanz with
Woody Woodpecker appearing to perch on his drawing board plus a healthy
back-catalogue of purely auteur films doing much the same. But for most people,
the world of BLEND.2 really began with Who Framed Roger Rabbit in 1988.
The bar had not so much been lifted as picked up, moved to another universe,
electrified and given a whole new name. This was also a time in which technologies
such as green screen and motion capture animation were coming of age. It was an
idea whose time had come. The increasing power of TV and the need for ever more
attention grabbing visual effects in the commercial marketplace saw these new
tools as being custom built for the era. It also saved time and money in many facets
of film and television production ranging from opening credits to crowd scenes.
These noisy and aggressive applications of the form masked a more subtle
revolution going on in the auteur animation community. Often the machinery and
facilities required to make these films was outside of the reach of many members
of that community. For a long time there were precious few opportunities to learn
how to operate them. When those tools started becoming cheaper and faster,
however, a new wave of inventive films started appearing on the festival circuits.
Typically, many of these filmmakers were not so much interested in utilising the
technology to recreate existing styles of films more quickly or cheaply but instead
wanted to explore whole new visual palettes ranging from colours to character
design to ways of making characters move and interact. This is the natural instinct
of this tribe.
Crossover films of the time started exploring these sorts of influences. An American
company called Flat Black Films and its visionary founder, Bob Sebiston, were
beginning to roll out some leading edge software that Sebiston had been working
on since he was a student at MIT since the mid 1980s. Teaming with Richard
Linklater to make Waking Life and A Scanner Darkly, Sebiston’s system essentially
digitised one of the more obviously hand-made animation techniques, rotoscoping.
By now the genie was well and truly out of the bottle. Schools were alive to the
potential that computers and digital technologies offered, processing power
(woefully slow by todays standards) was increasingly on an almost daily limit and
the first digital generation was coming of age. In many cases, their natural instincts
simply leads them to resolve creative challenges using digital animation solutions
as the default solution suite – a group of animators were emerging which thought
primarily in terms of what a digital animation solution looked like.
This program seeks to celebrate the relative diversity of the ways different filmmakers have gone about making ’blended’ films. These range from the relatively
simple and deceptively crude method of simply rough-drawing faces onto the live
action characters in a gangster era feature film (The End by Belgium’s Collectif
Incognito) right across the scale to the almost impossibly lavish purely digital
machine world created by Emil Goodman in Heaven’s Vanguard.
The gap in between these two extremes is filled with films that incorporate the
live human component to varying degrees. Lucette Braune’s beautifully realised
new film Through You takes the essence of human actors, their silhouettes, and
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A lot of films that fall into this category use
software to ’over-draw’ an animated image
onto a filmed live action character. This
could best be described as a kind of digital
rotoscoping. Without wanting to wade into
the fully pre-stirred muddy pools that are
filled with critics of that technique, the
success of digital rotoscoping – much like
the success of the more manual examples –
depends on how much is done with the
resulting artwork. These images can be but
the stepping off point for extraordinary
transitions, wildly imaginative re-imaginings
of the physicality of the actor and otherwise
impossible to create interactions between
live human character and the otherwise
animated DNA of the film’s environment.
De Terre Et d’Encre by Jonathan Laskar and
The Labyrinth by Mathieu Labaye are two
of the best examples of exactly this which
came in through MIAF’s 3000 submissions
this year.
Animating photographs or using them as the
platform for creating an otherwise animated
character is another technique explored in
this program. It, too, has a long history
dating well back into the earlier moments
of the analogue era. But the best exponents
of this form of animating know how to bring
a depth of field and a malleability to characters,
particularly their faces. A love and appreciation
of collage usually goes hand in hand with this,
as is the case in Jorka (Michiel Wesselius).
Of course, where a lot of people working in
this field are going is to use the filmed
human characters not as a visual basis for a
form of re-animating but as a data-platform
from which to engineer a wholly different
character. Examples of this abound across
the submissions and choosing just one to
include in this program as a standard bearer
for the technique was one of the more
drawn out programming issues this year.
High Wool (Moritz Mugler and Nikolai
Maderthoner) is a good mix of classically
inspired story and character ideas, state of
the art technique and, as a student film, is a
good indicator of where this particular form
of filmmaking might be headed.

De Terre Et d’Encre
Jonathan Laskar
SWITZERLAND, 5’30, 2013 (Sub)
A man molds his double from clay. This
living portrait marks its own body with
the pain the man endures in his
relationship.

High Wool
Moritz Mugler, Nikolai Maderthoner
GERMANY, 2’22, 2013 (NL)
Cleverly rendered in string, two cowboys
face in the main street in the best way
that cowboys know how.

The End
Collectif Incognito
FRANCE, 2’00, 2012 (NL)
The end – when it comes – is never
simple or predicable, especially in the
movies. A plethora of classic movie ends
reanimated into a meta narrative.

Jorka
Michiel Wesselius
HOLLAND, 8’00, 2013 (SL)
A young man wanders, invisible,
amongst his friends as they come to
terms with his apparent death. Depicted
entirely in a subtly captivating cut-up
photo style.

The Labyrinth
Mathieu Labaye
BELGIUM, 9’23, 2013 (NL)
The mind is a labyrinth of pathways and
corridors, each one reacting differently to
being locked up and trapped.

Heaven’s Vanguard
Emil Goodman
HUNGARY, 11’30, 2012 (SL)
Francis Blaise, the long retired jazz great
from the peculiar man-made planet
Caelestis, returns for one last concert
at the luxuriously appointed venue
Heaven’s Vanguard. Not to be missed.

BLEND
Turn to
page 87
for more!
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pushes what is a pretty simple idea about as
far as it can go. In her hands, these flat and
utterly two dimensional silhouette actors
change, morph, stretch and blend as they
pass each other. There is a simple genius in
the way this is achieved and in the way the
filmed live action and the manipulated
animation elements are confined to doing
the bits that they do best.

Through You
Lucette Braune
HOLLAND, 7’55, 2012 (NL)
A simple trip to the grocery store
becomes an exercise in pushing through,
morphing with and trying to unglue
herself from everybody she encounters.

INTERNATIONAL
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LATE NIGHT
MACABRE

M

“Macabre”, it turns out, is a relatively difficult notion to
define in a film. Strictly speaking it is not horror, although
invariably there are often strenuously applied lashings of
horror involved. Weird is far from definitive and all the
more so in the context of programming an animation
festival in which a decent percentage of the content right
across the schedule might carry this tag as a badge of
honour. Morbid, ghoulish, ghastly and gruesome came up
in the thesaurus but, likewise, did not have the ring of
truth about them.
A surprising number of online definitions linked the
definition of macabre to something that induces a fear of
impending death. I just decided to not agree with that –
not entirely anyway. It seems absolutely plausible for a
film that has nothing whatsoever to do with death to be
macabre.
In attempting to deconstruct the values of macabre as a
concept this rusted on connection to death does have a
long history though. There is an entire thread of macabre
art dating back to the days of ancient Rome and the depiction of death or the sinister promise of death is one of
the requisites for being included in it.
There is also the entire “Danse Macabre” legend and the
multitude of festivals and events that celebrate it which
also inextricably links death to the meaning of macabre.
Danse Macabre dates back to the early 1400s and was
intended to motivate the workers to consider their mortality
and, presumably, thus be happy simply to be alive in an
era when there were precious few reasons to be especially
enthusiastic about the daily grind.
Even the Oxford and MacQuarie dictionaries are gently
forceful in insisting that actual or impending death
really should be part of the definition.
Films are more than words though and just as images
can morph so, perhaps, can words be allowed to at least
stretch and squash a little when they are playing in the
same sandpit as films. Under these standards, macabre
can be allowed to become a little more atmospheric;
something nasty that hangs in the air, something morbidly
foreboding laying in wait around the corner.
That is layer number one. On top of that, macabre films
(especially animated films) could surely also possess and
prosecute a grimly surreal aura of pure menace. Granted,
menace usually works best as death’s doorbell but they
say that a mind is a terrible thing to waste and lance
corporal menace could be just as scary threatening to
steel, dissolve or realign a mind or a soul as he would be
simply thieving a life away into the night.
Anybody could come up with a list of fates they would
find worse than death. Buried alive doesn’t sound like
much fun. Forever trapped in a dark room with the devils
arms reaching out for you would not be everybody’s cup
of tea. Sixty channels of nothing but My Kitchen Rules?
Where’s the knife!
So fear is definitely part of the fabric that makes up a
macabre film. And it needs to be a fear of something truly
horrible that threatens something our most inner soul holds
as valuable or essential to life, sanity or our sense of true
self. Using this as a programming guideline cracks open
the door on a whole mess of macabre. In this vault is
evidence piled to the ceilings that animation is not solely
the domain of kids entertainment or happy, funny films
for all the family. Oh no, in here are films that give image

to some of the things that tap our fears and short circuit
our ability to grasp the motivation behind making them.
The films in this program trample this path in degrees of
subtlety ranging from silent gossamer steel blades across
ice to bludgeoning down the metaphorical door.
Human mutation is a black, nutrient rich pool from which
to pull any number of macabre visions and set them loose.
There are so many directions this fear can hunt us down
from. Our own fears of becoming mutated, unexpectedly
encountering mutation (especially in a recognisably
human form) or a sense that somewhere close by in a space
we cannot see or locate a mutation might be twisting and
wreathing just waiting for the moment of escape head up
that list. All of this and more is captured in grisly detail in
Placement Of The Grain by Canadian filmmaker Mitchel
A. Kraft. This was the obvious film to open the program
with – it perfectly encapsulates the MIAF Dictionary
definition of macabre in a way that words cannot.
Any film that opens with a hunched and twisted blood
splattered half man/half turtle standing over a dead beautiful
bunny/woman on a beach before he drives her into the
sea in a classic jaguar is going to be up for inclusion in a
program like this. Byul Ju Bu by Suggwon Kim is a film
front-loaded with macabre juice. And where that juice
has leaked out, it has been patched over with macabre
shingles. It is a film that magnificently combines tender,
fragile beauty with a plethora of often intensely foreboding
atmospherics.
Human mutation is also front and centre of The Gate by
Matt Westrup and produced by Joyrider Films in London.
Set in a not too distant future, it paints a disturbingly
familiar picture of a near-game muffled dystopia.
This film sat in the playlist for our BLEND program for
several months. Technically it is a tour-de-force. The
sheer visceral extent of its grotesquery and the pleading,
silent scream pathos that can be experienced upon
encountering the deformed souls that star in it saw the
craft of filmmaking triumph over the prowess of production
and it got moved into Late Night Macabre.
It goes without saying that sound is an essential element
in filmmaking. It also happens to be something that just
about everybody on the receiving end of the film (be they
audience or festival programmers) overlooks, or at least
under estimates. Polish film Moonshine by Michal
Poniedzielski came in really late but arrived at a critical
moment of the planning for this program. It came from
one of my favourite distributors, New Europe Sales.
Established by dynamic duo Anja Sosic and Jan Naszewski,
this boutique distribution house has a great eye for short
films that just have that little something extra special
about them. In the case of Moonshine, it was the sound.
For the most part the film is set to (or against – depending
how you look at it) a vintage Tom Waits track Way Down
The Hole. Waits’ songs are always a bizarre offering, the
musical equivalent of mixing gravel and bitter chocolate.
Riding cruel shotgun to the often comicy, perverse imagery
Poniedzielski has conjured up, Moonshine was a rumbling
reminder that at least one film in the program had to
speak as loudly as possible for the role that sound makes
in conjuring up the amalgam of macabre.
This completed the macabre program in a lot of ways,
even if we never really defined what the term means
when applied to animation.
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Kreb
Tim Tracey
CANADA, 6’30, 2012 (NL)
In a dystopian hall of manufacture where
the industrialisation of life raises the
spectre of a revolt of hybrids, the one
with the knife is not always the most
dangerous creature in the frame.

Byul Ju Bu
Suggwon Kim
SOUTH KOREA, 7’00, 2013 (NL)
What starts out looking like a simple,
though garish sex crime, rapidly morphs
into a quest for human organs by a
colony of creatures who don’t seem
entirely sure what to do with them.

La Bete
Vladimir Mavounia-Kouka
FRANCE, 8’00, 2013 (NL)
In the shifting shadows deep in a
foreboding forest, a woman’s very soul
becomes the quarry for the monster the
trees camouflage and conceal.

An Errand
Ghim Na Heun
SOUTH KOREA, 3’50, 2013 (NL)
A young boy makes the mistake of entering
the grocery store stocked full of the most
ghoulish supplies. And yet, the apparently
kindly grocer has an option for everything
on his list.

The Gate
Matt Westrup
UK, 11’42, 2013 (SL)
Something has gone wrong. Medicines
bought online have brought about
distinctly unintended consequences and
a mess has to be cleaned up. But what –
exactly – is the real mess?

Incredulous Voice
Inês Freitas, Miguel Mendes
PORTUGAL, 6’18, 2012 (SL)
“It’s always them, them, them. Can’t you
see it’s you”! These interrogators may
think they have the upper hand but they
have no idea who they are really dealing
with.

Leviathan Ages
Jon Yeo
UK, 3’33, 2013 (SL)
The rise of long buried and forgotten stone
idols brings on the destruction of everything
that previously depended on the accepted
laws of physics for their place under the sun.

Sewing Woman
Woo Jin
SOUTH KOREA, 3’06, 2012 (NL)
Everyone has their job to do, a role that
gives them value and helps them make a
contribution. The sewing woman however,
has been cursed with one the more
chilling imaginable.

Moonshine
Michal Poniedzielski
POLAND, 10’13, 2013 (SL)
With Toms Waits wail about fighting the
devil in the background, a young boy
lost in a midnight forest finds himself the
prey of everything Lucifer can summons
to the chase.

The Maggot Feeder
Priit Tender
ESTONIA, 15’28, 2012 (Sub)
Drawing heavily from the ancient
Chukchi folktale, this is a journey
squeezed at great pressure through some
of the tightest, most heavily protected
cracks of the human psyche.
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Placement Of The Grain
Mitchel A. Kraft
CANADA, 2’50, 2013 (NL)
We all know we are living in a cage, we
all know larger hands control us and the
world we try to navigate, but seeing it
writ large in chromium black and white
is the stuff of nightmares.

VCA

Crochet Noir, directed by Jessica Harris, 2013.

Animation at the VCA
Experience hands-on, world class animation education at the Victorian College of the Arts with the
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Animation).
We offer a small, studio-based program that develops your unique voice as an animator, so you can
follow in the footsteps of award winning animators, including:
Adam Elliot
Sarah Watt
Dennis Tupicoff
Anthony Lucas
To ﬁnd out more visit us at
Open Day, Sunday 17 August 2014

ZO470052

CRICOS: 00116K

vca.unimelb.edu.au/ftv
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700 Words About Late Night Bizarre + Organs tied to rockets + drill deeper for
greater happiness and stuff in more brain + killer bees up the willie + scorpions
have the added advantage of glowing under UV light + go horn to horn with a
rhino in midair + vomit up that chocolate almond + use bum ink to write on the
prison wall + Hey Jeb, Jed, Krody, Dip, Stella, Kordan, Zap, Wheelbarrow, Tack,
Pam, Tron, Pace, Borden, Bedna, Dump, Saw, Crean, Stripe, Zeb and Herpules,
whatdya all want for dinner + Goosefight + Ike ants stop who? + Cougar bike
+ Ice wallop who? + What’s in the jar + What’s in the room? + 13 sticks of
incense and a UV light + Boogers get your shotgun, Modo grab your mace, Lenny
you’re the look-out and Booshnush aim for the face + Kittens, this is our Waco,
we’re going down in flames + sit-ups for hair + the excess of information
provokes amnesia + cut the rope, finger the pea + women who drink alcohol
make 14% more money than those who do not + mouse diarrhoea to die for, the
only way to get the cheese + build a wedge near the edge it might help us relax
+ you just ordered a salad and a mojito, what’s wrong, what’s goin’ on? + you
guys should be science fiction writers, your vivid imagination is running wild +
you guys are in the wrong profession, you shouldn’t be helping people which –
the way – you don’t do + Juice is Lord, drink him in and rejoice + the secret
time machine is liquid and it’s wet and it’s juice + forget botox, drink my juice +
poor Carmen Miranda, blacklisted coz she didn’t wear panties just that one time
+ most juice aficionados would be ready to drink the juice but those guys are a
bunch of sludge drinking swindlers and liars, drug addicts and necrophiliacs + it
starts out with these cave paintings that leads into the origin story of the space

CONTINUED OVER

I Love You So Hard
Ross Butler
UK, 3’28, 2013 (SL)
Seduction-Excess!! One man’s attempt
to win her over with a plummeting rhino,
a bladder full of killer bees and a cordless
drill.

Cute Midwestern Family Moments
(Oareos And Melk)
Joe Sams
USA, 1’00, 2013 (SL)
Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay too many
kids. Yeah.

Knock Knock
Chadwick Whitehead
USA, 1’14, 2012 (SL)
Oh God. Don’t go there, it won’t turn
out well.

The Collector
Dimitri Kozma
BRAZIL, 2’00, 2013 (NL)
A glass jar a day helps keep you regular.

Cat Waco
Brooke Duckart
USA, 3’25, 2012 (SL)
Lock the doors, bar the windows, load
the guns. This is gonna get hairy.

Eternal Friend
Naoki Yamaji
JAPAN, 5’15, 2013 (NL)
There’s something going on in the
bathroom and it’s really not good.
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jockeys + it takes a lot more than a helmet to be a jockey bro + punk post box
bunnies + skullman on the phone + good underpants gone bad + rogue undies
fight back + travel down the nose pipe til you get to the source + here comes
the blow that’ll fill the carriage + touching the walrus ain’t the same thing as
licking it + oh yeah, here comes the tear gas + shots fired, Walrus Down, Walrus
Down + and because they have no brains, just holes in their heads, nothing can
happen to them, they are most perfect and highest stage of evolution + gather
round the huge golden monument and impatiently wait for the play button to be
pressed + penguin is cold, wants fire, how ’bout a smoke, penguin’s got some
dope, penguin’s got the munchies, time to roast the penguin, can penguins actually
take part in a threesome?, they can fight when they’re drunk though, enter the
polar bear/exit a dead polar bear, is it true what they say about the length of a
nose?, angry husband takes a pike from behind, lawman at the door, lawman
doesn’t make it, that only leaves the horse + dead is dead, a punch in the head
will do that + I have made my diagnosis – You have rumblies in your tumblies +
hooves were not fashioned for the delicate surgical work needed + let’s cut this
turkey open + Oh look, you brought your friend Doctor Obvious + Let’s – Get –
Medddddiiiiiicaaaaaaaal + We have to act now or we’ll lose this raptor + screw
those lovable woodlanders + Who not to eat, they a talkin’ you keep a walkin’ +
at least a hundred kids sewn to an easel + he sews the kids together and his
teeth are green + that noise coming from the barn could only be one thing + my
turn!!! + where you been and what’d they do to your bee-hind? + hey Larry,
thanks for inviting to your barbecuuuuuube!! Hey hey hey + Sappy sappy sap’s
coming out of the… + Sappy sappy sappy sappy sappy sappy’s coming out +
with all you’ve got, drive me crazy + Late Night Bizarre

Swallowing A Single-Engine
Airplane
Marao, David Mussel, Fernanda
Valverde, Giuliana Danza, Jonas
Brandao, Pedro Eboli, Gabriel Bitar,
Ze Alexandre
BRAZIL, 8’00, 2013 (SL)
Swallowing is tough enough, but what
goes in has to come out… one way or
another.

Cowpokes Livin’ On The Edge
John Akre
USA, 2’35, 2013 (SL)
Idiot solutions to dumb problems all
done to dubious country and western
mumblishin’.

Trusts And Estates
Jeanette Bonds
USA, 3’51, 2013 (SL)
Four guys unload in a restaurant. Things
have not been going well at the office
but there’s always a solution.

Mister Super Juicer
Aaron Peeples
USA, 4’49, 2013 (SL)
Would you buy a juicer from this guy?
Don’t answer til you’ve heard the offer.
But wait, there’s more – a LOT more.

Prometheus Shrugged
Morgan Miller
USA, 2’10, 2012 (SL)
Tell it like it is Bro. The art of the
backyard cultural critique taken to a
new level.

I Don’t Understand Your Website
Lyndon Daniels
SOUTH AFRICA, 2’10, 2007 (NL)
Bad animals go full metal to get some
customer service happening.
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Bless You
David Barlow-Krelina
CANADA, 2’30, 2013 (NL)
Buy the ticket, take the ride, but who
could have anticipated Nasal Armageddon
on the nightly commute.

Touch A Walrus
Jackson He
CANADA, 1’52, 2013 (SL)
Touching it is one thing, but licking it
is another. And was the tear gas really
a good idea (coz the hand gun sure
wasn’t).

Rabbitland
Ana Nedeljkovic, Nikola Majdak Jr
SERBIA, 7’19, 2012 (NL)
In Rabbitland the rabbits have no brains,
just holes in their head, which helps
explain their worship of a huge pair of
golden legs.

The Penguin
Annette Jung
GERMANY, 7’15, 2012 (NL)
Who could have thought one tiny
little penguin could harbour such a
comprehensive grab bag of vices and
provoke so much mayhem?

Dead
Joe Bichard
UK, 4’00, 2013 (SL)
Children can be oh so cruel.

Doctor Lollipop
Aliki Grafft
USA, 5’32, 2013 (SL)
Is there a doctor in the horse? Dr Lollipop
is perfect. Dr Lollipop has a flock of
gentle bluebirds carry his stethoscope.
Dr Lollipop has trouble operating coz he
has hooves.

Sewing Machine
Brayden Gifford
AUSTRALIA, 5’47, 2013 (SL)
An evil man in the woods with green
teeth and a sewing machine, 100 missing
kids and a boy with a hook where his
hand used to be. And then....

The Origin Of A Myth: Alien
Abduction
Jason Petrovitch
USA, 3’00, 2012 (SL)
At last the truth about plasma smears
and anal probes.

Barbecube
Kyle Stebbins
USA, 1’00, 2013 (SL)
Just two square dudes standing around
their BBQ chewing the fat – and spitting
it out.

Ketsujiru Juke
Sawako Kabuki
JAPAN, 2’56, 2013 (Sub)
An in depth look at... no wait, we can’t
say that. A large pile of... ah, crap, we
can’t say that either. LNB aficionados
will be out of their seats though.
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The Dukes Of Bröxstônia: Undies
Stu Connolly, Suren Perera
AUSTRALIA, 3’00, 2013 (NL)
The rancid undies are killing the on-stage
vibe and they’re not doing the general
atmosphere in the tour bus much good
either.
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Putting together the MIAF Kids program is definitely not as easy as it sounds.
Perhaps counter intuitively, there is not nearly as much auteur animation produced
for kids as a lot of people might think. As the entries for MIAF flow in each year,
anything that looks like it would be remotely suitable for inclusion in the Kids
program is put in a special folder specifically for consideration. Of the 2,856 films
entered, only 146 made it into this category this year and that is a fairly typical
ratio compared to recent years.
This is the program I consult more widely on than probably all of the others put
together and the one I worry about the most. My regular, though informal, kids
posse of Alex and Clare Martin and Ari White chipped in insights from deep inside
the core demographic. But there have been many and greatly valued conversations
with some especially knowledgeable colleagues whose input has been a resource
of immense worth. Nick Pagee (a kids film programmer for the Toronto International
Film Festival) and I share a cramped office space for a week a year when we both
knuckle down and pillage the submissions library at the Ottawa International Film
Festival. Nick works to a complex brief but his responses to any given film are often
instinctive and I stay on constant guard for gems that he digs out. Nic Marshall (a
programmer at the New York Children’s Film Festival and a colleague at the New
Zealand International Film Festival) has an eye for what will work for that
audience like nobody else I know. Nic and I never seem to start working on this
stuff early enough but her influence flows through the meta-decisions that underpin
the selections this year. And Bill Gosden, Director of the New Zealand International
Film Festival and I exchange more emails on this topic than on anything else.
Generally we agree but any sense of unease about a film on Bill’s part usually has
me taking a good, hard look at any initial assumptions I had about it.
How did we go? One never really knows until the program has screened. Sometimes
the parents feel very differently about the films than their kids; that can be interesting.
One certainty, though, is that this audience will always let you know exactly what
they think.

7 Tonnes 3
Nicolas Deveaux
FRANCE, 2’30, 2012 (NL)
There’s an elephant in the gym and it’s
having a LOT of fun!

Revolution
Jess Deacon, Helen Friel, Chris Turner
UK, 1’46, 2013 (NL)
The coolest thing ever. A real life popup
book that moves all by itself.

Serious And Bert
Ivo Christov, Manuela Seiler
SWITZERLAND, 2’50, 2013 (NL)
It must be nearly winter time. One squirrel
wants to carefully store all his nuts but
his friend has another plan.

Four
Margherita Premuroso, Luca Da Rios
ITALY, 3’15, 2011 (SL)
Sure it’s bed time but there are trees to
be climbed, rivers to cross and stuff to
jump.

The Little Cuddle
Maggie Rogers
UK, 3’16, 2013 (SL)
The Little Cuddle isn’t quite sure just
exactly what he is, so he sets off to ask
some friends if they know.

Fresh Guacamole
PES
USA, 1’40, 2012 (NL)
So... take some playdough, a couple of
handfuls of dice, chop up a baseball,
squeeze a golf ball, slice up a light bulb
and whatdaya have? Something yummy,
that’s what!

My Mom Is An Airplane
Yulia Aronova
RUSSIA, 6’51, 2013 (SL)
Different people have different mothers.
Mother musicians, Mother animal
doctors, even Mother construction
workers. But my Mother is an Airplane.
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Hidden Talent
Miran Miosic
CROATIA, 6’00, 2013 (NL)
Every cat has a hidden talent of some
kind. Imagine what happens when a
hundred cats all get together.

The Caketrope Of Burton’s Team
Alexandre Dubosc
FRANCE, 1’40, 2012 (NL)
A delicious but crazy cake turned into an
animation machine.

Sniffles
Jeremy Galante, David Cowles
USA, 2’05, 2012 (NL)
Sniffles the puppy has lost his nose, but
Sniffles is hot on its trail.

Shape
Przemyslaw Adamski,
Katarzyna Kijek
POLAND, 3’05, 2013 (NL)
About a zillion pieces of cut out paper all
dancing. Cooooooolllll!

Claire
Daniella Selmi
CANADA, 1’45, 2012 (SL)
Claire has amazing hair. It’s beautiful and
it changes with every season. First there
is spring.

Twins In Bakery
Mari Miyazawa
JAPAN, 5’38, 2013 (NL)
When the baker closes up the shop for
the night, all the food comes to life and
the fun begins.

Trampoline
Maarten Koopman, Floris Kaayk
HOLLAND, 3’00, 2013 (NL)
Some things were just never meant to
jump up and down on a trampoline.
Little things are OK but giant animals…
hmmm, not such a great idea.

Don’t Be Curly
Veronika Jelinkova
CZECH REPUBLIC, 6’24, 2013 (SL)
That’s easy for some people to say. But
what if you just happen to have lots and
lots and LOTS of hair that wants to be
curly.

Don’t Sit Under The Poo Tree
Ross Payne, Stephen Templer
NEW ZEALAND, 2’34, 2014 (Singing)
Very very good advice from some folks
who learned the hard way.

The Smortlybacks
Ted Sieger, Wouter Dierickx
SWITZERLAND, 5’00, 2013 (NL)
Dazzling. A hilarious herd of smortly little
creatures that just love to work as a
team, even if they can be a bit clumsy
sometimes.

The Gallant Captain
Katrina Mathers, Graeme Base,
Patrick Sarell
AUSTRALIA, 8’08, 2013 (SL)
A gorgeously crafted film built around
a Graeme Base book and featuring a
fearless young boy who sets off for an
adventure on the high seas with his
faithful cat.
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Land
Masanobu Hiraoka
JAPAN, 3’30, 2013 (NL)
A visually captivating swirl of weird and
wonderful shapes and spongy characters.

INSTALLATION
Animation
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PRESENTED IN
ASSOCIATION WITH
DIGISTOR/AUTODESK

PROGRAM ONE

PROGRAM TWO
Interior
Sabrina Schmid
UK, 1’00, 2013 (NL)
Reaching into the heritage of
abstract animated imagery, Schmid
has retrieved some of the simplest
forms available to reconstruct an
image of an ever changing interior
space.

Eager
Allison Schulnik
USA, 8’30, 2014 (NL)
This atmospheric banshee-chique
epic uses stop motion glory to
choreograph emotive gestures in an
experiment of animation as dance in
a way that only Allison can.

Oscillate
Daniel Sierra
USA, 4’27, 2013 (NL)
Over and over, a single straight line
invents and reinvents ways to rapidly
morph into the curves and particles
that represent the liquid aural
universe we all live within.

Neat Meat
Kevin Eskew
USA, 2’30, 2011 (NL)
A spectacularly bizarre loop made
of nine parts tricky hilarity, one part
conspiratorial macabrery.

Salmon Deadly Sins
Steven Vander Meer
USA, 7’00, 2013 (NL)
Fishy wisdom for a better, more
moral life – all reinforced by a killer
banjo symphony.

Dream Walk
Kaan Kayimoglu
USA, 1’32, 2013 (NL)
We all have targets, we all strive
to reach them. But that journey
towards achievement can be a long
and interesting walk.

Young: The Paper Kites
Darcy Prendergast
AUSTRALIA, 3’47, 2013 (Singing)
A rolling kaleidoscope of unique and
single faces building a much bigger
picture.

Animation School Dropout
Vince Collins
USA, 2’00, 2014 (NL)
One from waaaay left field. Iconic
master animator Vince Collins keeps
the mindset that gave us ’Malice
In Wonderland’, but clearly has
discovered a new tool box to play
with.

Prune
Jean Detheux
CANADA, 3’06, 2012 (NL)
Detheux’s elegant, black and white
intoned visual response to the
“warmth and quality” of Jean Rene’s
cello.

Euclidrive
Yoshihisa Nakanishi
JAPAN, 5’00, 2013 (NL)
An ingenious animation machine
made up of nothing but intricate
paper cut-outs and a jumbo serving
of imagination.

Runtime Error
Sandra Araujo
PORTUGAL, 4’12, 2013 (NL)
How many things can go wrong
with code? There’s probably
predictive code to work that out,
but that could go wrong as well.

Parasit
Nikki Schuster
AUSTRIA, 7’32, 2013 (NL)
A creepy subcosmos populated
with luminous hybrid micro fauna
composed of discarded refuse, insect
wings, bones, hair and plant particles
work on dominating their space.

INSTALLATION
Animation
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Hum
Emily Howells, Anne Wilkins
UK, 3’46, 2012 (NL)
An abstractish percolation of digital
geometry, photo montage and filigree
line drawings that drag the eye
and the consciousness towards a
narrative mirage.

Keep Walking, Coward
Toril Orlesky
USA, 3’10, 2013 (NL)
We all love false gods but deep
down we know they can lead us
to dark, dangerous and sometimes
overwhelming places. Scale is
the key.

Numb
Henning M. Lederer
GERMANY, 4’05, 2013 (Singing)

Taxi
Meng Jiang
CHINA, 3’04, 2013 (NL)
Taxi drivers know all the tricks and
can cut corners, find gaps and edge
into the lines better than most of us,
but this guy is really pushing his
luck.

NOTE: CONTAINS STROBING EFFECTS

We are part of the machine – we
influence it and it enables and serves
us – and now we can probably never
extricate ourselves from it even if
we wanted to.
Alcubic
Alexis Burlat
BELGIUM, 2’38, 2013 (NL)
It’s dirty work but somebody has to
do it. Drunken tales from the digital
games coalface and the characters
who fill the spots.

Mr Fly
Tian Liu
UK, 3’45, 2013 (Sub)
Flies will never be popular no matter
how intensely colourful and crazy
their PR daydreams are.

Cells Happen
Shelley Nicholls
UK, 1’09, 2013 (NL)
…and happen and happen and
happen. Hand-drawn animation is
the perfect vehicle to capture the
constantly moving, changing,
multiplying, morphing world of cells.

Lines
Hanna Kim
USA, 4’18, 2013 (NL)
How long is a piece of string?
Who cares. What matters is how
colourful it is and how many groovy
things you can do with it. That’s
where the real love is.

Prism
Shuhan Teoh
USA, 3’45, 2013 (NL)
Hope tells us to hold onto tiny specks
of happiness lying in the shambles of
despair. Letting go makes us realise
the possibilities of something better
beyond.

Sonnet Of Light, Shadow And
Illusion
Singyoon Ho
CHINA, 3’52, 2013 (NL)
Initially employing a selection of
classic Chinese imagery, this piece
rapidly recontextualises the material
into a complex and fascinating
experiment in 3D animation.

Suddenly Last Summer
Juha Maki-Jussila
FINLAND, 4’19, 2013 (SL)
Some of the most iconic classic movie
scenes reimagined as dialogue for
vegetables. Yes.

Webomalogy
Sumito Sakakibara
JAPAN, 8’08, 2013 (NL)
If Bruegel could have animated in his
day this is what he may have come
up with. An astonishing, captivating
and complex classic of diorama,
imagination and movement.
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Katachi
Przemyslaw Adamski,
Katarzyna Kijek
POLAND, 3’05, 2013

Keep Your Head Down
Ruth Lingford
USA, 4’42, 2013

Me, Myself
Lucas Fernandes, Carlon Hardt
BRAZIL, 5’00, 2012

Let’s Go
Alexis Beaumont, Remi Godin
FRANCE, 3’35, 2012

Still On My Mind
Alyssa Rothwell
AUSTRALIA, 4’00, 2013

Lucky Boy
Baptiste Magontier
FRANCE, 4’26, 2012

Paradise: Prudence Rees-Lee
Sophia McInerney
AUSTRALIA, 3’30, 2013

What’ll It Take
Ninian Doff
UK, 4’42, 2012

Anklebiters: Paramore
Jordan Bruner
USA, 2’38, 2013

Joe Cartoon
Signe Baumane
USA/LATVIA, 3’30, 2014

Grouplove Borderlines And
Aliens
Kelsey Stark
USA, 3’53, 2013
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You have to admire the tenacity of Australia’s independent
animators. No matter what obstacle is in the way – like
funding – they find a way of realizing their dreams. For
instance, out of curiosity on the Animation Alliance Australia’s
Facebook page I posted the question: “How do animators in
Australia get their film(s) financed?” A question that any
indie creative faces especially if there is rent or mortgage to
pay, and mouths to feed. It may come as a surprise to audience
members and online viewers just how much an indie animated
short may cost. However, because of the magic created on
the screen there is an insatiable appetite to take a peek into
behind-the-scenes. So the layperson is distracted with the
jaw dropping statistics of just how many individual drawings
or individual incremental movements of a puppet is made to
create a second of film. The process is undeniably slow in
anyone’s language. Meanwhile how an animator survives
financially while committed to this labour intensive process
is essentially of non-interest. It is only the curious few with
aspirations to take up a career in animation that may venture
into the unknown and ask about distribution – the stuff that
happens that determines the fate of the finished film.
Unlike features, there is no mainstream or for that matter
independent cinemas in Australia that screen shorts –
animated or otherwise. Those childhood days of seeing an
animated cartoon before the main feature are long gone, with
the exception of a movie from Pixar who accesses their own
vault of animated shorts to head their feature presentations.
It is a hard slog even after the last frame is rendered to even
look like making an income from an animated short.
Online exhibition of animated shorts can offer some sort of
return if it taps into the right demographics and develops a
cult following. However the online screening experience for
some animators can often leave them feeling jaded after a
while with only a collection of ‘fan mail’ to show for it. For
the more astute amongst them, film festivals – the right films
festivals – is the road often taken with maybe the chance of
being bestowed an Oscar qualification or even sales. Even
then, despite the accolades and awards, only a handful of
Australian animated shorts have experienced the success of
‘breaking even’ which may take up to three years since the

Cubed
Kane Grose
AUSTRALIA, 2’40, 2013 (NL)
A spectacular spectacle of cubic cubicing
cubed.

K

film’s release. Case in point is The Lampshade Collective’s
Nullarbor (2011) funded by Screen Australia and canonised
as an iconic Australian short animation.
The Lampshade Collective crew return with their much
anticipated latest short film The Gallant Captain again
commissioned by Screen Australia. Here Australian children’s
author and illustrator Graeme Base, well known for his work,
Animalia and The Eleventh Hour, makes his film directional
debut. Co-directed with Katrina Mathers, the film The Gallant
Captain is an adaptation of his own book The Legend of the
Golden Snail. Full of warmth and stunningly executed, Base’s
hand was a guiding force in its look, (he did original matte
paintings and textures as well as production design) which
will please those that adore his work. There is no doubt
The Lampshade Collective have another hit on their hands.
So too has Malcolm Turner with this incredible menagerie
of Australian animated films. In a time where there is
uncertainty in Screen Australia’s funding future, on a positive
note judging by this program, the Australian animation scene
couldn’t be stronger in talent. It is a prerogative of MIAF to
put the spotlight on Australian animation. After MIAF, the
Australian Showcase will be screening in Portugal, London,
South Korea, Slovenia and Canada later in the year.
There are extremely talented students amongst this year’s
showcase. Over half of the films are student films. A revelation
that is surprising, considering how well they already stand
against their peers – The Elephant’s Garden is an outstanding
example. Australian film school institutions are like powerhouses for animation production.
I allude here to the remarkable effort that went into creating
Crochet Noir by VCA Masters of Film and Television
(Animation) graduate, Jessica Harris. It is the only stop
motion puppet film in this showcase. As implied by the title,
it is a film noir spoof. One of the things you will immediately
notice which is different from other stop-motion animated
shorts are the puppets – they are not made of clay nor silicon
but painstakingly crocheted. It seems an unlikely match –
crochet and film noir – but that is exactly her slant. Jessica
likes the contrast between the textile medium and the dark
story/ atmosphere of the genre and to see crochet puppets

Kane GROSE is a writer, artist, and
animator, currently working in
Melbourne, Australia. He holds a
Bachelor’s Degree in Creative Arts,
and has recently completed his
Master’s Degree in Animation and
Interactive Media. He has been
creating sculptures for over 20 years,
which has fostered an abiding love
of stop-motion animation.

What made you make this film?
Cubed was designed to be a combination of three things
that I love in animation: Stop-motion techniques, abstract
representations of emotion, and animating to music.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
This film was built around an original piece of music by Victor
Spiegel, which was instrumental in helping me with the
structure and flow of the piece.
This looks like a SERIOUS amount of work! How long did
this take to make and how much of it is stopmotion?
The whole film was made using stop motion, with some
effects in post-production. All up, this film took about three
months to make, and about half of that was taken up with
the actual animation.
What materials did you work with in making this film?
I used somewhere in the vicinity of 7500 balsa wood cubes,
and a single piece of wire.
Did you have a particular audience in mind for this film?
I didn’t have a particular audience in mind, but if even one
person takes as much joy from watching it as I had from
making it, then I will consider it an overwhelming success!
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Some films begin through happenstance. Take for example
Simon Cottee’s inspiration to make Ben Loory’s whimsical
short story The Duck. Simon is fast becoming known for his
sensitive animated adaptations of short fiction stories. He is
an independent 2D short animation filmmaker. He is an
auteurist working from his bedroom creating all the visuals
and collaborating online with musicians and sound people for
his films. He adapts short fiction stories by writers he admires.
His graduate animated short The Wedding (2011), screened
in the “Panorama 4: Australian” program at MIAF in 2012,
was an adaptation from a story by his good friend and local
Brisbane writer Jack Vening. The Wedding has been good to
Simon which has scored several awards and tickets to travel
to various festivals around the world including Munich, Israel
and Cannes.
The Duck is Simon’s second animated short film. It is about
a duck who is deeply in love with a rock. This isn’t a ‘nearsighted lover’ gag – the duck has twenty-twenty vision and
the rock looks nothing like a duck. It is funded via Kickstarter
and then a Screen Australia funded project in the Talent
Escalator. The score was written by Grammy nominated
composer Austin Wintory. Not bad for an emerging animator
based in Brisbane.
Simon heard Ben Loory’s short story The Duck read on a
podcast, This American Life’s Valentine’s Day special, whilst
he was lying in bed. When it got to the reading of The Duck
he could visualise the whole thing in his head. In fact his
head was spinning. It was there and then Simon had an
epiphany – Simon knew this story just had to be made into
an animated short film and he had to be the one to make it.
So quickly he moved into action and purchased the rights to
the story and turned to crowdfunding to make his dream a
reality. The campaign was a successful one, raising slightly
more than his initial goal with an attractive array of incentives
to offer to would be backers – which included a signed copy
of Ben Loory’s book Stories for Nighttime and Some for the
Day as well as a phone call from the book’s author himself to
read some of the book to you. As a side interest with each
film so far, Simon does a stint which he calls: Beardstones –
which is as he explains is milestones but linked to the length

Descent
Timothy Jeffs
AUSTRALIA, 1’33, 2013 (NL)
A morphing fiesta of suburban
iconography, household miscellanea
and unfiltered ideas engaged in an eye
melting choreography of the imagination.

T

of his
facial hair over the period of time it takes from the beginning
to end of the film’s production.
There is a strong trend now to turn to crowdfunding amongst
young aspiring animation filmmakers as a way to attain
things they can’t do themselves. It was among the first
answers to my question I posted on Facebook. Despite the
sacrifices the filmmaker makes, they are aware they cannot
expect the same unpaid obsessiveness from friends to realise
their dreams. Things like sound and music production, software, those things that help give it the edge and to cover
expenses of the filmmaker while they take a good chunk out
of their year to dedicate themselves to the production of the
film. Not to mention the costs of courier and submission fees
involved with submitting the finished animated short to film
festivals the world over. Crowdfunding can also given the
filmmaker something of a reassurance that it is a worthwhile
project. Take for instance Simon Cottee’s The Duck, in 40
days it gained 213 backers. Not only had it reached its goal
of $12,000, backers pushed it further by an extra 6.4%.
Certainly a confidence booster to make the film when you
know you have that kind of support from an awaiting audience.
It is also testimony to the hard work and creativity Simon
Cottee injected into the campaign to raise the money.
I want to acknowledge a special milestone for the Brisbane
studio, Bigfish and its founder Sheldon Lieberman who has
spent the last 20 years guiding his team of strategists,
designers, animators, writers, editors, programmers and
producers to create all kinds of quirky and original branding,
advertising, design and film work for clients around the
world. MIAF was last attuned to their unique brand of
weirdness in 2008 with Mr. Pipik in Global Warming (2007).
This year we see a welcome return of Bigfish with two
animated shorts: Condom and Teagan. When you boil it
down both films are about family, be it bloodline or the
‘extended family’ in the workplace. Condom is one of the
latest episodes from their internationally awarded animated
series Spike and Dadda (spikeanddadda.com ) which centres
around the lives of Sheldon Lieberman and his son, Spike
(named after Spike Milligan). It is the next ‘generation’ of
Sheldon’s earlier series Gefiltefish (bigfish.tv/gefiltefish).
And like its predecessor, the stories are all based on true
events. At its best it is both hilariously funny and heartwarmingly charming. The Spike and Dadda series was born
out of the boredom and frustration of working for clients and
answering briefs. Sheldon woke up at three o’clock in the
morning and started to draw his family and write a script.
The dialogue flows naturally, as if it was all improvised, as
though a tape recorder had been left unattended in the
corner of the room to capture those golden moments of time

Timothy JEFFS is a young’un from
Melbourne, Australia. A cartoonist
and animator, Tim specialises in
creating bendy, energetic and tangible
frame-by-frame animations and offbeat characters. Tim graduated from
the Bachelor of Arts (Animation and
Interactive Media) course at RMIT
University in 2013 and is currently
doing an animation internship with
VFX and animation company, Iloura.
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acting out very serious and violent behaviour towards each
other. There is incredible attention to detail. Although the
puppets just have wire armature ‘skeletons’, they are
masterfully animated and act incredibly life-like. Her level of
dedication was extraordinary completing the whole 8 minute
film in her final year – planning her time in two month blocks
each for pre-production, puppet making and set building.
Then there was shooting the animation over six weeks.
Even on a student stop motion film, the cost of just materials
nudged $4,000. It is certainly a film to watch out for at film
festivals.
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CONTINUED OVER
What made you make this film?
Descent was the result of having far too many disparate story
ideas for a project. All of these stories were trying to give a
reason for a morphing, surrealist section of the film and in the
end I decided there didn’t need to be any explanation – there
just needed to be visual creativity and good animation to
accompany the music.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
Production was like being dragged along a bed of nails while
being punched repeatedly in the head by a gypsy on coke.
The pacing of this film is really sustained and consistent.
Is it hard to maintain this level of pacing and was that
important to you or did it just “turn out that way”?
I began the film with the intent to really match the pacing of
the music supplied by Curtis Reardon. I also set some rules
for the main part of the animation: no holds, no tweens,
everything completely redrawn on twos and no loops.
More than most films in MIAF, Descent really uses the
unique morphing properties of animation to great effect.
What made you go down this path?
My drawings have developed a very bendy, warpy, Salvador
Dali-esque look so this was the main reason I went morph-mad.
It’s the kind of animation I enjoying watching most and I love
drawing it myself, so it made sense.

AUSTRALIANSHOWCASE
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that can never be replaced. In fact each episode does use real
life recordings of Sheldon’s conversations with his six year
old son. Sheldon Lieberman and his team at Bigfish believe
this natural conversation audio is an aspect that is vitally
missing from the animation market. They have always
wanted to rebel against the overly scripted material of
The Simpsons, Family Guy and South Park and instead look
for ways to make their own unique take of this genre of
animation more filmic and more real.
While Condom delights in the humour from the situation
of Dadda attempting to explain about boys’ schmekels and
girls’ knutzas as the result of his six year old son, Spike,
finding a used condom; Teagan is an unusually solemn
animation for Bigfish. Teagan follows the tribulations of
their editor who is transgender. As Sheldon explains the
premise of the film in a recent article: “We loved him as a
him and we love her as a her. I’m proud of how we’ve
supported her transformation into her true self. The film
captures this beautifully.” The film was made with the
intentions of entering last year’s Tropfest as it fitted with
the signature item “Change”. Although rejected by
Tropfest, Teagan has gone on to screen to much acclaim
at various international film festivals including queer,
animation, and documentary events.

Le Tour
James Hazael
AUSTRALIA, 2'55, 2013 (NL)
Mismatches come in all shapes and forms
and sometimes it is just a happy accident
that sorts them out.

Position Vacant
Leonie Yue
AUSTRALIA, 2'47, 2013 (NL)
A job interview is stressful enough when
everything goes well but this hapless
applicant has everything going against
him.

It will have a profound effect on all that watch her and I dare
say should have a post-festival life as educational material to
assist others not only in their own transition but to hold a
mirror up to society in a lesson of showing tolerance.
In this introduction to this showcase of Australian animation
I have attempted to give some sort of insight and appreciation
into the strategies Australian animators pursue to get their
‘creative hit’. I recently asked animator Igor Coric, Sheldon
Lieberman’s long standing right hand man at Bigfish how
he regards making animation shorts? Is it as some have
suggested a ‘labour of love’, or is it a way of building a folio
of work for the purpose of demonstrating your skill to a future
client? To which Igor eloquently answered: “It is a necessity,
life enhancing experience. Some people smoke, some drink,
some do drugs, we animate. It can be equally hazardous
sometimes. Clients see it and sometimes they want some of
it too, sometimes they don’t.”
Spoken like a true artist.

Trent Ellis
Animation Alliance Australia Inc.| ASIFA Australia

J

James HAZAEL is a Brisbane based
animator who studied animation for
two years at Southbank Institute of
TAFE. Currently working in the
motion graphics industry but his
passion still lies in animation and he
tries to overlap the two. He spends a
lot of time drawing people who take
the train on his commute to work.

Leonie YUE is a Character designer,
Visual Development Artist and
Illustrator exploring opportunities,
collaborations and projects of her
own. Consistently blogging on her
art learning adventures, she has
never looked back since taking the
leap of faith down the crazy world of
art and design for animation, video
games and visual communication.
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What made you make this film?
Le Tour was the final project for my 2 year course. I wanted to
utilise all my skills that I had learnt over the past two years, so
Le Tour started as the idea to use a combination 2D and 3D style
of animation and it grew from there.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
I tried to recreate the 1930s Monaco Grand Prix course as
accurately as possible by researching historical photos and
videos. The red car is based on the Auto Union Type C which
was developed and built between 1933 and 1939. The car
had terrible handling due to its stiff chassis and suspension
and tended to oversteer, but it’s colossal power and acceleration
made up for what it lacked in the corners. With 513 horsepower
behind it the Type C could wheelspin at 160kph and top out
at 340 kph. The blue car is loosely based on the Bugatti Type
35 which was built in 1924. The Type 35 was Bugatti’s most
successful race car, winning over 1000 races when it was at
it’s peak. It featured alloy wheels which were a novelty at the
time, as was the hollow front axle which reduced weight.
The first and most obvious element of LE TOUR is the colour
palette. How did you decide on these colours?
I drew a great deal of my inspiration for this project from the
artwork of Geo Ham who painted the early posters for the
races at Monaco. His use of blocks of colour and his style of
painting heavily influenced the final look of my animation.
What made you make this film?
Our film originally evolved from my visually chaotic short story
and we developed it all the way because it delves into the
feelings that many of us have faced before as a job applicant.
This just seems an extraordinarily polished film technically
for a student/graduate film. How do you achieve such a
high technical standard?
It would never have happened at this quality without my
team: Will Higgins, David Tonkin, Victor Mahnic, Tony
Nguyen and the extra help of Tim LeFevre and guidance of
Heath Freeland.
How did you go about building him as a sympathetic
character the audience should care about?
We care about him because we have all at least considered
the possibility of ending up in the most dire, hopeless, worse
case scenario of our lives.
There is an astonishing amount of detail in the ‘scenery’
the main character finds himself in. How much work went
into envisaging and then creating that?
A tremendous amount of work went into the design, modelling,
sculpting, texturing, rigging, framing and lighting in making
it instantly recognisable yet oddly disconcerting to the audience.
It was a wonderful learning experience working in a team to
the very end so I was happy to be blamed in jest for coming
up with such a quirky story in the first place!
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Dukes Of Bröxstönia: Mojo
Suren Perera, Stu Connolly
AUSTRALIA, 3’00, 2013 (NL)
The Dukes are back and they’ve lost
something they think they can replace
by hiring a monkey. The answer,
however, is found in a journey to the
mountain top.

Sausage
Robert Grieves
AUSTRALIA/UK, 8'00, 2013 (NL)
A bitter battle for sweet success. A darkly
humourous take on the murky culture of
food production.

Igor CORIC, Sheldon LIEBERMAN
Sheldon and Igor have been
collaborating since 2004. Together
they produced FEST, a series of 42
shorts including award-winning
satire Global Warming, and
webseries Spike & Dadda, based on
the family life of Sheldon and his
son Spike. View their work at
www.bigish.tv and
spikeanddadda.com

I
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Stu Connelly & Suren Perer
Suren is one of Australia’s most
exciting young animation directors
and designers working across online
and TV media. Suren co-created,
designed, storyboarded and directed
both series of the Dukes of Bröxtônia
airing on ABC3 and Cartoon Network
Asia. Suren also directed and
animated the award winning Monster
Auditions (SBS) and short film Scary
Therapy for Sticky Pictures – both
selected for Annecy. Suren is currently
based in Monteal, Canada.

Robert GRIEVES has been pushing
boundaries in the field of motion
graphics for the passed ten years,
winning top industry awards and
great acclaim for his work with the
likes of ABC, BBC, History Channel.
He is currently working on a series
of animations for Adidas to celebrate
the World Cup.
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Condom
Igor Coric, Sheldon Lieberman
AUSTRALIA/UK, 3'48, 2013 (SL)
Ahhhh, the challenges of being a parent.
What do you do if your child picks up a
used condom and asks you what it is.

What made you make this film?
The stuff that happens between myself and my son is
too good to not record, animate and have forever.
What are the logistics of capturing these conversations?
Is there a tape recorder running in the house 24/7?
No it’s really an iPhone in the pocket, and when I sense
something may happen I press record. I miss more than
I get.
Has the child at who is (arguably) at the centre of the
film seen it and, if so, what was the reaction?
This one he hasn't seen as it happened and it’s not a
subject I want repeated over and over at his age. This
one won't go online for that reason. He might sue me
when he’s a bit older but I'm safe for now.
How many ideas for films in this ‘animated verite’ style
wind up on the cutting room floor? How do you decide
on the idea that will go ahead to the point of being
animated?
Most of the recordings I have still not listened to. It’s a
matter of Igor being ready to animate and me finding
something. Sometimes soon after a piece of gold, I'll
quickly sit down and edit while it's in my mind.
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What made you make this film?
We always had a deep spiritual belief in Broxstonian rock, and felt
the need to tell their often overlooked story to the world.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
Undies was inspired by an old flatmate’s lack of laundry and
showering prowess, I wondered what would happen to his
undies if he left them out at night. This is the result.
How do you guys maintain the pacing and style of these
films over what has is mounting up to be a serious number
of episodes?
We go straight from story idea to storyboard. As we board in
Flash, storyboards are animatics. We only work with board
artists who can animate and edit their work. This ensures
we've got an animator's timing to the pacing.
How much fun is it recording the voice work? Seriously!
All our voices are by comedian Andrew McClelland. He’s
fantastic to work with and supremely talented. He also can
speak English too. Not a well known fact.
We show these films in our Late Night Bizarre program but
the ABC runs them on their Kids channel. How would you
describe the target audience for these films?
That is our target audience! ABC commissions the films but
the very first episode Wax screened in Late Night Bizarre too.
We aim for what we think is funny first and hope others find it
funny too.
What made you make this film?
I had a couple of animated shorts that did well in a few festivals
a good few years ago, after which I threw myself into my freelance
career as a motion designer, creating title sequences and
commercials for TV channels etc. It’s a great job that taught me
loads about the production process, but not the best way to
express ones’ self. So around 5 years ago I started looking around
for a personal project I could hang my hat on.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
The whole process was far more involved than I ever imagined,
and took 10 times as long! However the biggest challenge by
far was telling a more involved 7 minute narrative rather than
the 2-3 minute more whimsical kind.
In some ways, this seems to be a bit of a UK/Australia coproduction. Can you talk a little about that?
The film was made in UK and Australia (plus a month on a
French campsite!). It kicked off in London for about 4-5
months, and then when I came to live in Sydney (with my
Australian fiancé) I developed the bulk of the film there.
I was lucky to benefit from the guidance of a few gurus from
Sydney’s animation scene Hackett Films, Blink Films and the
veteran Storyboarder Simon Williams. Through the help of
Libbie Doherty at Blink we almost secured $150K from Screen
Aus to complete the film, getting down to the last 3. (But)
without that funding the film couldn’t be finished in Australia
as I’d hoped, so I took it to London to complete.
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Crochet Noir
Jessica Harris
AUSTRALIA, 7’50, 2013 (NL)
In the dark city underbelly, everybody
has a secret and everybody is looking
for a favour. Sometimes it is hard to tell
the bad guy from the good guy.

Fragile
Olivia Grbac
AUSTRALIA, 2’54, 2013 (NL)
A series of classically influenced nude
vignettes that, combined, paint a varied
picture of the way some people choose
to interact with the worlds they find
themselves entwined in.

Love The Way You Move: Slightly
Left Of Centre
Aaron McDonald, Ben Ommundson
AUSTRALIA, 3’41, 2013 (Singing)
With more than a nod to classic Russian
poster styling, Oh Yeah Wow rolls out
yet another of their award winning
music videos.

Jessica HARRIS
Melbourne-based animation artist
focused on traditional, hand-rendered
media and narrative storytelling.
She grew up in Perth, completing a
Bachelor of Fine Arts at UWA, and
moved to Melbourne in 2012. In 2013
Jessica completed a Masters of Film
and Television (Animation) at the
Victorian College of the Arts.
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Olivia GRBAC is a 2D Animator and
Illustrator who likes to use her bright
imagination to think up weird and
complex characters. Having completed
the Bachelor of Animation and
Interactive Media at RMIT in 2013,
she enjoys the intricacy of highly
detailed pieces, placing a strong
focus on colour and line.

Aaron McDonald & Ben Ommundson
are part of Oh Yeah Wow, one of
Australia’s most innovative and
successful music video production
outfits. There is no ‘house style’ down
at Oh Yeah Wow, every new project is
a ‘start-from-scratch’ creative mindset.
Their Gotye video EASY WAY OUT
took out the Best Australian Film
award at MIAF 2013.
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What made you make this film?
In my first year of masters I made a crocheted lady that ended
up being the prototype. She didn’t have a face or fingers, but I
thought it would be cool to have these puppets acting serious
and somewhat violent towards each other. I liked the contrast
of taking something seen as girly and crafty and turning it on
it’s head.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
I shot the whole thing in 6 weeks on minimal sleep. My partner
Adam helped make the sets and kept me fed and sane.
The puppets look like a serious amount of work. What did it
take to make them?
The puppets were the most time consuming part. I think it
took about two to three months to get them finished. I'd make
each limb separately and sew it all together over a wire
skeleton. The fingers were all sewn separately and stitched
onto the hands. The clothes were made from scratch and were
a lot of fun to design. The eyes were pretty important to get
right, and I ended up using plastic dolls eyes and sanding the
backs of them down. The eyelids were all moulded by hand
with plastic and painted to match the skin tones. I was lucky
I pulled it off in time.
.

What made you make this film?
I was really fascinated with exploring a number of themes or
emotions that I've experienced which could intertwine and
have meaning through symbolic actions.
Your film strikes me as an amazing blend of elegance and
bleakness. How do you balance the differing moods the
film portrays?
I was inspired by bare landscapes and the powerful effect of
using simple sounds to muffle-out spoken words and highlight
actions. I feel like the balance is achieved through the timing
– there are longer, prolonged and almost unbearable shots
which contrast with quicker, sharp imagery.
Can you take us through your attitude about the colour
palette of your film?
I am obsessed with nice colour combinations and had even
already decided what palette I wanted to use before I had the
script ironed out! I also made the choice to not use different
colours for bodies so that my line-work could be in full focus.
The very hand sketched visual style of your film is fantastic.
What is it about this style you like?
Thank you! There’s something special about pen on paper
and I wanted to recreate that quality in this film. I actually
didn’t do much rough animation so that I could maintain my
scruffy line work and avoid cleanliness.

What made you make this film?
It was a very low budget music video for a local band, they didn’t
have a lot of scratch but wanted an Oh Yeah Wow music video.
Based on their low budget they basically gave us free reign.
The song doesn’t automatically suggest the Russian poster
art style you used. How did this connection come about?
It was simply a result of a blunt storming (we THINK he
meant “brain storming” – but actually we’re not sure so we
left it in. Ed) session between Ben and Myself, where we ran
over a bunch of ideas that would make the project a bit of fun
to create. The aesthetic was nothing more than a directorial
decision to minimise the workload. Both of us are and were
full time students during production so we had to be
conservative with time constraints.
The funk dance scene near the end is brilliant. How hard is
it to animate those kind of moves and how did you guys
nail that?
The animated dancing was a combination of rotoscope and
pose to pose animation
Anything you want to say about having your ideas ripped off?
To be honest, both Ben and I prefer the 'rip offs' as we aren’t
particularly HUGE fans of Slightly Left Of Centres musical
stylings.
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Snow – Wonderfeel
Justine Wallace
AUSTRALIA, 1’37, 2014 (NL)
Sometimes the simplest of images can
overwhelm the most complicated of the
sciences.

The Duck
Simon Cottee
AUSTRALIA, 9’16, 2014 (SL)
A duck hopelessly in love with a rock
that can never love him back must take
action before his heart breaks.

The Elephant’s Garden
Felix Colgrave
AUSTRALIA, 4’27, 2013 (NL)
A glimpse into a uniquely psychedelic
Garden Of Eden – evolution’s (very)
alternative universe.

Justine WALLACE
Justine started animating when there
was “no reason for any individual to
have a computer in her home”. She
started her career as a freelance
animator and character designer on
children’s TV, feature films and TV
commercials, with studios including
3D Films, December Films, John
Cox’s Creature Workshop and Mickey
Duck. She was an Animator and
Designer on the acclaimed 2003 film
It’s Like That and in 2009 wrote,
animated and directed the award
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Simon COTTEE is a Brisbanebased director and animator who
completed an animation degree at
the Queensland College of Art in
2011, receiving the highest
achievement in animation award.
His graduate film The Wedding
received multiple awards and
screenings, including at the 65th
Cannes Film Festival.
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Felix COLGRAVE Colgrave is an
animator born in the sleepy hills of
Tasmania, currently based in
Melbourne. Fascinated by animation
his whole life, Felix’s earliest childhood
drawings were flipbooks, model sheets
and storyboards for shows that he
planned to make in later life. None of
child Felix’s ideas will ever be made
because they’re all terrible.
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What made you make this film?
We wanted to investigate the interrelated nature of the
senses through a collaborative fusion of animation and music.
Is there something you'd like to record about the
production of Snow?
This project was made possible because Peet Wonderfeel
shared his track Snow with a group of animators. That act
of generosity/curiosity meant it was easy, legal and
delicious to import Snow into the animation software and
start allocating sections of it to individual animators.
It looks like a group piece. How did you manage all of
the animators?
The participating animators used straight-ahead animation
to describe their response to Wonderfeel’s track Snow
How ‘planned’ were the foreground animated elements?
Were they plotted out or did they occur through a more
organic or freeform process?
The animated elements were imagined by the aritsts as
they listened to Wonderfeel’s track Snow. The animation
was then overlayed with raspy archival footage and
allegorical images as patterns.
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winning animated short film INK, which won
several international awards, including Best
Australian Animation – MIAF .
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What made you make this film?
I heard Ben Loory’s short story The Duck on the podcast This
American Life. I remember lying in bed listening to it with my
eyes closed and I could just see the film.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
I couldn’t have gotten through it without my amazing producer
Sara Taghaode and some colouring assistance by Tom Ward.
Also Screen Australia and Kickstarter were instrumental
The voice work is really strong. Could you talk a little about
getting the voices right?
I auditioned so many different people for the main duck but
could never quiet find what I was looking for. I did my own
narration in The Wedding because I ran out of time to find
something better, but the reaction was really positive.
So probably because of my ego or something, I just did it
again for this film.
The music sounds especially professional. How did that
come about?
That’s the stunning score by acclaimed American composer
Austin Wintory! Working with him was one of the highlights
of the production. So I just emailed him out of the blue and for
some reason he said yes! In independent animated films the
score can often come across as an afterthought, but I think
it’s like 70% of the emotional journey.

What made you make this film?
After moving from the country to the city, I noticed a difference in
the attitude toward death, particularly of wild animals. I wanted
to show death within a natural ecosystem, in a way that was
beautiful and interesting, and completely remorseless.
Psychedelic is the obvious word to describe this film. Is
that how you see it and what attracts you to this style?
Well for this particular film I wanted a hypnotic, sensory
experience, to try and capture the way nature feels when seeing
things in a museum, or a wildlife documentary. It almost becomes
abstract. I was also feeling very nostalgic at the time, looking
back on my childhood films such as Bruno Bozzetto’s Allegro Non
Troppo, and Harry Nilsson and Fred Wolf’s The Point.
To my eye there is also a kind of almost ‘mathematical
precision’ to the film. Is that a fair comment?
Absolutely a fair comment. This film was about the functionality
of nature, rather than the chaos of it. I took a lot of inspiration
from the illustrations of naturalist Ernst Haeckel, who was clearly
fascinated by how the most organic of forms are mathematical
when you look close enough.
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The Gallant Captain
Katrina Mathers, Graeme Base,
Patrick Sarell
AUSTRALIA, 8’08, 2013 (SL)
A gorgeously crafted film built around
a Graeme Base book and featuring a
fearless young boy who sets off for an
adventure on the high seas with his
faithful cat.

Second Chance
Chris Busuttil
AUSTRALIA, 11’00, 2013 (SL)
Not everybody deserves a second
chance. But everybody gets one – it is
called “tomorrow”.

Katrina MATHERS & Graeme BASE
Katrina Mathers is a co-founder of
The Lampshade Collective and
producer of Nullarbor and The Gallant
Captain (also director with Graeme
Base). Graeme Base is the renowned
writer/illustrator of bestselling
children’s books including Animalia
and The Eleventh Hour. Sales of his
books are approaching six million.
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What made you make this film?
We’d had the opportunity to work together
on something else back around 2009 and

C

Chris BUSUTTIL
Melbourne based filmmaker who
lives to tell interesting and unique
stories in both live action and
animation. Second Chance is his first
attempt at directing animation.

What made you make this film?
When I wrote Second Chance, my vision
for the film strongly steered towards
animation but my skills for drawing and
animating were a bit rusty. That is when

Teagan
Igor Coric, Sheldon Lieberman
AUSTRALIA/UK, 2’43, 2013 (SL)
Using recorded interview material and
representative artwork, Teagan tells a
story of transition – from male to female,
and from despondency to happiness.

Igor CORIC, Sheldon LIEBERMAN
Sheldon and Igor have been
collaborating since 2004. Together
they produced FEST, a series of 42
shorts including award-winning
satire Global Warming, and
webseries Spike & Dadda, based on
the family life of Sheldon and his
son Spike. View their work at
www.bigish.tv and
spikeanddadda.com
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we loved the process of collaborating. We were still in regular
contact when The Legend of the Golden Snail" book was
released and we talked about turning it into a feature. We
thought the most sensible thing to do first, was to try and
create a short stand-alone film that took the characters, tone
and setting from the book.
What is it like working with characters and a story somebody
else created?
We both worked very closely on the story for the film and
script itself so it didn’t ever feel like we were trying to adapt a
work that was created outside of our team. The day we both
saw the little character of ‘Will’ moving for the first time, we
remember, was really overwhelming. He’d existed in the picture
book for some time, but when he could suddenly blink and
nod and turn and frown and smile – it’s hard to describe how
strange it feels.
The backgrounds are really strong and obviously important.
Can you say a little about what it took to get these right?
Every single background, texture, cloud, surface and prop
was painted by Graeme, sent to Kat and then passed onto the
team. They were all then integrated into the CG world of the
animation. Daryl Munton worked closely with us on getting
this right. We wanted to really use the technique to give the
film a painterly and unique feel.

my partnership with Iluzija Animation Studios came into play,
a small group of animators from Belgrade, Serbia who are just
as passionate as I am about storytelling and who specialise in
classical 2D style animation.
Where did this character come from?
The character Edmund actually came from a short film I made
during film school. It wasn’t until a year or so after completing
that film that I found myself wanting more from Edmund and
I wanted to develop and explore his story even deeper.
How did religion come to feature so strongly in the story?
I wanted to highlight Edmund’s isolation from society, a
career spanning thirty years killing people for a living
required balance, and for Edmund it was religion. In a time
when Edmund was haunted by his demons, he returned to
The Holy Bible for guidance.
The ending seems to be an interesting mix of hopelessness
and the chance of redemption or at least a ‘second chance’?
Yes I would totally agree that redemption or a yearning for a
‘second chance’ is the primary focus here. There is a perfect
phrase that I came across from Luke 1:79 in the The Bible.
It says “to give light to them that sit in darkness and in the
shadow of death, to guide your feet into the way of peace”.
It is this quote that inspired both Edmund’s relationship with
Jesse and the ending.

Was it made specifically for the Queer Film Festival in
mind? Did Teagan approach you to make it?
We all work together at Bigfish.tv – Teagan is an editor there.
Sheldon approached her with an idea for the film about her
transition, as it fitted the last year’s Tropfest signature item ”Change”.
What sort of response/ feedback have you had with
Teagan?
It has been rejected by Tropfest, but other festivals had
no issues with it (queer festivals, animation, short and
documentary film festivals), so it has been seen and
appreciated by audiences around the world.
Some of the synopsis for it read “Three animators tell a
story of transition – from male to female...”. Does this mean
Teagan helped to animate and you both had a sex change
operation?
We did it a week before the Tropfest deadline and Igor
couldn’t finish it in time, so two other animators working for
Bigfish jumped in to help (Sem Han from South Korea and
Declan Byrne from Brisbane). The transition from male to
female is more a complicated one – you do not just jump into
the surgery and come out as woman, it is a social change,
change in wardrobe, change in self awareness, and then it
is a physical change too – physical change that is hormone
induced.
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Still Life
Martin Sharpe
AUSTRALIA, 5’40, 2014 (NL)
Life – still or not – has a funny way of
drawing the curious into the picture.

Rocket Dog
Mel Roach
AUSTRALIA/USA, 5’16, 2013 (SL)
Rocket Dog has his master’s best
interests at heart but unfortunately for
said master, Rocket Dog is also a
unpredictable beast with a rocket up
its bum.

Philip WATTS
Philip Watts first created animated
films in his teens, with super 8 film
and Plasticine. He works as an editor
on TV dramas such as Stingers, City
Homicide and Wentworth and has
produced motion graphics for the TV
industry and worked as a cartoonist.
He recently started combining these
last two interests and returned to
making animated short films.
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Martin SHARPE
After completing a filmmaking
course at VCA, Martin enrolled in a
Visual Effects & 3D animation course
at AIE Melbourne where he conceived
the idea for Still Life. Martin now
does a range of film production an 3D
animation / motion graphics work for
clients such as Qantas and AMEX,
he is first and foremost a storyteller
and animation is only one of the
mediums through which to bring his
ideas to life.
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Mel ROACH
Just 23 years old, Mel has already
carved out a career for herself in one
of the toughest markets in the world.
Currently she is writing, animating
and directing shorts for Frederator
and Nickelodeon in Los Angeles. Her
current film Rocket Dog is a great
example of the high energy, original
and character driven work part of the
US cable TV machine is demanding.
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Bless You
Philip Watts
AUSTRALIA, 1’32, 2013 (NL)
Anybody can create an amazing model
city but it takes a true evil genius to
destroy it. A bit of extra spice helps
though.

What made you make this film?
I was intrigued by tilt shift photography – the process of
making something very large look very small. The tilt shift
videos I watched were beautiful, but narratively speaking,
a bit dull. So I started to think; what’s a story that could
make good use of this technique?
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
One shot in Bless You was directly inspired by my kitten’s
behaviour. If the kitten got over-excited he would need a
bit of time-out and sit and pant quietly. And so does the
dinosaur in my film, when he’s sitting in the centre of the
MCG, having a breather.
The integration of pure animation with the tilt-shift camera
work is the ‘secret sauce’ of the film for me. What are the
issues about melding these two forms together?
The actions of my dinosaur character were dictated by
the angles I could achieve with the tilt-shift photography.
Most of the background photos were taken from
Melbourne’s Eureka Tower, so it was a matter of going
through all of my images and plotting out how and where
the dinosaur would rampage. I wanted the characters to
really stand out stylistically, so apart from a few shadows
and interactive lighting I didn’t go to great lengths to
integrate them into the environment.
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What made you make this film?
Still Life started out as a school project but then our collective
passion and enthusiasm for the story turned it into something
much bigger and we continued to work on it well beyond
graduating. From a story point of view, I wanted to create
something that lent itself specifically to animation, something
that really couldn't be achieved to the same degree in any
other medium.
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
I’d like to record the dedication of Pablo, Will, Jeremy Brennan.
Alison Cole and Dave Smith of Groove Q delivered a score
and sound design that exceeded all expectations; the full
orchestral score was the result of Alison dedicating every
spare second to what became a music track worthy of a
Hollywood blockbuster.
Can you talk a little about what it took to get backgrounds
the way you wanted them?
We used a mixture of 3D scene and 2D compositions to
achieve the look of the different lands the character enters.
The main landscape was especially brought to life by Pablo
Tochez-Anderson’s phenomenal matte painting skills. Special
mention goes to Will Lovett for the lush grass and flowers that
cover every single hill in the main landscape shot.

What made you make this film?
The idea of a destructive flying dog sounded really funny and
stupid to me at the time. I thought it would be a fun character to
develop – in addition to his lazy and reclusive owner, Bob, who is
forced to deal with whatever damage comes out of it
Is there something you would like to record about the
production of this film?
I guess we had a pretty small team, is all.
I just happen know you are the voice of Rocket Dog.
How did that come about?
I had a pretty specific voice in mind: bouncy, friendly, a little
squashed. The Frederator crew ended up liking the timbre of
Rocket Dog recorded in my scratch more than what we had
later, so we recorded all the lines again with me – much to my
surprise.
US studio Frederator picked this up and made it happen.
What’s it like working with them?
Amazing. Everyone there are so helpful and supportive, and
really into what they do. I feel like I owe everyone a lot.
What’s the follow-up to Rocket Dog?
Not sure yet. It’d be fantastic to give it a nice makeover, write
more episodes, or even comics. I hope people like that.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

NADIA MICAULT in conversation
Can you say a little about some of your earlier films?
N.M: The first film I ever made was in school, in Duperré. I made a 5
minute black and white film on body modification, and specifically about
the needle and medical surroundings. I was very encouraged by the reaction of people to that film.
After that, I made my first rotoscope film Justine Is Doing Gymnastics.
I shot a male friend of mine boxing while wearing a girl’s outfit. I just
found that funny. Then I thought I could “spaghetti” her face.
After that I made a music video called Oblivion (I-Cube)
in flash, Oblivion. The idea was to use the drawings of
I-Cube’s 3 year-old daughter as characters for the
animation. The character design was very cute and
at the same time very dark.
By now, I was more and more focused on the hand drawn
matterial. I like the ink movement, the little mess at the
edge of the pencil lines etc. On L’amour Made In Taiwan,
the main idea was basically to erase the identity of people
and brand.

Oblivion

My first short films were made with a very good friend
and partner in crime, Lorenzo Nanni. He is not much of
a director or a cinephile but he is a brilliant designer. He
built, sewed and embroidered those textile sculptures in
the film. Naiade, my first proper film, is a stop motion
film. It tells the story of a nymph in a marsh trying to
save her little creature friends from the evil twins. Lorenzo made this
gorgeous doll and designed all the sets.
I also worked with Lorenzo on my next film Pixi Queen. We used the
pixilation technique. It was done very quickly and it was good to go back
to a simpler way of working. My next film Uriel was my first entirely
rotoscoped film. It’s about a dubbing that goes wrong. Working on Uriel
made me want to go back to my roots and that’s how I started to work
on Sonata. As with a lot of directors, music has been a powerful drive for
my creativity and that’s a thing I really wanted to honour with Sonata.

Let’s talk about Sonata. How long did it take to make?
L’amour Made In Taiwan

N.M: Sonata was made with small means, but thanks to the funding, I
had time to make it and I had enough money to employ people to help
me at some point. Nicolas Schmerkin is indeed an amazing producer and
I like the feeling we work as a team.
It took one year to complete Sonata. But if I add the first steps of work,
rehearsal, FX tests etc, it took 2 years from the beginning to the end.
The rotoscoping work lasted six months for the essential part, then 3
more months to complete, finish, polish and so on. It was intense daily
work. I loved it

How did this film come about?
N.M: When I was working with Tango dancers, I had this idea that the
body would change through space. It could pass through one door after
another and each time comes out different. Someone could change over
and over. When I learned the cello I realize I could actually SEE the
music. This is how I come to understand it. Then I discovered more and
more artists who have combined music and film in their practice. All of
this was very exciting. I settled on a wonderful piece, Sonata For Cello
by Ligeti. I made tons of drawings inspired by that and worked a lot with
choreographer Fernando Carrion and dancer Emilia Giudicelli. Eventually
we emerged as a very good team.
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How would you describe Sonata to somebody who has not seen it?
N.M: This is an animation film. And, this is how the music would play on
the body of a young woman. The film is in two parts and follows the
Sonata For Cello of Ligeti which is itself in two parts: Dialogo and
Capricio. Originally, Dialogo comes first in the Sonata. But we found it
would be smarter to start with Capricio, as Dialogo has a proper ending
which better suits the logic of the film.
In the first part, Capricio, the female character feels incapable of
restraining her intensity and is on the verge of exploding at any moment.
She wants to reach the sky. She takes too much space. In the
second part, she’s wounded and tired and is stuck to the
ground. She now has the opposite problem. She strives to
regain her own space and to be whole again. She finally regains
inner peace with the help and goodwill of her companion. In
the first part, she doesn’t see him, although he’s there. In the
second part, she starts to acknowledge his presence and
eventually accepts him in her universe.

Can you tell us a little about the dancers that are the subject
of the film? And a little about what you liked about the
dancing?

Naiade

N.M: I met Fernando Carrion Caballero (the choreographer)
through the Theatre National de Lyon. He used to dance there
for the contemporary dance ballet. He’s an amazing person and
dancer. Very focused, clever, very professional, a music lover. I’ve
learned with him that we can make a huge amount of work while having
fun. He was happy to work on the project. I gave him the music.
I explained my artistic intentions, my angle. Then I made lots of drawings
– like key frames – to give him guidelines. He used them as a puzzle to
build a choreography. But mostly, I gave him my trust because he
brought a lot to this film.
Emilia Giudicelli, the female dancer, came a little later. We skyped a
lot but actually met the day we started the rehearsal in Madrid. At that
time, Fernando was working for the Compañía Nacional de Danza in
Madrid. The intensity of the work and its personal content brought us
all together. Fernando and Emilia did have this amazing connection. We
can actually feel it on screen. None of the film would be so magic if not
for the talent of the dancers. I can say I’m really naïve and inexperienced
with dance. But I do like it. I’m a big fan of body possibilities and
movement, anatomy etc. I think the body is a source of wonder. Dance
and acrobats and yogies are stunning. It occurred to me to work with
acrobats, but I felt more like a ballet poet than a circus poet. I think I
felt this way because of the music. As the film relies solely on music
and movement to tell a very abstract story, it was obvious I needed
professional dancers to express the full extent of the feelings and
connection between the characters. I also discovered that we shared,
with the dancers, a common passion for the body. We did all share a
common point of view on these things.

The inevitable closing question. What are you working on at the
moment?
N.M: I’m working on several new projects. A new short film, a long
feature and a TV show. I’m also learning new FX techniques. We all have
to keep training! The short film will be in animation, but I’m not sure yet
of the treatment. The other projects, I’ll keep to myself for now. I don’t
want to jinx them.
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NADIA MICAULT on ROTOSCOPING
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Rotoscoping gets a bad rap.
Deemed by many as a short cut
or the technique of choice for the
lazy or those who cannot draw,
it is, more than any other of the
myriad of available animation
techniques, disproportionately
judged more by the sub-standard
examples that have employed it
than by the successes. I know of
one example in which the head
of a jury at a major festival virtually
instructed his fellow jurors to
disregard one film in competition
simply on the grounds it was
substantially rotoscoped. The
film was thus never discussed,
although went on to win a trophy
cabinet full of awards during its
festival run.
When I first saw Nadia Micault’s
new film Sonata in the office
of her Parisian distributor and
producer, Autour de Minuit,
I was instantly won over and
knew that I had found the
Opening Film for this year’s
MIAF. I assumed it was
substantially motion capture and
was astonished to discover in
subsequent conversations with
its maker, Nadia Micault, the
extent to which rotoscoping was
employed. It gave me a chance
to make good on a promise I had
made to Dennis Tupicoff years
ago that some day his home-town
festival would make a positive
statement about a technique he
uses to often stunning effect and
which has helped make him one
of Australia’s true animation
legends.

During MIAF Dennis will lead a
conversation with Nadia about
rotoscoping, but in advance of
that I asked her for views on
the subject.

MIAF: What is it you like about rotoscoping?
N.M: I think rotoscoping is limitless with the possibilities of interpretations
of reality. I don’t think it’s a good idea to use it as a sole support of animation,
but it definitely adds something to movement. It can't be used for every
animated film though. I found that lots of rotoscoped films are too stiff
which defeats the purpose. Sometimes, the animation is looped, and
sometimes it's paused and the lines are not pulsating or energised anymore
or the animation is done with no inspiration and the whole thing becomes
a feeble copy of reality. Those kind of rotoscoped films can be catastrophic.
I use it as a fluidity maker. I also have a strong background as a designer.
I draw very, very fast. Rotoscoping is appropriate for me, because I like
to customise things. I like the sense of immediacy I have while doing it.
I do it in the now. I find sometimes planning too much is tedious and it’s
not what I like to do. I feel like I have an interaction with the pictures.
Existing pictures must be warped.

What are the strengths (and weaknesses) of rotoscoping?
N.M: The propelling aspect is fantastic. Also, we can use real paint and
other real materials to create the texture of film and animation lines.
The weakness is that when it is badly done, it's horrific. Also, lots of non
animators use it. I think you must be a very good animator to use it well.
Why did you decide to use this technique?
N.M: I actually made a small test. I wanted to play with the shadows of
my face. It was a game where I rotated my face and the shadow would
rotate but at a different pace. That was amusing. Then when I started
drawing for Fernando (choreographer of Sonata, I used an ‘ink and
feathering’ technique. That draft was very attractive so I decided to keep
moving in that direction and keep the hand drawing style.
I have also been looking for other techniques, those which are supposed to
be painless. In particular, I’ve looked into Max/msp Jitter. The possibilities
for that was very nice, but far from what I wanted to achieve. It did
synchronise the pictures to the music but it lacked the interpretation and
surprise element. I still would have needed to rotoscope it. I've been
thinking of motion capture too but it would have been a totally different
film. Most of the film relies on my interpretation of music inspired
movement and I needed to do it very accurately. I would have needed
to make so many drawings and explanations that it would have taken
the same amount of time and certainly more of my patience to do it in
one of the other techniques. Rotostope was really the very best option.
Can you give us a brief overview of how the film was made?
N.M: I gave (choreographer) Fernando Carrion my ‘big picture’ overview
of how the visual elements of the work would work in conjunction with
the music. We met in Lyon where we discussed how we could work, and
what he had in mind, what I had in mind etc.
I drew those key frames for Fernando so he could design a choreography.
At the same time, I had the cello recorded. Then the dancers rehearsed
in Madrid. I started filming them there when they started to feel the
choreography and the project was coming together well.
During that time, I was editing in the morning what I had shot the
previous afternoon. In the afternoon I would show the dancers what I
had edited with the music, and they would correct, add, rethink things
and I would reshoot anything that needed reshooting. That was the most
effective way of working because we discussed and worked directly on
the source material.
The music was finalised during that period. Back home, I also finalised
the edit. When I was confident with the edit I started the animation.
When it was mostly finished, I asked other animators to add things, like
the fire, particles and those kind of things. And in the end I asked an
After Effects genius, Ben Fligan, to add smoke/watery backgrounds and
a treatment on the final shot to melt the ink and smooth the whole thing.
What (if anything) are the main things you would like an audience to
take away from watching Sonata?
N.M: I think I would love that the audience leaves the film feeling inspired.
I take an intense pleasure in doing what I do, and I'm so happy when
people do feel that pleasure while watching it. In the end, it's really
about love and connection.
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Sifting through all the grad reels that roll in each year can be a
wild ride. The logistics alone are bracing. We received about 900
films from about 75 different schools in nearly 30 countries. They
can arrive on a single DVD (almost invariably with a ‘boundary
pushing’ menu system) or in a box that contains 50 individual
DVDs that have to be gone through one at a time. The support
material ranges from non-existent through to extensively
designed books. Some schools, no doubt attempting to honour
their students first and foremost, organise all their material by
student name rather than film name thus wildly complicating the
task of processing the entries. A lot of the non-English speaking
films arrive without sub titles and the failure rate of the school
DVDs is a lot higher than the average. More and more of the
schools are submitting them electronically on line which sounds
great but can tie down a computer for hours.

S

It is all in a noble cause though. Some of this stuff is wild.
Maintaining a stand-alone student festival is an incredibly
important thing to us. For starters, it is actually part of the DNA
of MIAF. The original plan was to run MIAF every second year
with a student festival screening in the alternates- not that that
plan lasted long.
Subtly, the programming criteria for Best Of The Next is a little
different than for the other competition programs. We try to
ensure the widest possible spread of schools are represented and
we do try to factor in things such as the vast gulf of resources
that exists between differing schools and the fact that some
courses run just one year whereas some of the European courses
can run for up to five years.
Another, more complicated factor in assessing student animation
is trying to understand the reason any given film was made and
how much freedom the student director had in fashioning their
final work. It helps to know a bit about each of the schools. Some
are trying to empower the next generation of animated filmmakers,
others are simply trying to train specialist technicians for a life
as part of an industrial animation machine. A lot of schools are
pushing their students to create films that showcase very specific
skills and this will often affect how a finished film looks and
feels. Thankfully less prevalent nowadays, some schools even
impose themes or motifs which, of course, by necessity are
repeated in every film on the grad reel. “Oh look, another cat
on a bike”.
Unlike some festivals MIAF automatically considers all student
entries for general competition AND for Best Of The Next. Student
films are also eligible for the specialist programs such as the
Abstract Showcase, Late Night Bizarre, Kids and so on if they
fit the criteria for those programs. This is partly to ensure those
programs are made up of the very best and more appropriate
work, which is a great thing. However, it comes at the risk of
depriving the Best Of The Next of great films and that is probably
the hardest balance of all to weigh. There is a surprising amount
of hard thinking that goes into getting these programs right.
At the end of the day, the idea is to craft a series of programs
that properly represent what is happening in the international
student animation scene, all things considered. If we got it
right, this is it!

PROGRAM ONE
Carl
Mark Juhasz
MOME
HUNGARY, 6’12, 2013 (NL)
Man of steel. Invincible warrior in
a digital age.
Iron Hans
Xun Wang
School Of Visual Arts (SVA)
USA, 4’23, 2012 (SL)
There was – once upon a time – a
king who had a great forest near
his palace full of all kinds of wild
animals. One day, a huntsman
and his dog went into that forest.
Jack And The Lemon Tree
Oto Dostal
Zlin
CZECH REPUBLIC, 3’35, 2013
(SL)
Jack leaves his lonely island
home looking for what he thinks
is a better life in the city. But the
ocean has constructed a new
future for Jack.
Feral
Max Vickers-Price
Bournemouth
UK, 3’36, 2013 (NL)
A parable on addiction set in a
dystopian future, a young man
hooked on the drug “Eka” creates
and is then consumed by a
frightening world of his own
making.
Ping-Pong
Natalia Krawczuk
Polish Film School, Lodz
POLAND, 1’04, 2012 (NL)
Table tennis is a LOT funnier
without the ball. Although
scoring is harder.

Contrast
Carmen Buchner
Filmakademie BadenWuerttemberg
GERMANY, 3’50, 2013 (NL)
A flower meadow in summer.
An ocean out of bright colours,
a paradise for countless animals.
Look closer and deeper and you
discover it is a venue for the
never-ending battle of survival.
Scintillant Dans L’Ombre
Edouard Guise
La Poudriere
FRANCE, 3’55, 2013 (Sub)
The truck driver is not happy.
There is something in the back
of his truck making a lot of noise
and staring at him. Even the guy
at the zoo he delivers it to has no
idea what it is.
Wounded Man
Hye-Won Kim
Kaywon
SOUTH KOREA, 3’24, 2013
(Sub)
A detachable nose isn’t a party
trick, it is a social liability – and it
encourages the eye to make a
break for it as well.
The Mist Is Coming In
Sophie Racine
La Cambre
BELGIUM, 5’05, 2013 (SL)
Masking the cityscape, the mist
helps drift the imagination of one
jaded pedestrian towards the
simple, classical pleasures of the
clean and uncluttered wilderness
of streams and mountains.
Blackout
Sharron Mirsky
Mel Hoppenheim School Of
Cinema
CANADA, 4’00, 2013 (SL)
A first person account of the
major electrical failure that
plunged Toronto into darkness
one evening and the way it
brought out the simple community
spirit in so many otherwise
unconnected people.

Iron Hands

Scintillant Dans L’Ombre

Feral

Wounded Man

PROGRAM TWO

Neptune Olympique
Mathilde Bedouet
ENSAD
France, 5’00, 2013 (NL)
Precision and elegance might be
the most precious commodities in
demand here but more than that
is needed to fight against
whirlpools, waves and fishes.
Blind
Jung-Shian Wu
Kun Shan
TAIWAN, 3’35, 2012 (Sub)
“In the end, the truth will be
me or you”. Were these the last
words Lee Harvey Oswald heard.
Anything is possible in this case.
Shaker
Billy Lubach
Farnham
UK, 1’23, 2013 (NL)
Every good meal starts with
shaking something.
Knots
Lisa Leudolph, Arzu Saglam,
Lea Stirnimann
HSLU
SWITZERLAND, 5’31, 2013
(NL)
Traversing the city, the view from
the window goes from the banal
to the bizarre to unbelievable
and, finally, to the fully abstract.
Buy the ticket, take the ride.

Spotted
Yoann Bomal, Estelle
Chaloupy, Cyrille Chauvin,
Sarah Colmet Daage,
Karina Gazizova, Jeanne
Sylvette Giraud
Gobelins
FRANCE, 3’27, 2013 (SL)
Sure, cows don’t have lawyers
but when a cow finds itself
getting the first degree there is
only one crew to call for help.
Spring And Her Shadow
Miao-Rong Shih
Tainan
TAIWAN, 3’11, 2012 (Sub)
Rain can’t come soon enough
for this thirsty farm. But when it
arrives, it brings a dark cloud
with it.
Underneath The Refuge
Noa Evron
Bezalel
ISRAEL, 4’18, 2013 (NL)
The gorgeous sepia tones of the
artwork only serve to accentuate
the subtle violence of the moment
that brings a small crowd to a
decision point.
Animal
Benoit Dulac, Laura Foglino,
Julien Jude, Oriane MullerasElatmari, Benoit Viogeas,
Danyang Wang
Supinfocom
FRANCE, 5’29, 2013 (NL)
An improbable jailbreak turns
the tables on the one time cruel
keeper of the key and unleashes
an orgy of diverse retributions.
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Abdullah
Jakob Besuch
HFF-Potsdam
GERMANY, 9’00, 2013 (Sub)
The story of a man who lost
much of his earlier life to drugs
and disillusionment, only to have
his perspective changed by a
growing fascination with
spectacles.

Initium
Alexandre Dechel, Adrien
Lambert, Emeric Larochette,
James Ross-Greetham
ArtFX
FRANCE, 5’00, 2013 (SL)
A super slick sci-fi romp following
one Top Gun’s all out assault on
breaking through the timesphere.

Halma
Thomas Fournier
EMCA
FRANCE, 2’58, 2013 (NL)
The prowess of the athlete,
a stadium for the supreme
performance, the aura of
greatness hangs in the air.

The N Station
Po-Han Lee, Chun-Wei Kuo,
Chung-Shiuan Lin
National Taiwan University
Of Arts
TAIWAN, 6’21, 2012 (NL)
Understanding how The N Station
works requires patience and a
passion for the miniscule
mechanics of it all.

Planetes Apres Planetes
Titouan Bordeau
La Poudriere
FRANCE, 4’00, 2013 (Sub)
A normal day’s work exploring a
remote asteroid for space mineral
samples is interrupted by some
annoying pigeons that don’t seem
to understand what is at stake.

The Stop
Sheng-Yu Tung
Southern Taiwan University
Of Science & Technology
TAIWAN, 2’54, 2012 (NL)
When does A stop become the
LAST stop before the final
journey?

Scramble
Andrew Palombo
Bournemouth
UK, 4’00, 2013 (NL)
You need to have all the right
moves to survive on these streets.
It helps if you can also tell your
friends from your enemies.

White Gold
Ira Elshansky
Bezalel
ISRAEL, 2’04, 2013 (NL)
Of the earth, crafted in thick relief
from mud and clay. Such are the
materials for crafting the most
precious things of life.

Meet Meat
Juliaon Roels, Christine Shin,
Eve Guastella, David Martins
Da Silva, Mael Jaquen
Gobelins
FRANCE, 2’22, 2013 (NL)
Whaling is never a good idea, but
if you must do it, at least go after
the ones that cannot chase you
down and eat you.

IOA
Gabriel Moehring
HSLU
SWITZERLAND, 2’12, 2013
(Sub)
Five inflatable little vowels
philosophise about the meaning
of life as they experience it.

Knots

A Hedgehog’s Visit

Spring And Her Shadow

Abdullah

Meet Meat

Blind

Animal

Planetes Apres Planetes

IOA
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A Hedgehog’s Visit
Kariem Saleh
Filmakademie BadenWuerttemberg
GERMANY, 5’30, 2013 (NL)
Poor hedgehog. The long drive
and a bad case of nerves is not
the only obstacle he faces in
trying to win the girl’s heart.

PROGRAM THREE
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Twenty films! How did it come to this?
It’s a good problem to have. It is one of the biggest rosters of
Australian Student animation we have ever shown and it is
probably the most diverse. A sense of maturity and confidence is
one of the main hallmarks of the program this year. Complex
characters, often restrained and well conceived narratives and a
willingness to not try and “do everything” are the common
threads. And they’re refreshingly short, something that takes
discipline, thought and a willingness to leave behind good
material. That is not as common – or as easy – as it sounds.
The relatively short length of most tertiary animation courses in
Australia probably impacts on the style of many of the films that
are made. But it probably also contributes to the energy and the
‘hands on’ feel of so many of the films submitted and selected.
It is encouraging that so many Australian animation students are
still being encouraged and taught how to make FILMS; a whole
and complete structured work, something with a beginning,
middle and end.

51
Kristian Griggs
RMIT
AUSTRALIA, 2’30, 2013 (NL)
We all know there is something in
Area 51 but they can’t keep it locked
up forever. It is going to make a run
for it one day. Maybe it was just
waiting for the right beats.
Flying Higher
Tom Rodwell
CSU Wagga Wagga
AUSTRALIA, 1’16, 2013 (NL
Every fantastic view needs its own
soundtrack and sometimes the best
way to get is ’old school’.

The Mail / La Poste
Elijah Akouri
AIE Sydney
AUSTRALIA, 7’22, 2013 (NL)
One mailman, a wiley post box and
a finger crunching battle of wits.

One of the challenges in all of this is to keep at least some of
these people sustainably working in the auteur animation field.
For lots of the people that work their way through these courses,
that is not only not an option they want to pursue, it is an option
they have never heard of. And that is a great pity because, as
this program demonstrates, the talent is definitely there as is the
educational infrastructure to at least get them ready and up to
the starting line.

Me / Them
Ariel Victor
RMIT
AUSTRALIA, 4’04, 2013 (NL)
A young boy on a camping trip
quickly learns that his companions
view hunting in a very different
light to him.

Melbourne is, and always has been the major centre of tertiary
animation courses. The RMIT and VCA courses, themselves
the evolved products of older courses, are elemental parts of
the story of training young Australians to animate. However,
plenty of new entrants are stepping into that circle – we are
showing our first ever Deakin University film and one of our first
Holmesglen films here for example. And the plethora of private
training institutes such as AIE, JMC and SAE/Qantm all seem
to be on an upward trajectory.

Just Keep
Lauren Edson
VCA
AUSTRALIA, 1’20, 2013 (NL)
Connections in the wild come in all
shapes, sizes – and colours!

Perhaps suffering from a little bit of locational bias, Griffith
University keep reminding us how strong that course is and
contributes more than its share to the list of Australian student
films that receive international screenings.
The animation course at Charles Sturt University in Wagga
Wagga incorporated a motion capture rig into their toolkit and
the course co-ordinator up there, Andrew Hagan, somehow
managed to get all of his students to finish their last set of
graduation films in a 3D stereoscopic version.
Last year in the catalogue I wrote that it might be time to
consider incorporating the Australian student films into the rest
of the programs in Best Of The Next and having them mingle
with their international peers. That would make the point that
a lot of Australian student animation can stand shoulder to
shoulder with work from around the world. It seemed like a good
idea at the time but there is something a bit special about creating
a specific spotlight for our next generation of animators and that
feels like the right thing for a festival like MIAF to do.

Kwa Fu
Liwen Sun, Xinyu Cao,
Yin-Ching Lai
RMIT (M-AIM)
AUSTRALIA, 4’29, 2013 (NL)
Desperation takes hold as the Gods
move in and the world begins to tear
itself apart.

Surface Tension
Elena Renn
Griffith
AUSTRALIA, 2’30, 2013 (NL)
The tension might be on the surface
but it is underneath where all the
pressure builds up.
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My Country
Ralph Stevenson, Jelena Sinik
UNSW/UTS
AUSTRALIA, 2’26, 2014 (SL)
A beautiful stain glass tribute to
this wide brown country.

Karma
Rajat Sharma
UNSW
AUSTRALIA, 4’18, 2013 (NL)
For every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction. One definition
of karma – even if Newton was
talking about something else
altogether.

Scraplings
Natasha de Bakker,
Matthew Parsons
JMC Academy
AUSTRALIA, 1’57, 2013 (NL)
A lonely rabbit braves his
environment to repair his friend.

Parcel
Jordan Hardy
JMC ACademy
AUSTRALIA, 3’19, 2014 (SL)
One downtrodden little guy finally
decides he has had enough. With
voices ringing in his head, he makes
a break for it.

Tracker
Aidan May
Griffith
AUSTRALIA, 5’06, 2013 (NL)
Green may signal GO – but that
does not necessarily means it is safe
to proceed.

Mass
Daniel McKenzie, Vlad Makovnik,
Sam Koschade
Qantm/SAE
AUSTRALIA, 4’17, 2014 (NL)
Deep space and it is wake up time.
But something is not going to plan,
the numbers are not adding up and
a big mistake is about to be made.

Page 22
Bianca Ruhland
Deakin
AUSTRALIA, 1’50, 2013 (NL)
Stuck on page 22, the super heroine
needs some of her best moves to get
to the last frame and claim her prize.

Crave Stone
Aidan Judd
CSU Wagga Wagga
AUSTRALIA, 2’00, 2013 (SL)
A fight to the grisly, bloody death for
possession of a precious, magic gem.

Correcting Colours
Isaac Swinerton, Josh Pedersen,
Juan Chacolier, Nur Erguven,
Sahan Gamage
JMC Academy
AUSTRALIA, 3’02, 2014 (NL)
The best things in life are never just
black and white, the real joy is the space
where all the colours play and merge.

Home
Richard Shilling
RMIT
AUSTRALIA, 4’15, 2013 (SL)
Long abandoned, a sudden call for
help from Earth brings three cautious
warriors back to the old home planet
to see who or what could be calling
for help..

Start Game
Phillip Pryor
Holmesglen
AUSTRALIA, 2’45, 2012 (SL)
An hilariously vicious take on life as
a character in a video game. And
being granted “invincibility status”
is not necessarily the protection it
appears to be.

Machine Wash Only
Alice Peacock
CSU Wagga Wagga
AUSTRALIA, 2’16, 2013 (NL)
This is exactly what happens when
good machines go bad!
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Monument
Xuening Tang, Shane Reid
Griffith
AUSTRALIA, 5’21, 2013 (NL)
“X” marks the spot but what if there
is more than one “X” – and what if
you are not entirely sure what you
are looking for.
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CHRIS
SULLIVAN

I

I have been doing this a long time. I work hard at it, I travel a
lot and I meet a lot of people. There is not a day goes by that
I do not spend hours on the net researching it. I strive to
embed myself in an international network of people dedicated
to discussing animation as an artform. I visit most of the main
festivals, I try and figure out the best stuff that is being made
and follow it all the way through to release – and if I like it I
try to lock it in and play it in MIAF. That’s my job. No idea if I
am any good at it but I take it extremely seriously.
So how did I miss Christopher Sullivan? How have I never
come across his name or his films? For all the festivals I have
visited in the last decade or so, how have I never seen his
name in a catalogue or up on a screen?

Stumbling into a screening of his shorts at the Ottawa
International Animation Festival last year was a true and
genuine eureka moment. Holy crap. AIN’T MISBEHAVIN’
blew my mind before the first minute had finished. And that
was only the start. This was pure animating genius – no
holds barred, raw, honest, robust, demanding attention,
delivering on every promise that it made. And it only got
better. By the time I got to The Beholder (the second film in
the line-up) I was a convert. MIAF had to show this, we had
to get this guy out.
But what kind of person makes these films? Choosing and
flying in guests is a risky business – there have been some
interesting moments in the MIAF guest lexicon.
What kind of guy makes films this twisted, this sardonic, this
brutally/beautifully honest? What kind of filmmaker knows
these characters so well that he can animate them with such
empathetic and sympathetic velvet brutality?
Two days later I see Sullivan address a ‘Meet the Filmmakers’
morning session at the Ottawa Festival. Morning is not the
best time of the day for a lot animators. Square root that when
you factor in the titanic conviviality of the festival atmos. But
here stands Sullivan talking about films, deflecting every
shadowy attempt at pinning him as an angry, anti-religion
screamer-in-the-night.
The penny drops. Here is a man oblivious to the pressures of
external or imposed agendas. He is calm, lucid, thoughtful.
There is no agenda, no manifesto. He is not trying to bring
religion down or demonise the characters he has created.
Instead, somewhere in his mind he has met these people and
they have fascinated/repulsed/threatened/enthralled/intrigued him in various ratios. And that is enough for him to
go forward with. Throw in a natural allergy for the formulaic
crescendos, conflicts and resolutions that all successful films
are supposed to have painted on their T-Shirts and you have
the first glimmer of understanding of – if not the man – then
the filmmaker
Whatever it takes, this guy is coming to MIAF.
Fast forward and I am walking down Swanston Street with Mr
Sullivan. It is an unseasonably warm day, a blessed continuation
of a record-breaking warm autumn. Extraordinarily pleasant,
if one can step aside from the unsettling feeling that we might
be bequeathing our grandkids a less than habitable climate.
We are gradually (although rapidly) testing the range of

swear words we will tolerate from each other. It doesn’t take
long, the list of intolerables seems to be somewhere between
pretty much none and none.
He locks in to the gibberish of a noisily, happy homeless
woman attempting to share her blurry, dubious bliss with
anybody who can’t get out of the way, anybody prepared to
listen or – as she staggers off into the middle of the street –
anybody who is not prepared to deal with the paperwork
involved in running her over. It is an interesting moment.
She is not ‘his people’ but he understands the language, locks
into the slang, prioritises her noises over all the others that
clang around us.
A few days later and the festival is in full swing. A quiet
moment in the dim sanctuary of the MIAF office space that
evening transitions smoothly to a third Laphroaig and a few
more pieces of the personal philosophical jigsaw fall into
place. A couple of days earlier he had opened his festival
conference presentation with a series of slides depicting
hundreds of dead babies. Several of them. Probably nothing
you can’t find on the internet (hopefully that is where he
found them) but it’s me that is dealing with the emails. He is
(or seems) genuinely perplexed by the reaction. Just pictures,
right? Discussion turns to the inescapable baggage of being
a white American male, shocking words for many if they were
written on a page and presented out of context. Less so
coming from somebody who is committed to behaving in the
academic and artistic equivalent of a fire fighter – somebody
running into structures that everybody else is running out of
in panic and fear.
Fear. It is hard to escape the sense that Sullivan knows no
artistic, creative fear. This is not quite the same thing as
bravery – bravery requires a fundamental comprehension of
the risk being taken and the consequences of taking the risk
anyway. Sullivan simply moves into the space he wants to
explore and explores it. It’s just a film after all. Just imaginary
characters. Not a real story – and yet, a depiction of a million
small lives lived in the towering shadows of what could
have been.
Sullivan, I think, lives in a world where few favours are
asked or granted. During a presentation early in the festival,
he pointedly noted that he usually has “one” fight with
almost every festival director he is hosted by. We are five
days into MIAF 2014 as I write this and that moment hasn’t
arrived yet. This is the very last article I have to write to get
the catalogue to press. This little collection of ramblings
might provoke that moment or it might smooth over the
myriad cracks in the rickety MIAF paving that can test the
patience of our best friends.
If intentions count for anything, this is meant to be an
introduction to somebody I think qualifies as a genius of
animation and an artist of simple yet complex honesty.
And so it goes.
The emails about those damn dead baby photos are still
coming in though.
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Chris Sullivan
USA, 2012, 130’00 (SL)

Consuming Spirits ropes, breaks and saddles up a
collection of quietly disturbed – but utterly human souls
for a long trail ride through an emotional landscape riven
with spectacularly dystopian intrigues. Sullivan uses an
ever changing potpourri of animation techniques to
explore the breadth of enigmas that exist within every
person. Based around the travails, triumphs, secrets,
often unhinged imaginings and hopeless solutions of
three principle characters who inhabit (and who probably
inhabited by) a small, blue collar American town of the
type that the world has quietly, ashamedly turned its face
from, Consuming Spirits twists a winding path through a
complex exploration of how people work out how to
survive with and without the help of the world they have
chosen not to leave.

CHRIS SULLIVAN: SHORTS COLLECTION
The breadth and depth – the pure deliciously spicey
malevolency – of Chris Sullivan’s various obsessions pour
forth in a kind of lumpy fluidity in his short films.
Ain’t Misbehavin’
Chris Sullivan
USA, 1981, 6’00 (NL)
A deceptively simply looking film rich
in swirling, restless imagery, holds
an aura of barely constrained danger
in check as it tracks through the
mundane moments of a simple day.

The Beholder
Chris Sullivan
USA, 1983, 9’00 (SL)
Driven mad by the possession of
divinity, The Beholder burns with
passion to share his holy madness.

Master Of Ceremonies
Chris Sullivan
USA, 1986, 9’00 (SL)
The skeletons in our closets keep our
deepest secrets but also command
the forces most dangerous to us.
They understand where we store
our treasures and they know all the
hidden exits.
Landscape With The Fall
Of Icarus
Chris Sullivan
USA, 1992, 24’00 (SL)
A crumbling mind is the worst of
all possible nightmares that we fear
is awaiting in the shadows of our
futures. Truths are few and help is
scarce.
The Orbit Of Minor Satellites
(Feature Preview)
Chris Sullivan
USA, 2013, 10’00 (SL)
A detailed, sneak peak preview of
highlights from the feature film Chris
Sullivan is currently working on and
hoping to complete in mid 2015.
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ELLIOT
COWAN
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The Stressful Adventures Of Boxhead And Roundhead
Elliot Cowan
USA, 72’00, 2014 (SL)

Making an independent animated feature film is a massive
enterprise. It is an undertaking that takes over lives and pushes
other things into metaphorical storage boxes. Elliot Cowan tends
to think of this undertaking as being like adopting a war baby.

M

In fact, Cowan can riff on this analogy for a sustained period of
time whilst introducing his film. It goes something like this. At
first you think it would be a lovely, wonderful thing to adopt a
war baby. In fact you may feel compelled to do it; that it is your
duty. The initial paperwork takes some sorting out but soon
enough you proudly bring your adopted war baby home. You
have hope for its future, a passion to give it a good start in life.
And for a little while everything seems fine, everybody is happy.
You create a lovely space in your home dedicated just to your
new war baby. But then it starts crying, it keeps you up at night
and starts disturbing your other kids. The war baby becomes
more demanding and starts leaving inconsiderate messes
around the place. The glow wears off but your commitment to
the war baby grows and strengthens even as the pure pleasure
of its company diminishes.
The war baby grows, perhaps not entirely as you expected it
might and perhaps you don’t fully understand every single part
of its spiritual complexion but your war baby isn’t bad and,
really, you are fairly proud of it for the most part. Eventually
your war baby is all grown up and ready to go out into the
world. And you just simply hope that you have poured so much
love into your war baby that when it goes out it will charm the
people it meets and do you credit rather than attack people
with a knife through some sort of latent, delayed reaction to
your failings as a father.
Such was the tenor of the introduction that Cowan gave at the
world premier screening of his new animated feature film The
Stressful Adventures Of Boxhead And Roundhead at MIAF
2014. Cowan exudes the aura of somebody reasonably certain
he has the done the best job he could on his war baby but you
never quite know for certain until you set it free.
He seems on fairly safe ground. His new feature has all the
makings. It has a lot going for it.
For starters, he has been living with these two little anti-heroes
for a fair while. He created them some time ago and has animated
them into several animated shorts before he let them talk
properly and even contemplated unleashing them in long form.
Cowan knows these little guys REALLY well, knows what
makes them tick, understands their humour, their particular
logic and he knows the relationship that binds them.
Another serious head start this feature has is its absolutely
fantastic backgrounds. Imaginative with a slightly surreal
expansiveness, these backgrounds are a beautifully crafted
diorama blanket that effortlessly situate the characters in the
various environments they find themselves in. The backgrounds
channel any number of styles ranging all the way back to
Chuck Jones but there is an elegance and perspective-bending
power to them that makes them extremely notable examples
of just what great backgrounds can bring to a film.
Cowan did a lot of these himself but credits a great deal of
assistance from London based Neil Ross who has a CV stretching
way back that includes doing artwork on a number of Tim Burton’s
films and Corpse Bride.

The music is Cowan’s other ace up the sleeve. Densely packed
and eclectic, Cowan has a great ear for just the right piece to
drop in at just the right moment and the film carries snippets
of everything from cool jazz to country and western. But the
major musical contribution comes in the form of a collection of
snappy, pitch perfect tracks from The Gadflys. This stuff just all
fits together so well that it becomes greater – much greater –
than the sum of its parts.
The ‘market’ – such as it is – for independent animated
features of this type is a challenging one to find and exploit.
Indie animated features, especially the kind of artisan work
Cowan does, often resonate surprisingly well on the film
festival circuit, playing beside live action features and docos.
Cowan’s film has everything it takes to do well on that circuit
and should cut a bit of a swathe through the features sections
of specialist animation festivals. A lot of people that ‘survive’
making an indie feature swear they will never do it again.
Cowan is ready for a break but is already readying his mind to
receive the idea that will flourish into his next feature. Another
war baby, perhaps.
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The PANORAMA programs at almost any animation festival
often offer the most surprises of any of the line-ups. In festivals
that have formal selection panels, as often as not a film will
make it into PANORAMA because one person on the panel stood
and fought for it and would not let anybody go home until it had
made it in. This kind of non-unanimous passion for a film is
almost always really interesting, alluding to a special spark
contained in the film that was not obvious to everybody who
watched it.
As well as simply offering the opportunity to allow more films
to be screened, Panorama programs also sometimes give the
programmer added flexibility and room to play a little bit more.
This year, for example, I noticed a collection of good films from
really unusual places; places not normally associated with
quality, auteur animation. Part way through the programming
process, I started noting these films specifically and when the
entries closed I realised I had more than enough in this category
for a whole program.
And so here, in PANORAMA: INTERNATIONAL#3 we have a
collection of films from places like Moldova, Cyprus, Nigeria,
Ethiopia and Cuba. Apart from being a great program, I hope in
some small way it also helps open to the door to receiving more
films from these places. It has certainly put these places more
on the MIAF radar and more research will be done.
I am already an established fan of Ezra Wube’s films. His latest
film New Home is a beautiful and more complex extension of his
hybrid style of animation. Juxtaposing relatively abstract imagery
on top of live action footage of his native Ethiopia, he somehow
creates something akin to slightly surrealist documentaries.
They are getting better with each release.

I have long harboured the desire to at least see if I can put
together a program showcasing new and historical Cuban
animation. For quite a while I have been chasing what might be
a ghost; a restored 35mm print of the 1985 cult classic animated
feature Vampires In Havana by Juan Padrón. One day perhaps.
Programming The Penalty into this program has put me in touch
with its Cuban maker Carlos Alberto Esquivel Ruiz who has
proved to be an enthusiastic and knowledgeable potential
partner and local guide on all things relating to Cuban animation.
These sorts of fortuitous connections are often the best catalyst
for something like curating a Cuban Animation Showcase.
Cannot fit it into the schedule next year but, hey, these things
tend to take a couple of years to pull together anyway.
Probably the film that proved to be the tipping point for doing
this particular PANORAMA program was Mind War by Marinos
Savva of Cyprus. I have never seen or even heard of a single
animated film from there before and this one is really good.
There were lots of problems obtaining the best possible screening
copy of it and that ate up the opportunity to talk to Savva more
about the animation scene in that country but, on the face of it,
it epitomises the idea that contemporary animation technologies
make it possible to craft, complete and distribute good films from
pretty much anywhere.

18 Minutes
Christopher Mennuto
USA, 2’55, 2012 (NL)
Even with the passage of time,
personal stories crystallised from
the fine debri of 9/11 still have
the power to resonate.
Fellows In The Woods
Laura Carton
FRANCE, 5’18, 2013 (SL)
A pig, a boy, some biscuits and a
nice boat marooned in a bizarre
forest. Strange days indeed.
Into Spring
Udo Prinsen
HOLLAND, 4’30, 2012 (NL)
Springs explodes with all the
colours and creatures of an
imaginatively bountiful nature.
Fall
Chadwick Whitehead
USA, 2’11, 2013 (SL)
The lunacy of a mindless court
system that awards damages to
the spurious of complainants –
even when they try to sue gravity.

Mite
Walter Volbers
GERMANY, 2’14, 2013 (NL)
In a hotel hallway, the camera
plunges into the microcosm of the
hotel corridor carpet. Between
crystal structures and inhabitants
of this world, we see the house
dust mite at work.
Electric Soul
Joni Mannisto
FINLAND, 5’00, 2013 (NL)
An exquisitely confected circuit
board boogie.
Fingers Tale
Luca Schenato,
Sinem Vardali
TURKEY, 4’06, 2013 (NL)
Gangsta fingers doin’ what
gangsta fingers do.
Apodemy
Katerina Athanasopoulou
UK, 5’02, 2012 (NL)
A beautifully crafted Felliniesque
vision of a voyage through a
deconstructing ghost city.

Troubleshooting
Eric Ko
USA, 3’05, 2012 (NL)
Calamity and massive urban
destruction are horrifying
prospects unless you have an
on/off switch handy.

Alone
Nuno Fragata
PORTUGAL, 6’30, 2013 (NL)
As they say, it will all be alright in
the end and if it’s not alright then
it is not yet the end.

Duckhammer And Beavkid
Gets Buckets
Dave Quion
USA, 6’10, 2012 (SL)
Duckhammer and Beavkid start
drawing up lists. Anything to get
them out of the house.

Still
Kim Seung-Hee
SOUTH KOREA, 4’39, 2013
(NL)
A rose by any other name. Could
it be the beginning of something
beautiful or a symbol for
disappointments on the way?

Clink
Alireza Nosrati
IRAN, 3’51, 2013 (NL)
Climbing to the top is just a
matter of taking it one step at
a time.

Torturing
Rebecca Blocher
GERMANY, 4’00, 2012 (Sub)
A criticism left unspoken, the
eternally bad music, a war waged
on silence.

Mac ‘N’ Cheese
Colorbleed Animation Studio
HOLLAND, 2’25, 2013 (NL)
It started out as a simple enough
scheme to make a few extra
bucks but somehow these two
slackers wound up destroying a
supermarket.

The House With No Doors
Oana Nechifor
UK, 7’20, 2013 (NL)
In a house with no doors, the
windows take on an extra special
significance and everything seen
through them becomes an object
of desire.
Dumb Day
Kevin Eskew
USA, 9’30, 2012 (NL)
Dumb days just go round and
round in impossible-to-fathom
spirals, each vision more
inexplicable than the one
before it.

Fallt

The magic ingredient is talent and a good idea.

Duckhammer and Beavkid ...

Electric Soul

PANORAMA THREE: INTERNATIONAL

Coffee Nerves New York
Gary Leib
USA, 2’02, 2012 (NL)
Where would New York be
without coffee? It keeps the
wheels turning, the lights on
and the eyes open.

Mysterious Swamp
Chintis Lundgren
ESTONIA, 3’00, 2013 (NL)
Down at the swamp, things
take a turn for the weird when a
deviant frog picnic goes bad.

Life Of Fire
Rusharil Hutangkabodee
THAILAND, 7’15, 2012 (NL)
Fire nurtures life but it also stalks
us all with the promise of random
destruction.

Formal Dress
Duan Jing Ying
CHINA, 4’54, 2013 (NL)
Not every light casts a shadow,
not every shadow needs light
and not every window is worth
looking through. But some are.

Tears Of Inge
Alisi Telengut
CANADA, 4’21, 2013 (NL)
Based on a real Mongolian
nomadic story narrated by the
filmmaker’s grandmother, this
film depicts a painted world filled
with camel’s emotion and tears.

Exit
Phua Cardin
MALAYSIA, 4’00, 2013 (NL)
We’ve all been here. An
anonymous, lifeless machine that
takes our money and withholds
the promised favours. Think
twice before exacting revenge.

Bla
Martina Mestrovic
CROATIA, 7’48, 2013 (NL)
The world is full of blab la. We
breath it, exhale it, sit on it and
push it before us as we move
through our days.

Spider And Flies
Tessa Moult-Milewska
POLAND, 3’32, 2013 (NL)
A clever melding of a childrens’
poem about a cunning old spider
looking for a meal and a parable
about urban consumer society.

Dji. Death Fails
Dmitri Voloshin
MOLDOVA, 3’56, 2012 (NL)
A hospital has to be a target rich
environment for the Grim Reaper.
You would think he would have
mastered the technology by now
though.

Spatulahead
Lesley-Anne Rose
UK, 2’58, 2013 (SL)
Some silver linings are grimmer
grasps at reality than others and
Spatulahead probably has to
hang on tightest for his quota
of happiness.

Tion
Lukas Hawes
UK, 2’33, 2012 (SL)
AffecTion, ExhibiTion,
RepeitTion, AttenTion, SalvaTion,
ProgressTion, Tion, tion.....

Little Freak
Edwin Schaap
HOLLAND, 3’13, 2013 (SL)
What happens when potential is
masked by appearance? When
even those closest to you cannot
see past the mask?
Mosaic Dance
Jake Zhang
USA, 2’05, 2013 (NL)
A sublimely ridiculous rendition
of a world in which the colours
have escaped and gone surreally,
gorgeously, crazily mad.
Hyperquench
Dani Alon
CANADA, 4’14, 2013 (SL)
Drinking a gallon of this stuff just
can’t be a good idea and this guy
– if we can stop him wrecking
the place – is pretty good proof
of that.

Dreamless
Daniel Valle
SPAIN, 6’00, 2013 (SL)
Nobody is dreamless and no
dreamless state is ultimately
infinite, but some go round and
round before the meaning
reveals itself.
Substance
Quentin Haberham,
Bram Vermaas
HOLLAND, 2’54, 2013 (NL)
There’s some pretty wild
substances lurking under the
average kitchen sink and gulping
them down is a risky ticket to
alternative reality.
The Butterfly Effect
Dan Sumich
UK, 3’00, 2012 (NL)
One thing always leads to another
but some slacker dude running
out of milk sparking the
destruction of a city is stretching it.

Mind War
Marinos Savva
CYPRUS, 1’50, 2012 (NL)
Trapped in a psychiatric ward, a
man battles with the catalogue of
war memories lodged in his mind.
The Penalty
Carlos Alberto Esquivel Ruiz
CUBA, 2’08, 2012 (Sub)
Two crabs shoot it out in an
environment replete with dangers
they can barely fathom.

Little Freak

From Here To Eternity

Ordinary Day
Vuk Palibrk
SERBIA, 5’50, 2013 (NL)
Even the most ordinary day can
throw up the most extraordinary
of obstacles. Over and over.
New Home
Ezra Wube
ETHIOPIA/USA, 4’00, 2012
(NL)
A re-imagining of a familiar space
filled with the sights and sounds
of a world that was once called
home.
Sima’s Third Hand
Darko Dacovic
SERBIA, 9’36, 2013 (NL)
An extra pair of hands is probably
too much to ask for in the crazy
world, but just an extra stuck on
the back would be useful.
Please, Call Back Later
Yulia Ruditskaya
BELARUS, 5’15, 2010 (NL)
The simple joys of everyday life
can be elusive until you weave
some random colour in to the
bigger picture.

Modin
Ng Kai Chung, Lam Ho Tak
HONG KONG, 2’50, 2012 (NL)
The fix is in, the lines drawn, the
gauntlets thrown down but the
power is running critically low.
My Name Is Leila
Olanrewaju Oluwafemi
NIGERIA, 3’03, 2013 (Sub)
Leila reflects a harsh life story
that brought her to where she
finds herself today.

From Here To Immortality
Luise Husler
SWITZERLAND, 9’00, 2013 (SL)
Age catches up with everybody
and iconic cartoon stars are no
exception. But with the passage
of time, comes the richness of an
untold story.

Bla

Granny
Sandro Katamashvili
GEORGIA, 10’48, 2012 (NL)
The stories might be simple, the
lives may be small but everybody
has their place in the miniscule
grand scheme of things.

Granny

Exit

New Home

My Name Is Leila

Please, Call Back Later
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Kookaburra
Ramya Chandrasekaran
AUSTRALIA, 3’50, 2014 (NL)
You know it, I know it, let’s just say
it out loud? Some kookaburras are
evil. They just are.

Jose’s Story
Wendy Chandler
AUSTRALIA, 6’25, 2013 (SL)
Simple, raw montage footage telling
the real life story of Jose, a TimorLeste man who survived the violence
of the struggle for independence.

The Conversation
Esther Khotsongyi Lee
AUSTRALIA, 4’41, 2013 (Sub)
“Maybe they think we stupid”.
A pig and horse sorrowfully dissect
their speckled attempts at
communication in the dog world.

The Lamb
Richard Lyford-Pike (aka Richie
Valentino)
AUSTRALIA, 6’37, 2014 (SL)
A lamb like no other. A little twitched
in the head is this lamb. The search
for water, the need for shelter and
protection. This is the life of the lamb
– this lamb!

Trams – A Documentary
Shawn Miller
AUSTRALIA, 6’37, 2014 (SL)
A small cast of Melbourne’s trams
talk about their experiences riding
the rails.

Undead Forever: Happy
Death-Day Steve
David Vertigan
AUSTRALIA, 2’34, 2012 (SL)
Steve and Ed have to do a bit of bone
chopping before they can take the
new wheels for a spin. Just as well
they’re dead, it would have hurt a
helluva lot otherwise.

Jazz Bound
Lauren West
AUSTRALIA, 3’26, 2013 (NL)
Puttin’ the band back together takes
on another dimension when you are
a ghost and the best players you
know are all alive (still).

The Frying Pan Dutchman
Geon Woo ’Frank’ Kim
AUSTRALIA, 7’40, 2013 (SL)
The Frying Pan Dutchman is the only
thing that stands between an evil
genius and his plan to destroy the
world’s food supply.

The Skin Factory
Michael Linhart
AUSTRALIA, 3’37, 2013 (NL)
Time on his hands and a head full of
memories gives one old hunter a
chance to contemplate taxidermy
from a different perspective.

Inner Demons
Darren Wallace
AUSTRALIA, 2’14, 2014 (NL)
Things go bad fast when a noir
detective begins to lose his mind in
a midnight diner and is confronted
by the monsters of his mind’s eye.

Melbourne
Nutthapong Tancharoen,
Teerawut Somboonsuk
AUSTRALIA, 2’48, 2013 (NL)
A clever digital montage of the best
things that make Melbourne unique.

The Dummy
Demi Orfanidis
AUSTRALIA, 3’07, 2013 (SL)
A deranged ventriloquist takes
matters into his own hands when his
audience members begin to dwindle.

Sleepy
Paul Andrew Rhodes
AUSTRALIA, 3’29, 2013 (Singing)
A smooth, trippy soundtrack set to
uber cool zombie/psychedelic/sci-fi
visuals. Yeah!

Squats
Connor Johnston
AUSTRALIA, 2’00, 2014 (SL)
There’s no way to sugarcoat tough
love. But does it have to be this
unhinged?

ANIMATION 101s:

Informative presentations & short related screenings
delivered by a super talented bunch of animators who
will provide a special peek into how they go about
making their work.

Animation 101: Hannes Rall
(GERMANY/SINGAPORE)

Si Lunchai
MONDAY 23 JUNE,
5.15pm

CAREERS
IN ANIMATION
FORUM
PRESENTED BY
HOLMESGLEN

Si Lunchai is a remarkably different film
than anything Hannes Rall has made
previously. Here he will take us through
the collaborative process of creating this
distinctly Asian infused work, how it was
done and what he – the teacher – learned
in the process.

Animation 102: Nadia Micault
FRANCE/BELGIUM)

“The Making Of Sonata”
Tuesday 24 June,
5.15pm
Using a mix of ‘old-school’ and state-ofthe-art digital animating technologies,
Sonata is a masterclass in re-imaging
human movement. Micault will discuss
what it took to imagine, capture and then
recreate the stunning visual imagery
depicted in her film.

Animation 103: Dirk de Bruyn
(AUSTRALIA)

“The Death Of Place”
Wednesday 25 June,
5.15pm
For 40 years de Bruyn has been making,
showing and teaching experimental film
and animation all over the world. Using
his latest film The Death Of Place as his
canvas, de Bruyn will demonstrate his
hands-on direct-to-film technique and
discuss his passion for abstract animating.

Animation 104: Andrew Knight
RECYCLED MEDIA (AUSTRALIA)

“Machinimating – ‘Optimism Bias’”
Friday 27 June,
5.15pm
‘Optimism Bias’ is the pilot for a new –
as yet unnamed – machinima show being
created by Andrew Knight and his
specialist production company Recycled
Media. This promises to be a detailed
examination of the machinima style in
general and a peek into this exciting new project.

THURSDAY 26 JUNE, 7.00pm
A thorough discussion amongst established
animation industry panelists and the audience
including job opportunities, realistic expectations
and how to get your foot in the door. The panel
will address the diversity of the industry including
how to specialise in different fields. All aspects
relevant to a career in animation will be covered
with the aim to assist you in deciding if this is
the career for you.
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I’m a city lovin’ guy that doesn’t really like cities that much.
I love wide open spaces but I hate the fact that there is
nothing in them. As habitats, cities offer their inmates
economies of scale that make many of the 21st century’s
most appealing goodies graspable (presumably), depending
on how much there is actually available to be grasped and
how many other people turn up with the same idea in mind.
One of the defining qualities of any given city turns on how
practical and easy it is to get around. As someone who
spends an unsensible amount of time away from my own
city, I get more than my fair share (my IDEAL share being
zero) of exposures to the limitless and fractious joys of beta
testing the public transport systems offered up by a wide
range of different cities.
None of them are good. But some of them are better than
others. And Paris has one of the best there is. Which is good
news in this particular moment in time because I’m in Paris
– and I have three days to kill. I will be using their Metro
system rather a lot.
And so it’s Day 1, hour 1 and it still seems like a good idea.
I am trundling along quite nicely on the No 2 Line (BLUE,
Nation-Porte Dauphine). This line is the one that, more than
any of the others, really traverses the myriad faces of Paris.
It runs from the far east of Paris to farthest western point
of the city but does so in a large, sweeping semi-circle that
studiously avoids most of the finest neighbourhoods and the
vast majority of the most sophisticated tourist attractions
that Paris has in abundance. For the most part it follows the
path of a wall that was built in the late 1700s to control and
tax the flow of goods into Paris and most of the stations
along the line are built on the sites that previously gates
in that wall.
As I traverse the line this morning east to west, these
names roll by my window every 90 seconds or so. Alexandre
Dumas, the prolific author of some of France’s most popular
books including The Count Of Monte Cristo and The Three
Musketeers who fathered at least seven children via the
forty or so affairs he managed to squeeze in during his long
marriage to actress Ida Ferrier. Or Phillipe Auguste, the
12th century King who spent considerable energy
during his 40 year reign prosecuting an extremely packed
slate of wars and armed squabbles. He is rightly honoured
for paving the main thoroughfares of Paris and building the
Louvre (as a fort), although perhaps his hobby of taxing the
Jews, stripping them of their properties and then eventually
banishing them from the city could be said to take some of
the glow off that particular reputation.
Other names that pop up in bold blue lettering bolted to
the side of white tiled underground station walls, include
Colonel Fabien, named for Colonel Pierre-Georges Fabien
who is credited with getting the armed WWII French
Resistance underway in style by shooting a German soldier
at one of the stations just up the line – Jaures, dedicated to
the memory of Jean Jaures who was murdered in the early
days of WWI after helping to form one of the more enduring
left wing political organisations in France – or Victor Hugo
whose writings and colourful political life (including years
in exile) are the stuff of legend.
Twenty minutes and I have travelled from one side of Paris
to the other. I emerge at Ternes, not quite the end of the line
but almost. I have five minutes to get from here to my first
meeting and I am certain I know exactly where to go.
Naturally, I immediately get lost. I have turned right instead
of left, but proving the dark cloud/silver lining thing, I

happen across an excellent, accessible street market
straight out of a postcard at the intersection of rue Bayen
and rue Poncelet. Just sharing. If you’re ever in the
neighbourhood.
First meeting is at Cube Creative. Alexandre Pagot ushers
me into a screening room and gives me an intensely packed
run-down on Cube Creative’s twelve year history. Started
in 2002 by Majid Loukil, Bruno Le Levier and Lionel Fages,
Cube Creative has grown rapidly into a studio employing
more than thirty people and has produced at least twenty
short films and a substantial dossier of commercials.
On board are some of France’s most exciting animators.
Going through the Cube Creative library with Alexandre,
it becomes immediately clear that there is no ‘house style’
here, all of these animators have – and are allowed – original
and unique voices.
Louis Clichy created his charmingly grainy Edith Piaf music
video A Quoi Ca Sert L’Amour at Cube Creative not long
after graduating from the legendary Gobelins School in
Paris. Old timey without the visual clichés that usually
accompany that style, this film saw Clichy take up animating
roles at Pixar where he worked on Wall-E and Up. Currently,
Alexandre tells me, Clichy is back in Paris working at
production studio Mikros Image who are producing a CG
feature film starring the iconic French comic character
Asterix.
Contrasting this is the photo real computer animation of
rising star Nicolas Deveaux who revels in producing films
featuring elephants and giraffes who, were they not involved
in the mostly absurdly impossible activities, would easily
pass as real. Different again is the warm, pastel-hued
subtlety of Jean-Francoise by Cube Creative duo, Tom
Haugomat and Bruno Mangyoku. Also graduates of Gobelins,
their film is perhaps the one Cube Creative is best known
for with a host of awards and literally, thousands of festival
screenings internationally to its name.
Despite being founded in 2006, I had not heard of
Kawanimation until two years ago when I stumbled across
a crazy little short they made called Fragments.
“We’re big fans of Studio 4C and Japanime was a major
influence to us”, explains Alexis Laffaille, head of Production
Development, as he tours me around the Kawanimation HQ.
“We like cartoons but not in a dumb way, we’d love to set
up an Adult Swim kind of thing in France. The audience is
here, and the talent too.”
Their first short film arrived in 2006 in the form of Happy
Hour and instantly marked out the Kawa style. Directed by
Maxime Paccalet and the two founding directors of the
company, Pierre Razetto and Dimitri Cohen-Tanugi (both
Supinfocom graduates), it was an instant hit. The breath
of his fevered imagination and the reach of his desire is
something that could only be adequately portrayed using
this style of animation.
Their very latest film Batz takes all of these properties
and holds them up high until they get struck by lightning.
This is quality cartooning with its foot to the floor and its
head hanging out the window screaming at the moon.
Three years in the making, it was directed at Kawanimation
by Max Maleo and Aurélien Prédal, two Gobelins graduates
who made one of the singularly most successful films ever
produced at that school, Burning Safari (2006).
Maleo worked for Dreamworks after graduating and was
animator on Despicable Me at McGuff, while Prédal

became a development artist at Aardman and went on to
work on films such as A Monster In Paris.
Leaving Kawa, I decide to take a long short-cut to my next
meeting. What could possibly go wrong with that plan?
This is an interesting part of town that I actually know quite
well so I am feelin’ lucky.
Sacré-Coeur or, more precisely, the Basilica of the Sacred
Heart of Paris, is one of the most popular tourist attractions
in Paris. Built atop the single highest point in Paris, it is not
nearly as old as a lot of people think. It was not actually
completed until 1914 or officially sworn in as a real church
until after WWI. Presumably the view from the hill it stands
on is impressive and the insides of the Basilica sound truly
awe-inspiring. I doubt I will ever know, I have never been
able to find the exact right balance of mogadon and
snortable nitrous oxide that would prepare me for the
horrors of dealing with crowds that turn up to maxi-selfie
themselves in the environs.
But caught up in the geographical hem of its skirts is a
pretty interesting, although not entirely welcoming, little
nodule of Paris-reale. Generally speaking, it is an area called
the Montmartre and parts of it border on the dangerous.
If you need to scratch the itch to buy contraband tobacco –
quickly – from a large gentleman who doesn’t look like he
has the ability to readily issue receipts, you will find him
and plenty of his competitors noisily working their trade
here. If the cost of Parisian hotels and souvenirs is starting
to bite or if you are missing the kind of full blown soccer
riots that you have back home, then the Montmartre might
just be the solution you have been looking for, if you can
absorb the authentic grittiness of the local atmos.
It’s worth it. For starters, in the shadow of Sacré-Coeur is
a little “T” construction of streets that are easy to walk
right past. Those who venture in will find one of the
planet’s most concentrated collections of fabric sales shops.
If unique shirts, skirts or shorts are your thing, you have
arrived at the motherlode of source material.
Funny as it sounds, Paris is generally not that great a place
for coffee. Bland is going too far as a descriptive generalisation,
but tracking down really great coffee there is not really
worth the effort. Much better to just accept your fate and
buy a glass of wine. Or two. But the Montmartre with its
large African population, some of whom have become cafe
owners and workers, is the part of Paris where you stand
the best chance of beating the odds. The best ones seem to
be clustered around the squares to the west of Sacré-Coeur.
Ten minutes walk away – Autour de Minuit! This is an
annual pilgrimage. MIAF has even done an entire showcase
program dedicated to their best films. Established by
Nicolas Schmerkin in 2001 as a vehicle to capture the
resources needed to help filmmakers make films, Autour de
Minuit has gone from strength to strength over the years,
notably taking out an Oscar for Logorama in 2010. They
now have a distribution catalogue of over 200 films. The
premises are tiny and, as is often the case, a couple of
pieces of errant furniture have to be moved to allow the
door to open wide enough for me to enter. I think these
guys must live there.
Today the mission is to touch base with the crew, get the
low down on films currently in production, ascertain when
those films might be due for completion so that I can make
sure I get them fresh off the press and last but by no means
least, pick up the brand new Supinfocom Graduation Reel.
There has never been a MIAF that has not shown at least
one or two Autour de Minuit films and a swath of Supinfocom
works. MIAF’s official Opening Film, the stunning Sonata
by Nadia Micault, was secured during this visit, although
the filmmaker was stuck in Brussels with flu. With an
astonishing nine films in production, the next 12 – 18
months looks like something of a field of dreams at Autour
de Minuit.

Studio Metronomic provided one of the most popular films
we have ever screened. The Crab’s Revolution was
released in 2004 and on the face of it, it struck me as a
funny, fairly simple and simply drawn film featuring a race
of crabs who can only walk in a straight line sideways. But
it’s popularity with audiences, then and ever since, is
incredible. It is the first thing I ask Metronomic co-founder
Jeremy Rochigneux about after I have navigated a confusing
floor numbering system in the building the studio is situated
in. Like me, he struggles a little to explain its enduring near
cult status.
“Most successes are hard to predict so the success of that
film is still a mystery”, he admits. “I guess the struggle of
the characters in the film talks to everybody – the anticonformist way is really not a comfortable way and we are
all scared to assume our differences.”
Metronomic was formed in 2000 when he joined forced with
Luis Briceno to create the kind of place that could help them
make the films they most wanted to make, and work in a
way that suited their attitude to the creative process.
“The spirit of the studio is to make film with a non
professional spirit”, he ventures. “Just like Super 8 amateur
clubs in the 70’s. Mixing live action, special effects and
animation.”
Metronomic’s first film was Caged Birds Cannot Fly (2000)
but it was The Crabs Revolution that really got the new
studio some serious attention, a process that went up
another notch when a music video they produced in 2006,
Plaire, took out the major award in its category at the
Annecy Festival the following year.
The latest Metronomic film The Little Blond Boy With A
White Sheep by Eloi Henriod, is also beginning to build
some impressive numbers on the international festival
circuit. It has a very charming visual design style intentionally
aimed at the widest possible audience. It came about after
Jeremy met French actor and artist Pierre Richard at a film
festival in Ukraine.
“He mentioned the comic book that he had written about
his childhood and his idea of adapting it into a film”, says
Jeremy. “I read it and thought he was right and we turned
it into a short film with the help of Eloi.” Simple as that.
Less than five minutes down the road is the last meeting
of the day, Miyu Studio. This turns out to be a truly amazing
experience. They say you only get one chance to make a
first impression and the first impression of walking into
Miyu is a shock. I suddenly feel extremely old.
“Is there anybody over 21 years old here?” I ask my hosts,
more as an involuntary reflex than a considered question.
The production suite is packed tight with an outstanding
array of identical computers all being thoughtfully worked
by a small army that look like they would struggle to be
able to legally purchase a bottle of vino rouge.
Miyu has a short but spectacular history. It brims with a
vitality and an energy that suggests it will fly high, far and
fast. It was founded in 2008 by Emmanuel-Alain Raynal, a
man who gives the very distinct impression of having an
eye for details.
“The first idea was to produce singular and new projects
coming from young directors – not only animation films, but
also live action ads, fiction, documentaries”, he says in
response to my comment about the average age of the Miyu
team. “The original idea was always to find new filmmakers
right after school that possessed a strong point of view,
and to integrate them into the studio.”
Ugo Bienvenu, Julien Seze and Kevin Manach are three of
the driving forces on the animation team. Most of Miyu’s
short films and music videos have some combination of
their inputs stamped into them. There is a maturity of
perspective anda wealth of life experience imprinted into
them that is astonishing for such young filmmakers.
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Maman in particular is inflected with a slow-burn shockload capturing the unspoken complexities and complications
of familial co-existence that many a lesser film strives for
and never hits.
I am lucky enough to get a look at the short film they are
working on and hope to have finished in time for a MIAF
screening. Mr Lune by Julien Sèze, is about someone
isolated from others, striving against all the hurdles that
destiny hurls at him to achieve his goals.
That is a fair bit of weight to carry for what looked like a
kids film (although turns out to be anything but). But then
again, it had been a long day and there is a limit to what
one can absorb in a linear and coherent fashion. All I really
know for a certain fact was that I did not need any more
coffee.
Day Two and it’s an early start. An attempt to get through
my first Metro ride of the day before the morning peak hits,
sees me roaming aimlessly around Place de la République. It
is definitely an impressive piece of Parisiana but I generally
find it oddly stark and barren. It feels more like a place that
everyone simply goes through to get to somewhere else. It
is wide, long, flat and more or less featureless except for a
giant round statue dotted into the middle like the formidable
handle of a huge spinning top.
The surrounding area has quite a history though and has
endured a number of substantial, not altogether, popular
redevelopments to produce the landmark site that now
occupies the space and its surrounding streetscape. In the
mid 1800’s, the surrounding area was most famous for its
popular culture theatres that typically hosted murder
mysteries, melodrama and pantomimes. Many of the official
records of the era insinuate that the some of the liveliest
participants in the 1830 and 1848 revolutions called the area
home. As the 1850’s progressed, the massive public works
undertaken by Baron Haussmann were to drastically
change the character and layout of the area, destroying old
streets and creating the boulevards that form part of the
perimeter of the modern Place de la République.
I don’t know why but I have never visited the office of Les
Films de l’Arlequin. Formed in 1991 by six friends with a
variety of film and cinematic backgrounds, Arlequin always
seems to come up with some of the most beautiful and
artfully made films we get to see. Some of France’s most
respected animating artists have produced films under the
Arlequin banner over the years, Florence Miailhe, Marie
Paccou, Sandra Desmazières and Serge Elissalde to name
a few. These days the names that turn up on the Arlequin
playlist include Santiago ‘Bou’ Grasso (Argentina), Gianluigi
Toccafondo (Italy), Michal and Uri Kranot (Canada/Israel/
Denmark) and Dominic Etienne Simard (Canada). Catalogues
do not get much better than this.
Dora Benousilio is the thoughtful, gentle commander of this
splendid animated vault of riches. I ask her how is it that
Les Films de l’Arlequin has been able to attract such a
colourful cluster of moths to the flame.
“They feel well here”, she says, a comment that loses some
literalness in the translation but which surely paints a more
comprehensive appreciation of the atmosphere Arlequin
creates and the type of support it offers.
At that moment, as if to underscore the point, in walks
somebody that has been way high on my “want-to-meet”
list for a long time, Ines Sedan. Few people can bring a
painting to life in the way that she can. Her ability to
breathe life into these images has an almost transcendental
aura to it. It is simply beautiful work to behold for the
sublime nature of the artwork alone, a quality that can mask
the often bleak message that rides in on that wave.
Her latest film, The Chant is everything that an Ines Sedan
film should be. The artwork is exquisite without being
overly fussy. The animation is fluid and full without being

showy. The characters arrive and perform, posing more
questions than answers.
Les Films de l’Arlequin has one of the more intensely
packed ‘works in production’ schedules of any of the studios
I will visit in this three day whirlwind of a trip. “For the
moment we are developing or producing six projects”,
Dora later emails me. It is a lot to take in and suggests a
prolonged animated summer of promising harvests.
I am already late for my next meeting. Founded in 1992 by
Roch Lener (who is still the President of the company),
Millimages has grown into one of the most successful
commercial animation companies in Paris. It has been a long
time since there has been an opportunity to create any of
the alluringly warped shorts such as the 1993 Alexander
Budnov classic Clinic, but the work of Millimages’ directors
is seen on TV screens in more than 200 countries.
Some of their most successful TV series such as Louie, 64,
Zoo Lane and especially Mouk run to more than 100
episodes and have screened in almost 100 countries,
including Australia.
Millimages, relative to most of the organisations I tend to
visit and certainly relative to everywhere I visited on this
little Parisian odyssey, is large and the office works to a
more corporate rhythm. And yet, once I had explained what
my mission was, the welcome could not have been warmer
or more generous. This is not the usual reaction from a
corporate organisation and speaks volumes to the spirit of
creativity and the essence of the auteur that Millimages
has retained as it has grown and diversified.
Planktoons Studio has one of those typically Parisian
courtyard entrances to their office door AND they have the
guard dog services of the angriest old lady in Paris who
stands ready, willing and able to hurl colourful insults at
unannounced visiting Anglo interlopers who venture into
her courtyard looking for the unmarked entrance of a studio
they cannot adequately pronounce in French. My French is
tragic but when attempting to learn a new language I tend
to follow the tried and tested path that most males use… I
start by learning the swear words. If I had the time, this
blue-in-the-face, arm waving, volcanic octogenarian could
have been just the ticket to kick starting my French. Alas,
I had not the time.
It is an immensely humorous introduction to a small but
dedicated company of five independents who all met when
studying at the Ecole Georges Melies, which being situated
near Orly airport makes it yet another fine animation school
in the greater Paris area.
Their first short film was Do Penguins Fly (2006) which
was enough to establish an early reputation for technical
excellence and an attention to visual details along with a
pacey and absurdist narrative structure. It also landed them
the opportunity to develop a commercial relationship with
Nickelodeon which has included developing a range of
interesting pilot ideas as well a Cartoon Network special
of the Powder Puff Girls which unveiled an updated design
for that particular franchise.
Their latest short film has taken all of this commercial
animating experience and poured it back into mixing bowl
that holds all of the auteur instincts that brought them
together to form the studio in the first place. The result has
been Reflection which has had a remarkable festival run
picking up awards right across the diverse festival spectrum.
Among its many accolades, it took the much coveted ‘Best
In Show’ award at SIGGRAPH the year it was released.
Heading back down the street I caught a glimpse of old
angry woman screaming some more purple invective at
some other astonished stranger. If only all that energy could
be bottled or used to heat the water or something.
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A Quoi Ca Sert L’Amour –
Edith Piaf
Louis Clichy
Cube Creative
FRANCE, 1’57, 2013 (Sung in French)
It doesn’t get much more Parisian
than an elegantly rendered music
video of a classic Edith Piaf song.

Reflection
Yoshimichi Tamura
Planktoon
FRANCE, 5’16, 2012 (NL)
The most dangerous reflections are
the ones that look like us but act like
they’ve been hard wired into darker
corners of our imagination.

Palmipedarium
Jeremy Clapin
Papy3D
FRANCE, 10’14, 2012 (NL)
Decoys come in all shapes and sizes.
And some of them interpret their
job descriptions in remarkably
idiosyncratic ways.

Lowdi
CRCR
FRANCE, 0’49, 2013 (NL)
An uber stylish ad for Lowdi wireless
speakers, from one of the hippest
young animation studios in the city.

Le Joueur De Citernes
Emmanuel Gorinstein
Onyx
FRANCE, 10’17, 2010 (NL)
A lone violinist playing from the
rooftops of an empty city brings an
unusual army to life and begins an
equally unusual parade.

Deezer
FRANCE, 0’32, 2012 (NL)
A veritable animation avalanche, a
tumble dryer of imagery, 30-mindblowing-seconds.

5 Metres 80
Nicolas Deveaux
Cube Creative
FRANCE, 5’24, 2013 (NL)
If you ever thought giraffes couldn’t
do fancy tricks take a good look at
this troupe of graceful, long legged
beauties. You won’t believe your
eyes – and neither will your kids!

The Souvenirs
Renaud Martin
Blue Spirit
FRANCE, 8’21, 2012 (NL)
One season slowly morphs into the
next as the world continues to turn,
but the transitions leave behind their
own subtle mementoes.

Maman
Ugo Bienvenu, Kevin Manach
Miyu
FRANCE, 5’04, 2013 (NL)
Ah, the (not so) silent scream. All is
far from OK in this slowly building
familial pressure cooker. Tick, tick,
tick...

La Ravaudeuse
Simon Filliot
La Femis
FRANCE, 5’35, 2012 (NL)
Sometimes every option is a bad one,
each coming with its own invoice of
prices to be paid down the line.

Batz
Max Meleo, Aurelien Predal
Kawanimation
FRANCE, 6’50, 2013 (NL)
A wild and crazed high speed romp
following a couple of bats that
sustain the kind of physical damage
that only animated characters can
limp away from.

The Chant
Ines Sedan
Les films de l’Arlequin
FRANCE, 8’00, 2013 (NL)
An exquisitely textural film that
floats its audience through the
contoured estuaries of emotions that
unite and divide a couple existing in
uneasy coalescence.
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Dip N’ Dance
Hugo Cierzniak
Kawanimation
FRANCE, 6’15, 2013 (NL)
One man’s robotic nirvana quickly
turns into a death trap when one
drop of water goes astray. Pity he’s in
the bathroom when it happens. The
screaming has only just begun.

The Crumpets
Raoul Magrangeas
4.21 Productions
FRANCE, 13’00, 2013 (SL)
Fast, furious and pretty crazy. The
Crumpets are a family never short of
dramas. This time, it’s the new pet
crocodile, Renato – and Mum’s
fallopians, some chicken throttling
and a Latin cat serenade.

Still More Changes
Barbara Malleville,
Benoit Guillaume
Lardux
FRANCE, 10’00, 2013 (SL)
In the midst of a journey to recover
and reconnect with his disconnected
head, a man discovers he may be
wiser and more flexible without it.

Mr Lune
Julien Seze
Miyu
FRANCE, 4’44, 2014 (NL)
Life is lonely for the little man on
the moon and a clever distress call
only brings with the risk of
attracting oblivion.

Professor Kliq Wire And
Flashing Lights
Victor Haegelin
Partizan
FRANCE, 1’37, 2013 (NL)
Follow the crazy walk of the wired
man inhabited by Professor Kliq’s
music. You won’t believe your eyes.

Leaving
Joanna Lurie
Lardux
FRANCE, 3’00, 2012 (NL)
Street art animation. A story of two
creatures who adventure together
along buildings and beyond, where
each animation frame is drawn on a
different wall in the city.

Mouk – Wallabies Rock
Francois Narboux
Millimages
FRANCE, 11’00, 2013 (SL)
Probably France’s single most
successful international animated TV
program for kids, “Mouk” is an
international phenomenon. And this
episode from the latest series is set
in Australia (kind of).

The Wanderer Of St Marcel
Rony Hotin
Mezzanine
FRANCE, 8’04, 2012 (NL)
Every night, long after the metro
has closed, a happy homeless
minstrel brings magic to the
underground world he lives in.

Walking Grainy
Francois Vogel
Onyx
FRANCE, 2’20, 2013 (SL)
Vogel has pioneered and perfected a
highly unusual style of bending the
very world he captures. This time he
turns his lens to the Monmatre, the
perfect film for our Paris series.

La Bete
Vladimir Mavounia-Kouka
Autour de Minuit
FRANCE, 8’00, 2013 (NL)
In the shifting shadows deep in a
foreboding forest, a woman’s very
soul becomes the quarry for the
monster the trees camouflage and
conceal.
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A wonderfully eclectic collection of defining films that
either launched the studios they came from or put them
on the map and made the world sit up and take notice.

Jean-Francois
Tom Haugomat, Bruno Mangyoku
Cube Creative
FRANCE, 5’46, 2009 (NL)
Size counts. It’s not the only thing
that matters but it makes a
difference. But every advantage
comes with a cost.

The Crab’s Revolution
Arthur de Pins
Metronomic
FRANCE, 5’05, 2004 (Sub)
A true classic, one of the most
popular animated short films ever!
For every crab problem there is a
crab solution - even if it isn’t straight
out in front of you.

Do Penguins Fly
Alban Lelievre
Planktoon
FRANCE, 2’16, 2006 (NL)
Well, maybe. But you need proof.
And getting proof takes patience and
luck - both of which seem to be in
short supply on this expedition.

Cafe Allonge
Maxime Paccalet, Pierre Razetto,
Dimitri Cohen-Tanugi
Kawanimation
FRANCE, 6’40, 2009 (NL)
Gerbils, exploding toilets and roiling
pastiche of psychedelic fantasies
intersect in a quiet Parisian cafe the
moment a beautiful woman walks
through the door.

Lonely Dogs
Remi Bastie, Nicolas Dehghani,
Jonathan Djob Nkondo, Paul
Lacolley, Kevin Manach, Nicolas
Pegon, Jeremy Pires
CRCR
FRANCE, 6’31, 2010 (Sub + SL)
The metallic labyrinth of an oil rig is
no place for delusions, drunks or
dogs that may not actually exist.

Clinic
Alexander Bubnov
Millimages
FRANCE, 14’19, 1993 (NL)
A cornucopia of nightmarish medical
misadventures infect the mind of a
man who probably needs a different
kind of help than what is on offer at
this clinic.

Le Balayeur
Serge Elissalde
Les films de l’Arlequin
FRANCE, 4’04, 1990 (NL)
A masterclass in drawn animation from
one of France’s finest contemporary
animators. A simple tale of a street
sweeper who finds the ultimate
answer to his main workday problem.

Maaz
Christian Volckman
Onyx
FRANCE, 8’37, 1999 (NL)
An elegantly stylish example of
digital hybrid animation years ahead
of its time, from the filmmaker that
went on to make the animated cult
feature “Renaissance”.

Au Premier Dimanche d’Aout
Florence Miailhe
Les films de l’Arlequin
FRANCE, 10’40, 2000 (NL)
A gloriously depicted autumnal
evening in a busy country village by
one of the world’s finest ’undercamera’ animators.

The Skeleton Woman
Sarah Van Den Boom
Papy3D
FRANCE, 9’00, 2009 (Sub)
A majestic peace exists below the
surface of calm waters and the
simple domestic chaos of everyday
life.
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Sacrebleu – Searching For The Source.
Founded by Ron Dyens in 1999, the Paris production and distribution studio has
produced more than 40 films that have nearly 1000 screenings at festivals all over the
world. Their roster of animators contains some of the most stylish and sophisticated
auteur animators in Europe who, under the supportive umbrella of Sacrebleu, have
produced some of the most beautiful, compelling and sought after animated shorts
created in recent times. This program gathers a superb collection of highlights from
this quiet powerhouse of European animation, and gently but persuasively showcases
the extraordinary potential of animation when it is entrusted to some of the most
gifted artists working in the field today.

Ron Dyens

F

For the entire time we have been running MIAF we have been
happily screening films from Sacrebleu Productions in Paris.
Every year we call for entries and, like some quietly colourful
animated songbird, a small package of their latest releases
seems to arrive in the migratory winds from across the oceans.
In many ways, MIAF was established to screen the kinds of
animated work that Sacrebleu produces and herald the kinds of
artists that are attracted by the creative philosophy that makes
Sacrebleu a very special and enduring part of the European
animation ecosystem.

Established in 1999 by Ron Dyens, the studio was an almost
accidental outcome of Dyens’ burning, impassioned desire to
make a film crashing head-on into the real-world rockwall of a
production community that would not take his calls, let alone
search out financial resources to help him realise his dream.
Filmmaking also seemed a better career option than the
business communication industry which he had studied hard to
enter but did not cater to his lack of desire to embrace mornings.
“I was mad, so I created Sacrebleu,” Doyens says simply.
“In the end, my movie wasn’t selected in any festivals, I didn’t
have any more money and I had to take care of a new production
company, and I had no idea of how it worked...”, his remarks
tapering off, letting the image of a bustling studio and an office
nowadays adorned with posters and trophies speak to the
success of his adventure into film and animation production.
Between those points on Sacrebleu’s trajectory axis sit many
achievements. As well as a substantial catalogue of live actionshorts, Sacrebleu Productions has gifted us more than 50
outstanding animated shorts, an absorbing full length documentary
charting the history of experimental animation from both sides
of the Atlantic and a 60 episode series of animated artworks
exploring the humanity expressed in the faces of people on
almost every continent on the planet. There is a colossal gallery
exhibition drawn from that project and a feature film that is
travelling down the bumpy tracks that most features must
traverse as they force themselves to fruition.
Dyens’ seems to gleefully describe himself as a “funambulist of
the cinema” and hopes it will always stay that way. He called
his studio Sacrebleu because “it’s a positive curse, which means
damn! There is a problem, we need a solution!”.
Along the way, Sacrebleu’s animated shorts have achieved
several thousand screenings and won over 500 awards
including the Palme d’or, Silver Bear and the much coveted
Annecy Cristal. The roster of fellow travellers on this journey –
Sacrebleu’s animation directors – reads like an invitation list to
every animation festival director’s dream dinner party. Ines
Sedan, Svetlana Filipova, Serge Avedikian, Simone Massi,
Claude Weiss, Frederic Philibert and Pierre-Luc Granjon are a
few of the animators who have made superb films under
Sacrebleu’s roof over the years. Most recently, Czech animator
Michaela Pavalatova produced her latest hit film Tram there, a
film that has won more awards and had more audiences
cheering through the credits than can be readily counted.
But perhaps the animator that is most associated with Sacrebleu
is Bastien Dubois. A Supinfocom alumni, Dubois’ 2010 graduate
film Madagascar, A Journey Diary (Madagascar, Carnet de
Voyage) was one of the most successful short animated films

the year it was released, screening in almost every festival it
was entered into including a rave reception at that year’s
Sundance Film Festival. It even garnered an Oscar nomination.
Dubois’ astonishing ability to seamlessly meld classic hand
sketching and water colouring techniques with state of the art
digital filmmaking technologies make him a filmmaker capable
of effortlessly crafting films that utilise the very best of old and
new. His keen, yet subtly expressed, observational eye blended
with a naturally curious spirit allow him to amplify those skills
to craft films with often exquisite narratives, as often as not
giving an audience a fresh look at his subjects – a determinedly
understated window into a world we only think we know.
“I like his freshness, his curiosity and his level of requirement”,
Dyens says enthusiastically of Dubois, even if ’requirement’
loses something in the translating. “I could also talk about his
kindness. The projects he suggests fill me with enthusiasm,
so I want to produce them. Life is simple sometimes”.
It was Dubois who has overseen and crafted one of Sacrebleu’s
most ambitious productions to date. Faces For Places can only
really be described as an odyssey. Under Dubois’ exacting eye,
a small army of artists spent 10 hours a day, six days a week for
eight months hand painting more than 25,000 images to bring to
cinematic life something of the souls behind the faces of sixty
different people from a myriad of cultures which Dubois had
captured on an epic modern-day creative expedition.
This project captures something special about the DNA of
Sacrebleu Productions. It is difficult to categorise the finished
’films’. Part animated short, part moving image gallery artwork,
part artisan observational exercise they were made because
making them seemed like a great idea and the right thing to do.
“It’s a great idea, and a great project made in a very short time,
that’s why everybody was very motivated” says Dyens, probably
unintentionally veering into the realm of understatement. “It’s
a collection (of films) about people’s lives, about travels, and
about struggle against standardisation. Mixing so many different
techniques is obviously the consequence of that struggle
against standardisation”.
Just how Sacrebleu manages to produce gem after gem is a
difficult thing to quantify. While the studio space exudes a fairly
calm, unstressed aura, it also does not necessarily automatically
register as a space that instantly inspires unbridled outpourings
of creative output. There is no particularly identifiable Sacrebleu
’style’ nor even a preferred studio technique. Dyens himself
won’t be drawn on what his favourite technique is, simply
answering the question with a proclamation that “I just like
beautiful images”.
Somehow the magic must come – as it so often does – from the
alchemal mix of the people that find themselves working within
the studio. Attempting to mine this particular seam for the
illuminating gold bullion answers is about as close as it comes
to getting an insight from Dyens as to how he attracts this kind
of talent to his studio and nurtures them to produce some of
their best work.
“Relationship”, is his one word summary. “But it doesn’t always
work, as it’s a relationship that has to be built over the long
term. When it does work, it’s wonderful”.

And the inevitable struggle to balance all of the projects they
might want to do with the financial and human resources
available to complete them plays out in Sacrebleu as it does in
many production houses.

Ron Dyens, filmmaker, has gone on to greater successes since
his first unscreened artistic foray but the legacy of Ron Dyens,
producer, will almost certainly be his ability to muster the
resources to keep the lights burning at Sacrebleu. He has seen
the funding models change, the business opportunities both
grow and whither and the lingua-franca of the production
funding alter inextricably. And quickly.

“We are working on two series, and also on coproduction
projects for feature films and on five short films”, Doyens says
matter-of-factly, before another open-ended sentence steers the
conversation towards the blue sky horizon that he sees for
Sacrebleu. “I hope these projects will see the light of day and
that we’ll work a bit less in a couple of years because we really
have a lot of projects right now. But… you know… they are so
great …” Up close, Dyens’ quiet passion is hard to immediately
spot as the original flint-spark that ignites the fire to create
these films but one does not need to be in his company very
long before it is hard to imagine him doing anything else. As
the conversation closes, papers gathered, bags packed and
farewell handshakes given, the parting question – “could you
imagine doing anything else?” is met with “only when I’m
asleep”. It has the ring of truth.

“I remember during the 2011 Clermont Ferrand festival, my
film The Flame had been selected, and I was signing license
contracts with the TV channels during the festival, which is
unthinkable today”, he says. “When I started, the producers
didn’t pay the directors, nor the technicians. There was less
money, but short film was not an end in itself”.
“Now, there is more money, it’s a real business, but money is
harder to obtain because there are more producers and more
directors. The most difficult thing today is to establish trust
with the financial sources, to look for good directors and”, he
adds, pointing to the fact that the more things change, the more
they stay the same, “first and foremost, there is a huge amount
of administrative work”!

We did our best. This is about as close as we could come to
understanding Sacrebleu’s secret sauce. The films remain
Exhibit A – let’s let them do the talking.

Still, the future seems as assured for Sacrebleu Productions as
it can possibly be. They have Longway North, a feature film at
a reasonably advanced state of production, keeping them busy.

SACREBLEU PROGRAM
Imago
Cedric Babouche
FRANCE, 11’38, 2005 (NL)
Dream and reality merge across the
generations when a young boy wills
himself into the skies to fly beside
the father he lost to a plane crash
many years earlier.

Moi
Ines Sedan
FRANCE, 5’35, 2012 (NL)
A mesmerising and intensely
personal meander through the very
centre of a man who is trying to
understand who and what he is.

La Loup Blanc
Pierre-Luc Granjon
FRANCE, 8’16, 2006 (Sub)
One day a child manages the
impossible – to tame a giant white
wolf. Life couldn’t be better until one
day his father brings home an even
stranger, more dangerous creature.

The Man Is The Only Bird That
Carries His Own Cage
Claude Weiss
FRANCE, 12’40, 2008 (NL)
Even in an oddly uniform world of
universally caged head people, one
man discovers a path out and a new
way to live.

Where Dogs Die
Svetlana Filippova
FRANCE, 12’05, 2011 (NL)
A superbly atmospheric sand
animation exploring the ultra sixth
sense that dogs seem to possess
about sadness and death.

Madagascar: A Journal Diary
Bastien Dubois
FRANCE, 11’04, 2009 (Sub)
An intriguing animated scrapbook
conjured up by Supinfocom alumni
Bastien Dubois, cataloguing his
journey through Madagascar the
best way he knows how – multimedia
animation.

My Little Brother From
The Moon
Frederic Philibert
FRANCE, 6’00, 2008 (Sub)
Sometimes it’s just about perspective.
A young girl tries to understand why
her autistic brother doesn’t seem to
like other kids.

The Blue Room
Tomasz Siwinski
FRANCE, 14’10, 2014 (Sub)
Trapped in a room with a view, a
man must compete with what might
be little more than his own fractured
memories and dreams for the
singular path to freedom.

Via Curiel 8
Marra Cerri, Magda Guidi
FRANCE, 8’36, 2009 (NL)
Sometimes the scariest doors are the
ones you have opened a hundred
times and the scariest windows are
the ones that anybody can look
through.
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Inevitably, though, it comes down to the money. Fine art, grand
ideals and enchanting artistic collaborative relationships exist in
the idealistic world of the possible but it takes a certain amount
of money on the table to really get the game underway.
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Hotel Awesome, Lasagne With A 100%
Chance Of Meatballs & No Place Like Home.

D

Dateline, Calgary, September 14th, 2013. Walking through the
door of the Quickdraw Animation Society – for me – feels like
coming home. Given that I have never been here before, that
says a lot about what QAS stands for and the kind of place it is.
Unassuming would be one way to describe the building at 351
11th Ave SW. The stairs up to the QAS office feel more like an
emergency exit than the way in and there is a “Back In 1 Hour”
sign taped to the door that looks like it has been there a few
weeks (and was still there several days later when I wrapped
up my QAS Treasure Hunt). But I walk through the door and
enter another world - one I recognise immediately and feel
utterly at home in.
In this world are the million little signs and symbols of three
decades of creative discovery and the remnant energies of films
that have somehow navigated the twisting path from inspired
thought to completed film. This space radiates simple, unwavering
passion. Every pore of this place, every faded pinned up sketch,
every left behind box of bits and bobs speaks on behalf of the
thousands of people who have conquered that path for the
singular joy of achieving their own personal creative vision.
As much as almost any place in the world that I have been,
QAS stands tenaciously and single-mindedly for the notion that
animation is an artform. That animation should be thought of as
art, should be practised as an art and taught as an art. This
synchronises perfectly with MIAF’s core message and in those
first, few, invigorating moments that I stand in the middle of
the QAS production room and try to take it all in, I have the
strongest sense of having come to a place that speaks the exact
same language I do. There are no mysteries here, no need for
explanations, just a simple understanding of what is most
important.

QAS has been part of my animation landscape from the very
beginning. I have a vivid memory of seeing Richard Reeves
film Linear Dreams at the Vancouver Film Festival in 1997, three
years before the first MIAF. It was a re-energising reminder
that I had to keep working at the notion of establishing an
animation festival and it stood as an inspiring example of the
heights that animation can soar to as an artform. The less than
stellar quality VHS tape of it that I brought home as a souvenir
was, none the less, one of my most powerful tools in explaining
what kind of films a yet-to-be-established MIAF would screen.
I wore that tape out showing it to potential funders, sponsors,
venues and collaborators.
The QAS welcome was extraordinary. Brian Batista organised
an entire floor of his house (temporarily renamed “Hotel
Awesome”) for me to use and took me to the airport for a 6am
flight! Carol Beecher picked me up late at night after a 30 hour
grinder of a flight and devoted the entire time to making sure I
had access to everything I needed. Watching her reaction to
decades old memories I pulled off shelves was a history lesson
in itself. Kevin D.A. Kurytnik is a walking encyclopaedia of films,
courses, students and animators that have been part of the QAS
salad over the years. And if I had stayed much longer, Laura Leif

would just about have wound up being the sister I never had.
Over a long dinner (featuring Carol’s signature Meatball
Lasagne), the QAS story began to come together for me.
QAS began life as an animation appreciation society. By day
Greg Lucier, Rita Egizii and John Edstrom were medical
researchers and academics, but by night they harboured a
desire to see the kind of creative animation that was coming
out of organisations such as the National Film Board of Canada.
To scratch this itch they started informal screening nights to
show the animation they loved most. In 1984 this little underground movement was officially incorporated as the Quickdraw
Animation Society.
Word began to get around and the newly incorporated QAS
started attracting larger numbers of animators, in particular those
studying at the Alberta College Of Art. As time progressed, these
‘homeless’ animators saw in QAS an opportunity to build an
organisation that would help support them to make films in an
otherwise animatedly isolated Calgary. By 1987 this evolving
desire to use QAS as a vehicle to make animation rather than
simply watch it, saw a changing of the guard. QAS had morphed
into the animation engine room that has become its recognisable
raison d’etre ever since.
Enter, stage left, chicken and egg Kevin D.A. Kurytnik and Carol
Beecher. In the early 1990’s, after taking a course himself,
Kurtynik started teaching animation at the fledgling QAS and, in
doing so, more or less singlehandedly established the Quickdraw
Animation Society as a uniquely powerful place for people from
all walks and with wildly varying experience and abilities, to
learn how to animate. Kurytnik’s contribution is impossible to
overstate. It essentially provided a kind of perpetual energy that
would keep the creative furnace at the heart of QAS going.
All of this provoked a real need for more and better equipment.
After all, an organisation with these dreams, this amount of
energy and a self created mandate to make more and better
animation, could only realise so many of those aspirations with
a “bolex strapped to a sewer pipe over a table” (according to
the article “Strip Malls, Hookers And Dead People” by OIAF
Director, Chris Robinson). By now Carol Beecher had joined QAS
and, together with QAS’s first ever paid employee Mandy
Johnston, spearheaded a prolonged period of securing grants
and acquiring more professional equipment. On top of that, the
organisation was able to relocate to a larger (although never large
enough) space in heart of downtown Calgary. In conversation
about this particular period, Beecher, probably unconsciously,
charts a younger version of herself that was generating a
growing savvy shrewdness about the politics and mechanics of
arts funding procurement.
This growing wealth of hard won knowledge would come into
its own when the decision was made to utilise funding to create
one of the best (if not THE best) animation libraries there is.
Kurytnik had a particular vision for exactly what that library
should contain. Twenty plus years on and it is simply not possible
to walk into that library for the first time and not be completely
awed by what it contains.
The people and the potential are the two things that Richard
Reeves, one of the most successful and best known QAS animators,
nominates as the most important things about the organisation.
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Gavin De Lint produced a pretty quirky hand
drawn short in 1995 called The Tale Of The
Steamin’ Green Log. The style and energy of
this film differs from many produced at QAS at
that time but his recollection of the defining
quality of QAS is the same.
“There was a good sense of community there
that I didn’t realise until just now that I miss”,
he recalls. “Members were always willing to
help each other out. There were some really
sweet characters there.”
“Talking to other great animators like Richard
Reeves was really inspiring”, recalls Brandon
Blommaert – who was one of the earliest animators in the QAS
family to experiment with blending stopmotion and computer
animation in the early 2000s.
Malcolm Sutherland has carved out a profile as one of the most
prolific and successful filmmakers on the international animation
festival circuit. “For me it was as a meeting place for animators
and artists - there were always such amazing people hanging
out there”, he says. “It is driven by a love of animation. If it was
driven by other motives such as fame and fortune it probably
would have gone under long ago.”
Change is up there with death and taxes as one of life’s
certainties. Both good and bad? Neither good nor bad? It’s all in
the eye of the beholder. But change never obeys the stop signs
and usually seems to have an “all areas” access pass. Like an
inconvenient friend of an inconsiderate guest, it arrives on the
wind uninvited and makes itself at home, usually hogging the
most comfortable chair.
As the 21st century started settling in for the long haul, priorities
and agendas began changing at the Quickdraw Animation
Society. Notions such as making films and running workshops
to inspire budding filmmakers towards a life creating animation,
found it increasingly difficult to find a dance partner. Specific
types of workshops that could more readily tap into social
justice funding sources that could, in turn, provide financial
lifeblood for an increasingly resource-needy organisation began
taking priority. Familiar names that had been synonymous with
QAS starting disappearing from the roster. Less and less
festivals seem to have a QAS film each year.
Some elements of this evolving agenda worked better than others.
But there is a real sense that the pendulum is swinging back to
something a little more recognisable as the QAS of old. And it
has survived. Some of those missing names are starting to turn
up again and with Laura Leif heading up a new generation of
QAS staffers there is a distinct sensation of a renewal that
respects and builds on the best of the organisation’s history.
In 2005 QAS established its own animation festival, GIRAF or
the Giant Incandescent Resonating Animation Festival, which
like its parent organisation, is dedicated to celebrating animation
as an artform. Their wonderful library, that quiet soul and beating
heart of QAS, is receiving more attention and support than it
perhaps did a few years ago. And more and more people are
walking into QAS as mere humans but walking out as ANIMATORS.
Thirty years is a lot of history. A lot of people who have felt a
little QAS sun on their backs have theories about how QAS
made it to the big Three-Oh.
“The animators involved with QAS are passionate about what
they are doing, and they know the good thing they have created

together”, offers Trevor
Mahovsky, animator of the
iconic, much loved classic
Stampede Eats Me Up Inside
(1998). “It’s hard to think of
another arts organisation that
provides as much value in
courses, books and research
material, archives, and facilities.”
“It’s a public resource for an
extremely important medium.
It’s a place for people to express
themselves in a really unique
way. They can tell stories and
experiment artistically”,
echoes Ian Milne who now
lives in Australia but made a
film called The Explorasaurs
at QAS in 2011. “That’s why
it’s been around for 30 years.”
“I think it has survived this
long because of how much people love animation”, suggests
Kim Anderson who first arrived at QAS in 2001 and in addition
to finishing three films there, has run classes and workshops
and done a stint as a board member and President.
No organisation that relies so heavily on grants, volunteers and
an arts industry wage structure can ever really feel completely
assured of its future. But QAS feels strong, it feels like an
organisation with a vision, multiple achievement missions and a
reservoir of willpower to make these things happen. It continues
to act as an irresistible magnet for people with passion and it
continues to craft an atmosphere that converts that passion into
getting good stuff done. It wouldn’t be a crazy bet to suggest
there’s another thirty years ahead of them.

(Program #1) QAS 30th Anniversary
Showcase
This extensive retrospective of some of the best films to come
from within the QAS stable shows just how important it has
been to nurturing the true independent spirit of the Canadian
animation scene. Fun, anarchic films happily rub shoulders with
sublime abstract works. Hand-drawn cartoons share space with
cameraless films. This is what grassroots, independent, auteur
animation is all about.
Above and beyond being great examples of auteur animation,
each one of these films has been selected for what it says about
Quickdraw, the times in which it was made and how the filmmaker managed to grasp the unique energies and opportunities
Quickdraw offered to all who had the right set of eyes to see it
and the willingness to harness it.
The immeasurable value of QAS can be glimpsed at in the words
of Richard Reeves, one of its most gifted artists and internationally
renowned as one of the finest living practitioners of ‘cameraless’
animation, a technique pioneered by the likes of Norman
McLaren and Len Lye.
“If not for the QAS library, I might not have ever seen cameraless
animation”, is the rather startling claim he makes which places
the worth of QAS in sharp perspective.
Reeves feels a deep and unbreakable affinity with QAS. His films
made an enormous contribution to cementing QAS’s reputation
as an artist run centre capable of consistently empowering
otherwise independent animators to turn out richly creative
films, an accolade he is reluctant to accept. “I guess I don’t
think about this because when I think of QAS I remember so
many people and how each contributed to the evolution of
QAS. People remember the building but not the bricklayers”,
is his reply.
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“QAS has created a community and connected
all sorts of people to their inner self as well as
to each other”, he says. “The people who run
QAS change periodically and I feel this is
necessary to expand its own life experiences.
In that sense, QAS metamorphosises at times
to keep itself animated.”
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Living in Canmore, a small
village 100km out of Calgary,
Reeves discovered QAS by
accident whilst looking for
animation supplies in the
White Pages. It changed his
life forever. It was 1989 and
QAS was in its infancy. He
took one of the very first
courses run by Kevin D.A.
Kurytnik and he was hooked.

Hamish D. Rat

His four year stint as
Production Co-Ordinator in
the early 1990s looking after
QAS’s expanding manifest of
filmmaking equipment,
morphed into later roles from
2002 onwards as Film
Production Co-Ordinator and
Digital Production Co-Ordinator
when QAS joined the digital era.
Reeves 1997 film Linear Dreams is undisputedly one of the
finest cameraless films ever made. Every frame is a tiny pictorial
workshop on the exquisite genius of Reeves’ astonishing
command of the technique.
One of the highest profile QAS films of all time is Movements Of
The Body-The Gesture made by Wayne Traudt in 1994. Traudt
has gone on to a career creating effects and animation for some
of the most successful blockbuster movies ever made, including
Peter Jackson’s Hobbit films, Avatar and The Adventures Of
Tin Tin to name just a few. But in the early 1990s he was creating
beautifully drawn, gorgeously animated films exploring the
most fundamental elements of human movement.
Traudt has a monumental talent for capturing the tiniest nuances
inherent in the way we move and translating them into visually
mesmerising animation.
“No one has the same walk”, Traudt is quoted as saying in an
article on The Gauntlet.ca (1). “It’s as different as a fingerprint.
Everyone, their timing, the way that their foot hits, the way
their body arcs.” The QAS star shone especially bright that year
when his film was shortlisted for an Academy Award.
Sometimes the simplest ideas are the best, the short sharp
shout can beat out the choir. Marv Newland captured this
(alleged) aesthetic in his little break-through opus Bambi Meets
Godzilla (1969). A script for this would have more or less read
“baby deer looks up, baby deer squashed flat by Godzilla foot,
roll credits”– with ALL of the credits listing Marv Newland in
every single role other than a thanks to his parents for creating
Marv and another thanks to the city of Tokyo for help in
obtaining Godzilla. Two minutes max, thanks for coming. The
same stream of pointless ingenuity flows through the veins of
Scott Higgs’ crazy little 1994 micro-classic Nude Defending A
Staircase. And if any viewers of the time by chance imagined
any connections with Joan C. Gratz’s Mona Lisa Descending A
Staircase which took out the Academy Award a couple of years
earlier, well, homage comes in many shapes and forms.
Calgary is an oil boom town built in the middle of a tough
environment and surrounded by a farming and ranching industry
that understands the challenges they face and faces them head
on. One of the most potent celebrations of these social and
industrial cultures is the annual Calgary Stampede. Billing itself
as “The Greatest Outdoor Show On Earth”, it is a massive
event, one of the largest of its type in the world, attracting
upwards of a million people to a ten day long extravaganza of
rodeo style events, concerts, parades, chuck wagon races, pancake
breakfasts and the like. It is indelibly linked to the image of the
city and the self image of many Calgarians. Their local football
team is even called the Stampeders.

Perhaps this deeply embedded hold the
Stampede has on the hearts and minds of so
many people is the reason for the popularity
of Trevor Mahovsky’s film Stampede Eats Me
Up Inside (1998).
Mahovsky swears it is an “absolutely”
autobiographical film, including the scene in
which his mother tries to convince him he is
about to die after mischievously drinking the
contents of a novelty soda pop bottle.
“It was the 70’s, parenting was different,” is
his wry observation.
Another filmmaker that came to QAS via their
scholarship scheme was Gavin De Lint, who
in 1994 spent a year animating a “wildly”
exaggerated “true” story about an unusual
poop related incident on a canoe trip, The Tale
of The Steamin’ Green Log.
“Like most idiots, I find poop pretty funny. To
have a real life poop story to draw from, how
could I not want to spend nearly a year of my life animating it?”
is his simple summing up of why he chose this, of all subjects,
as the basis for his film.
The really great thing about abstract animation is that, at its
best, it is the purist form of animated filmmaking. With abstract
animation there is nowhere to hide – no plot devices to distract
attention away from faulty filmmaking craft, no moments of
wow drawing to spice up any other bland ingredients that have
been lazily brought to the mix, no happy ending to mask over
any mid-film disappointments.
The films of Yasmin P. Karim and Don Best are beautiful
exemplars of exactly this phenomena. In Oppo (1997), Karim has
choreographed an animated magnum opus of morphing and a
peerless visual essay in portraying the beauty, the primitive
simplicity of how our imagination can interact with shapes and how
these shapes interact with the most basic tenets of filmmaking.
Best’s Raw (1995) is a different journey. It traverses terrain
few have successfully explored, seeking to unearth the most
elemental components of direct-to-film animation. ‘Formless
images’ sounds oxymoronic, and yet this is the unlit void that
Best dives head first into. He emerges back into the light clasping
a tangled, wriggling creature that most other seekers have only
shot at in the dark and missed. Raw is a parred back blueprint
for the very foundations that direct-to-film (and for that matter,
abstract) animation can confidently stand on. It is, in essence, a
well-spring film, a true original which defines what the genre
can be capable of.
Chris J. Melnychuk was an inspired and inspiring member of
the QAS family, very active in the Calgary animation and arts
communities. His films screened all round the world and he was
actively involved in mentoring young animators and artists.
In 2010 he lost a hard fought battle with cancer which saw him
live with, and adapt to, an active life with most of his tongue
removed. His loss was keenly felt and in 2011, 19 QAS animators
came together and created C’est La Vie. The result is a
documentary narrative film narrated in Melnychuk’s own voice,
which is a glorious tapestry of styles and techniques. It speaks
volumes for the kind of passionate, genuine support that QAS
generates and tells but one story of somebody who’s life made
a real difference.
Despite some pretty steep competition, Brandon Blommaert
probably takes the title for creating one of the more unusual
bodies of work during his time associated with QAS. His films,
typified by the indescribable Greycon4 (2007) improbably
combine crude furry puppets and ahead-of-its-time CG animation
inspired by what we now recognise as gaming animation and
digital geometric abstraction.
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Plotting the history of QAS as a supporter,
nurturer and producer of completed and
accomplished films does not produce a graph
with a straight, consistently up-sloping
trajectory carved in nice, clean black ink on it.
There is a gap, a dip, that started its downward
journey in the late 1990s or early 2000s. Making
films didn’t fall off the page but other priorities
took hold, other agendas took a seat at the
main table. But at some point, and for a
plethora of reasons, this trend started throwing
dice that began missing the snakes and hitting the ladders and
the number of films with a QAS tag on them starting tracking
upwards again as the 21st century starting gaining some
confidence.
The lazy assumption is that this represented a break between
the ‘original’ old school QAS animators and a ’new’ generation of
animators better acclimatised to the culture of modern animating.
Maybe.
Or maybe not. The fact that this assumption harbours SOME
truth masks a lot of other things that were bubbling away in
the QAS cauldron through this period. There is no question that
many of the filmmakers that made films at QAS in the 1980s and
1990s left the scene around this time. Equally there is no question
that a mid-late 2000s revitalised QAS welcomed into the fold
many young animators eager to absorb the magic it had to offer.
But this apparent transition is much more nuanced, complex and
layered than a simple stocktake of completed films can explain.
A number of the original QAS roster continued to work, teach
and contribute through this transitional period. Richard Reeves
is an obvious example. Kevin D.A. Kurytnik and Carol Beecher,
to a significant extent, also carry this badge of honour. Many of
the people that slipped away from the QAS embrace did so for
the simplest of reasons – they had other things to do. Some
people only have one or two of these sorts of films in them, more
formal careers or family commitments beckoned, and the sudden
shock-load of new, transformative animating technologies
worked a kind of demotivating demon-magic on others.
Any organisation that celebrates a 30th anniversary is going
to harbour a multi-hued roll-call of participants that spring from
differing decades, just as it will produce an honour board of past
practitioners who have done mighty work but have hung up
their pencils.
Kim Anderson’s significant contribution to the QAS story covers
this apparent transitional period. Anderson is reluctant to accept
that she represents anything like a ‘new guard’.
“I’m not sure if I would call myself new, though newer than
many given how long Quickdraw’s been around”, she reluctantly
posits when the notion is put to her.
Anderson’s experience at QAS spans making films there, planning
and hosting workshops and classes, and sitting on the board
including a period as President.
Yijiin Lin is a lot easier to badge up as a new generation QAS
member though. Graduating from the Rhode Island School of
Design in 2002 with a black and white version of her graduate
film Bittersweet, Lin found herself as a visiting artist at QAS in
2004-2005 re-doing her film into a full colour version.

Her memories of the QAS she
found in 2004 synchronise perfectly with most of those who
came before her.
“Facilities at a reasonable
cost, overwhelming support,
and extreme kindness”, are
the bullet point trio of highlights she nominates as her
clearest memories of QAS.
If the names Carol Beecher
and Kevin D.A. Kurytnik seem
to surface repeatedly in this
telling of the big QAS story,
that might be because their
contribution is so significant
and spans so much of the
uncontestable narrative that
outlines the growth and
survival of QAS that it is
impossible to tell the story
and NOT have their names popping up every time a crossroads
is encountered or a highlight put under the spotlight. Their
tenacity, energy and passion must, by any measuring, add up
to a big percentage of the total energy quotient that kept the
QAS flame burning for so long.
They joined forces to make Mr Reaper’s Really Bad Morning.
Although finally released in 2004 to substantial success on the
international film and animation festival circuit, the Reaper
character emerged from Beecher’s “fevered brain” as she tried
to suppress the stomach churning horrors invoked by her
voluntary entrapment in the final throes of a commercial arts
program that had long since lost its novelty value. Snatching
her diploma on crutches, perhaps aptly, Beecher began
incorporating Mr Reaper into her comic book ideas.
This turned into a nearly decade long journey of development
for the Reaper character which saw him, eventually, cast as the
leading star in his own animated epic. A long and definitely
unpredictable journey.
“I took part of the Reapers’ image from an Elvis Costello song
“Tokyo Storm Warning” which has a line that goes “Death
wears a big hat”. The hat was a great visual”, Beecher records
in a QAS newsletter of the time.
Kurytnik’s name constantly turns up in the recollections of
almost everybody who went through QAS. By all of these
accounts he has an almost supernatural ability to infuse people
with the magic they need to become animators. Many filmmakers
credit him as being the reason they learned to animate or the
reason their film was made. For himself he pinpoints a Robert
McKee workshop he took in 1996 and Richard Williams Survival
Kit workshop that he journeyed to Los Angeles to take in 2000
as being watershed moments in his duel teaching and animating
careers. Many of the skills he harvested from these workshops
were put into practice whilst making Reaper with Beecher.
Kurytnik’s earlier solo effort Abandon Bob Hope All Ye Who
Enter Here (2000) brought oddness in all of its random glory to
centre stage and spread it liberally across every frame. An
accurate written synopsis of the film would make almost no
sense and not every audience member can reconcile many of
the films’ richly perverse apparent dichotomies. What to make
of a cute cartoon squirrel happily walk cycling through the early
scenes blithely swinging Bob Hope’s detached head back in
forth. Or the fact that the visual action is sometimes in positive,
sometimes in negative.
“The year Bob Hope premiered at Ottawa it opened the
festival”, he recalls. “People laughed at the quote that came on
near the end about “knocking artists down” until Walt Disney’s
name was revealed and then half the audience gasped and shut
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“For me, I think my style evolved the way it
did because I was studying printmaking while
I was learning how to animate”, Blommaert
explains. “I had to hand in something to my
printmaking classes, but I also really wanted
to make films. So because I was always trying
to find ways
to work printmaking objects into my films, I
birthed my own strange object based
animation techniques.”
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up while the other half laughed harder.
It was a very satisfying moment.”

Hamish D. Rat

“A reviewer later said it was a very early
mash-up before the name had been invented”,
he adds. “Kind words.”

But let’s end this overview of highlights from
QAS’s 30 years with how we mean to start the
program. Twoday (2003) by Brian Batista is a
lot more than just a fun way to kick off a fine
program looking back at 30 years of astonishing
accomplishment and output from an organisation
with an essential mandate and an audacious
resilience. Twoday is also a good spot to stand
on and glimpse into a hopeful future for QAS.
Batista has a long association with QAS. A past
President, instructor and general office presence,
his values, various energies and passions
synchronise perfectly with those of QAS. He is
one of these people that probably could not
help becoming an artist even if he didn’t want
to. He is an accomplished painter, a trained
sculptor and since the 1990s a prolific filmmaker
and video artist. He has also run a boutique tea
importing business. This is the classic profile of
a searcher, a questioner. And that drive would
have doubtless brought him to animation
regardless, but finding himself in the same city
as the Quickdraw Animation Society was the
catalyst for a whole different line of creative
inquiry.
His pathway in has a familiar pattern to it. “I
worked in an artist run media center for nearly
8 years and honed my skills, often spending
every night after work, weekends and holidays
making stuff. I worked down the hall from
Quickdraw and decided to apply for the
Scholarship and got it”, he remembers. “I
quickly fell in love with the place and now feel
that I am an integral part of the center and I care
deeply for the opportunity it has brought me and
hope that it can continue to do so for others.”

AYAP Trailer
QAS
CANADA, 0’28, 2012 (NL)

Opinions
Damon
CANADA, 2’23, 2012 (SL)
A roll call of problems big and
small that really need sorting out.
Animation Lockdown 2013
Trailer
QAS
CANADA, 0’20, 2013 (NL)

Even for Kurytnik, these challenges have
evolving meanings and nuances.

“The lab fucked up the film by overexposing
the negative”, he reflects, “so I spliced negative
and positive bits together - which I think made
it a lot more interesting. There is no film print –
I could not afford to have the negative/positive
bits processed. Neg is thinner than film positive
and when one is in focus the other is not”.

Opening Trailer
QAS
CANADA, 0’37, 2010 (NL)

Lovelife?
Zachary Medicineshield
CANADA, 2’56, 2012 (SL)
Lovelife with a question mark.
Combining a messy relationship
meltdown with abusing hard
drugs is probably not the best
idea (no question mark).

The film packs a lot of challenges into its eight
minutes thirty seconds. It pillages the world of
generic cute animation for imagery that is
immediately re-purposed and set loose against
a backdrop that shouts out a lot more questions
than it answers, giving it a deliciously sinister
aura as it does so. Its most obvious challenge
to the audience is to pose questions about
where the ART in animation begins or ends –
at what point is the life squeezed into
or out of these ludicrous little drawings that
make up something called an animated film.

“When I made the film I hated Walt Disney
animation to which I attributed all things
corporate and wrong”, he begins. “Later I
would discover Richard Williams and discover
Disney’s importance and revise my attitude.”

QAS: IMPACT

“I don’t feel precious about the commodity of
creativity”, he begins. “I make hundreds of
good ideas all the time. I don’t have the means
or energy to have them all come to fruition.
Life is too short! Ideas are cheap! Make more
and give the rest away. In that way, somebody
else can take it and run with it and you may
have the chance that the thing got made,
otherwise it dies with all the other good ideas
and secrets that never come to light.”
This helps explain his effectiveness in his role
leading many of the workshops and teaching
programs at QAS, which is such an elemental
part of what keeps QAS vital and alive.
“I have had many students pass under my
wing, I think education is one of the main
components which makes our centre strong.
Animation is both an art and a science, I strive
to teach all aspects in order to give our members
a strong foundation in which to build. I have
always felt my teaching style is to inspire and
make what seems difficult easy.”
His film Twoday is a wonderfully anarchic
little piece of pure comic art. Part masterclass
on animation timing, part irreverent poke-inthe-eye of mainstream animation’s most sacred
cows and part expose of the personality of the
man behind the pencil, it is a crazy ’controlled
explosion’ of a film. Asking him to explain it
unleashes a nutrient-rich torrent of observations,
explanations and insights that say much about
Brian ‘Bunny’ Batista, the artist AND the teacher.
“The main motivation in that film was to show
the research and learning I had as a scholarship
recipient over my first year of involvement with
Quickdraw. My nickname is “Bunny" – it is a
long story. But that is the reasoning for the
character in the rabbit suit.”

5 Neat Guys
Jordan Hollenbeck,
Paris Hollenbeck
CANADA, 1’53, 2013 (SL)
If you ever wondered what the
QAS’ Animation Lockdown’ is
actually all about, here comes the
answer as seen from the inside of
the beast.
In Ogre My Head
Finn Matthews, Kaitlyn
Hoover, Adam Muhieddine
CANADA, 2’20, 2013 (SL)
A vainglorious mashup of hard
partying compadres takin’ it to
the streets. As Ridley says, “don’t
sweat, forget it, enjoy the show”.
YAP 2010 Trailer
QAS
CANADA, 0’05, 2010 (NL)
Force Fed
Tess Sibthorpe
CANADA, 1’28, 2010 (NL)
What goes up must come down
and what goes in must come out.
And it can make one hell of a
mess when it does.

Lovelife?

This program is a substantial walk through the
looking glass of some of the finest work that
QAS has produced in its ‘first’ 30 years. There
are obstacles aplenty in the open ocean that
QAS is heading but there is plenty of reason
to be extremely hopeful.
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5 Neat Guys

QAS: RETROSPECTIVE

Folk Tunes
QAS Workshop
CANADA, 3’00, 2005 (NL)
Folk Tunes like you have never
seen them before. An idiosyncratic
herd of sketchbook images coming
out to play.
When The Water Is Sick, The
World Is Sick
QAS Workshop
CANADA, 5’15, 1999 (NL)
A cacophonous reminder that we
mess with nature at our peril as
predicted by the generation who
are going to feel it most.
Scratch My Shorts
QAS Workshop
CANADA, 9’05, 2001 (NL)
A comprehensive roll call of QAS
’cameraless’ coming together
to do what they do best.
A masterclass on the technique.
The Explorasaurs
Ian Milne
CANADA, 2’07, 2011 (NL)
From a planet far, far away came
a team of curious creatures intent
on unlocking some of the universe’s
secrets.
The Monstrosity
Martin Warszawski
CANADA, 2’21, 2010 (NL)
Life comes in many crazy shapes
and forms. And so does it’s food
and deformations!
For All Things Possible
Elisabeth Belliveau
CANADA, 2’05, 2006 (Singing)
A gentle song brought to life by
animation crafted with an equally
gentle raw, simple elegance.
Red Hot Drops
Chad Van Gaalen
CANADA, 3’23, 2005 (Singing)
Channelling some of psychedelia’s
most fanciful angels, Van Gaalen

finds ample wings to take one of
his most popular singles to a
different level.
The Life And Death Of
Wriggly Chew
Jacqueline Koehler
CANADA, 2’08, 2007 (NL)
It might be tough at the top but
it’s chewy at the bottom. The
tough life cycle of one of the
world’s most disposable products.
Dog Drawn It
Warren Leohardt
CANADA, 2’48, (SL)
A dog’s life might seem like a
pretty simple one to figure. But
give him a pencil and a whole new
universe erupts.
Light Forms
Malcolm Sutherland
CANADA, 3’57, 2010 (NL)
A colourful and hypnotic
experimental film blending
shapes and animated cycles into
a beguiling and unique little
universe.
Birdcalls
Malcolm Sutherland
CANADA, 2’24, 2006 (NL)
Sound made visual. Selected
birdcalls are rendered into a kind
of shamanic morse code played
out in exquisite Birdcalls
Malcolm Sutherland
Peter And The Space
Between
Sitju Chou
CANADA, 4’08, 2010 (SL)
There are some days like this
where you commit to an idea and
are completely resolved to what
you are going to do. More often
than not, this isn’t the case – in
the end.
Walk For Walk
Amy Lockhart
CANADA, 10’53, 2005 (NL)
No one sees the world in quite
the same way Lockhart does and
here she is at her kooky finest –
getting her bizarre collection of
characters to walk the walk.

Twosday
Brian Batista
CANADA, 3’13, 2003 (NL)
Fun and subversive all at once.
A hilarious, foot-to-the-floor
dissection of some of animation’s
most sacred cows. Very QAS!
Abandon Bob Hope All Ye
Who Enter Here
Kevin D.A. Kurytnik
CANADA, 8’30, 2000 (Sub)
Stars Dante and his guide Virgie,
the nearly featureless anthropomorphic wonder squirrel – with a
cameo by Bob Hope.
Nude Defending A Staircase
Scott Higgs
CANADA, 0’32, 1994 (NL)
Art and cartooning collide in a
Quick Drawn deconstruction of
some famous classic art and
animation highbrow highlights.
Stampede Eats Me Up Inside
Trevor Mahovsky
CANADA, 4’45, 1998 (SL)
One man’s primal childhood
memories of the myriad horrors
that emerged from attending the
annual stampede in his home
town.
Oppo
Yasmin P. Karim
CANADA, 2’45, 1997 (NL)
A visual symphony of backlit
metamorphosing images
exploring, over and over, the
way opposites create perfection.
C’est La Vie. The Chris J.
Melnychuk Story
QAS Collective
CANADA, 6’54, 2011 (SL)
A colourfully poignant, often
funny, collective QAS tribute to
animator Chris J. Melnychuk –
whose voice will not be silenced.
Raw
Don Best
CANADA, 5’00, 1995 (NL)
Best’s signature QAS film and a
stunning piece of cameraless /
direct-to-film animation.

The Tale Of The Steamin’
Green Log
Gavin De Lint
CANADA, 2’15, 1995 (SL)
The semi-autobiographical tale
of a scout troupe canoe trip
hyperbolized into chaos to avoid
lawsuits.
Bittersweet
Y. Lin
CANADA, 3’45, 2013 (NL)
Two is the magic number but it
takes a lot of magic to make Two
work. People are imperfect but
there is always a way to survive
and live with the imperfections of
others.
Greycon4
Brandon Blommaert
CANADA, 6’41, 2007 (NL)
A bold, bizarre and utterly unique
early lurch into the digital realm
surfing all the way on one of the
most unusual imaginative waves.
A fine and weird brew of ideas
and techniques.
Mr Reaper’s Really Bad
Morning
Carol Beecher, Kevin D.A.
Kurytnik
CANADA, 17’00, 2004 (NL)
Some days are diamonds, some
days are stones and even the
Reaper can get out of the wrong
side of the bed some mornings.
Movements Of The Body –
The Gesture
Wayne Traudt
CANADA, 4’23, 1994 (NL)
QAS’s Oscar short-listed film. A
beautifully crafted study of pure
movement with more than a nod
to some of the masters who came
before it.
Linear Dreams
Richard Reeves
CANADA, 4’15, 1997 (NL)
An absolutely stunning example
of cameraless animation – a film
that pushed the technique to very
edges of its capabilities.

Scratch My Shorts

Birdcalls

Abandon Bob Hope All Ye Who
Enter Here

Greycon4

Red Hot Drops

Walk For Walk

Oppo

Mr Reaper’s Really Bad Morning
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Journey Into The House Of
Knowledge
Drew Demarco
CANADA, 2’20, 2010 (NL)
There’s a big wide world waiting
beyond of the Blah Blah on TV.
Saddle the horse, take the ride.
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It goes without saying that the animation scene in South America
is a vibrant and energetic one. Famed for bringing passion and
colour to everything they do, animation seems like an art form
perfectly suited for the panoply of cultures that straddle that
vast continent.
Brazil is probably seen as the biggest player in the neighbourhood.
As the largest, most populous and arguably the most industrialised
of the South American nations, Brazil is emerging as one of the
world’s biggest ‘new’ economies. It certainly has the largest
commercial animation sector which seems to be booming and
showing little sign of not continuing to do so. Animated feature
film production, in particular has taken off. Up until about 2000,
Brazil had produced no more than seven animated features.
Since 2010 alone, they have produced more than two dozen.
Brazil also contains the largest animation festival, Anima Mundi,
which is a colossal event these days and actually more or less
repeats itself, screening first in Rio de Janeiro before doing it
all over again in Sao Paulo a couple of weeks later. It must be
exhausting for the organisers. With a history dating back to
1995, Anima Mundi was originally a grassroots reaction to a
major government funded initiative set up in 1992 which saw
a delegation from the National Film Board of Canada come to
Brazil to train a new generation of animators.
The history of animation in Brazil, however, dates back to 1917
when Álvaro Marins produced a short animated film called
Kaiser. It would be a long wait for the first animated feature,
Amazon Symphony which was produced by Anélio Lattini Filh
and released in 1953.

If animated features were a long time coming in Brazil, the same
cannot be said for Argentina. Quirino Cristiani was a pioneer in
every sense of the word. He is credited with being the person
who created the first cardboard cut-out film and in 1917 and
1918 he created and released the first two animated feature
films ever made. His first film, El Apostal is a piece of animation
history. Even at what would be a reasonably stilted 14 frames
per second, it managed a run time of just on 70 minutes and
was a political hatchet job on the Argentinean president of the
day, Hipólito Yrigoyen, a man widely derided by his people for
keeping his country out of the first world war. A year later
Cristiani released his second animated feature Sin Dejar Rastros
and his place in animation history was cemented.
Another interesting moment in the history of South American
animation occurred in 1941. With war waging in Europe, the
Americans launched an initiative called The Good Neighbour
Program. The idea was to send successful examples of American
enterprise into Latin and South American countries, share
American expertise with its neighbours and improve relations
overall in a way that did not seem to be happening in Europe
at the time.
Examples of successful American animation do not get any
bigger than Disney Studios. In 1941, a collection of Disney staff,
dubbed “El Gruppo”, set off on a two month tour to share
their skills with whomever they encountered in South America.
Brilliantly documented in J.B. Kaufman’s book South Of The
Border With Disney: Walt Disney And The Good Neighbor
Program 1941-1948, this sojourn, despite the considerable
potential for cross-cultural disaster, proved to be something of
a watershed time for animation in South America. It is certainly
something Walt Disney himself took a personal and considerable
interest in and pushed hard to make it a successful, collaborative
and respectful experience for most of those that it touched.
The juice flowed in both directions, with the Disney Studio team
returning home so inspired by what they had experienced that
they produced some of their strangest and most fascinating
work, particularly the cult classics Saludos Amigos and

The Three Caballeros. SALUDOS AMIGOS and THE THREE
CABALLEROS.
The contemporary South American animation scene contains
plenty of examples that line up nicely with the clichés most
people would expect. The films are colourful, boisterous and the
music is great. It is too big a continent to have a ‘house style’.
And yet certain threads emerge when enough of the films are
considered back to back and as best as can be done, we have tried
to grasp those threads for the first of the programs “Style Guide”.
Overall we considered about 800 films for these programs and
certain trends emerged. The ratio of purely CG animation in the
mix is very low overall, the vast majority of the films being
substantially handmade or produced with a handmade aesthetic,
which is why the program opens with the eye-popping Stoplight
by Simon Wilches, which I invited before I had finished watching
it. A surprising number of people are also making retro and ol’
timey style films and there are some brilliant examples of that in
this program, including I Hate You Red Light by J.M. Walter
and M.R. Horhager which seems to be turning up at almost
every festival going.
This program also contains films by several filmmakers that
have carved out a more long term and substantial position for
themselves, creating recognisable bodies of work in the process.
Allan Sieber’s new film Animadores is the latest in a long line
of raw and acerbic animations that drill into the large and small
malcontentions of this life. He has been making these sorts of
films since the mid 1990s and his perhaps best known film
God Is Father (1999) seemed to revel in its claim to heresy and
followed on from earlier caustic examinations of modern religion
in his 1995 book Glory Glory Hallelujah.
Juan Pablo Zaramella is nowadays synonymous with Argentinean
animation. His 2010 film Luminaris is one of the most awarded
and screened short animated films of the last decade. We have
screened it recently and included it in our “McLaren’s Influences”
program so opted for another of his shorts AT THE OPERA for
this program, simply because Zaramella is such an important
part of this story.
Abstract and experimental animation is probably the least
represented category that came up during the research of these
programs and going through successful Anima Mundi programs
tend to reinforce this. That is why Flesh by Carlos Alberto
Gomez Salamanca really jumped out the minute it first arrived.
A tour de force using more than 5,000 oil, pencil, acrylic &
watercolour drawings, it would be an audacious and attention
grabbing film in any program, but emerging so fully formed from
an animation environment that is virtually void of this kind of
work ramps up the impact of Flesh.
It explores the relation between cinema and painting through
the reconstruction – frame by frame – of an amateur video
archive. It is composed of thirty-one animated sequences, which
capture and reveal isolated and tangential actions surrounding
an animal’s sacrifice at a rural celebration in Santander, Colombia.
Together, these sequences shape a narrative structure aimed at
generating a kind of void, a system where each scene works as
the rumour of an uncertain and uncanny fact.
The recent-past contemporary politics that enveloped so much
of South America are riven with horrific abuses and followed
courses charted by some of the worst dictators in the club.
These things have changed, or at least substantially improved,
for many of these countries. What we are seeing now in many
instances is the coming of age of the first generation of artists
of all kinds who have never lived under these horrible conditions
but for whom the stories are raw, real and unresolved. This is
easily the most profound aspect of much South American
animation.
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Stoplight / Semaforo
Simon Wilches-Castro
COLOMBIA, 3’03, 2012 (NL)
In this macabre circus/traffic
management mashup, red is the
new black and psychedelic clowns
call all the shots.

Immersed
Soledad Aguila
CHILE, 3’52, 2012 (NL)
Winner of “Best International
Graduate Film” in MIAF 13. A
mysterious portrait of nature’s cycle
of life traversing through beguiling,
towering landscapes of wonder and
emptiness.

Animadores
Allan Sieber
BRAZIL, 6’46, 2008 (NL)
Somebody has to don the fur suits,
takes the kicks and suffer the
humiliations of trying to entertain
herds of spiteful, dangerous kids.

Looking For A Fight
Vanessa Silva
ARGENTINA, 1’38, 2013 (NL)
A colourful, high energy take on the
classic monster vs monster theme.
Short, sharp and straight for the
metallic jugular.

Flesh / Viande
Carlos Alberto Gomez Salamanca
COLOMBIA, 7’15, 2013 (NL)
Flesh has texture, it breathes and
has a life of its own. It is the most
obvious physical component of each
of us and has special vulnerabilities.

Slope / Pendiente
Guadalupe Labaka, Nicolas
Sanchez
ARGENTINA, 5’00, 2011 (NL)
If you keep pushing it up hill all
day, sooner or later something is
gonna blow.

Shave It
Fernando Maldonado,
Jorge Tereso
ARGENTINA, 4’15, 2012 (NL)
How many different ways can things
go spectacularly wrong the minute a
monkey gets his hands on a razor?

Passages
Luis Paris
ARGENTINA, 2’45, 2012 (NL)
The latest fascinating piece of moving
image art from the studio that has
made this style of elegant, digital
inverted silhouette animation all
their own.

At The Opera / En La Opera
Juan Pablo Zaramella
ARGENTINA, 1’00, 2010 (NL)
If the power of the verse or the
towering majesty of the voices
doesn’t bring the audience to tears,
there is a Plan B.

The Me Bird / O Passaro Eu
Gabriel Kempers, Maria Ilka Azedo
BRAZIL, 2’24, 2013 (NL)
A masterpiece of hand-made
animation filled to the brim with
3,500-you-won’t-believe-your-eyes
frames of pure animated
magnificence.

Flamingo
Various
VENEZUELA, 5’00, 2013 (NL)
Any film that starts off with four
singing crows and ends with our
hero dancing off an acid trip fantasy
after passing through the innards of
a spider, has to be worth a look.

Padre
Santiago Bou Grasso
ARGENTINA, 12’00, 2013 (Sub)
A fictional view from an all too real
moment in history. When enough of
the people have had enough, change
becomes hard to resist.

I Hate You Red Light
J.M. Walter, M.R. Horhager
COLOMBIA, 7’52, 2012 (Sp)
A slow burn psycho-dramatic
explanation of the value of frustrating
traffic lights using a ghost whispered
photocopy of Uncle Walt’s spirit to
handle the intro duties.
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Many of this generation have a passion for telling these stories
while they can still be gathered first hand from the loved one
who lived them and who still have vivid memories, deep scars
and often unmarked graves as gruesome souvenirs of these times.
Argentinean Santiago Bou Grasso’s first film The Employment
(2008) is one of the most loved and requested short films of
recent years, featuring a little man moving through a world in
which every human seems to perform the roll normally ascribed
to a machine or piece of architecture. When he arrives at work,
having ridden on the back of another man, ridden an elevator
powered entirely people pulling ropes and hanging his coat on a
man standing fixed in the corner with his arms outstretched, he
lays down on the ground outside a door and it becomes obvious
that this consumer of human services actually makes his living
as a mat. His new film Padre is utterly different, involving
intricate puppets and the creation of a world of complex
empathies and moods. It is an elegantly sombre portrayal of an
old man whose mind seems lost in a loop that rotates through
moments of dementia, memories of the now deposed most
recent Argentinean dictatorship and a variety of confusions that
emanate outwards towards the daughter that is trying to care
for him.

Adrianna Copete of Colombia also has the need to capture and
recreate memories front-of-mind in her films, particularly her
latest Wing Up Memories. Working in an under camera
draw-erase-draw style not unlike that of William Kentridge (to
name the most famous exponent of the technique), her focus
is on the transitional and vapour-like quality of memories. This
beautiful film, uses the very properties of film (in itself an
illusory method of trapping memories) as a platform for looking
at memories tinged with the sorrow of recent history and how
those memories and experiences affect the lives of the gentle
and silent survivors.
While not every animator charts this course, the ones that do
often do it extremely well. Grasso’s Padre is a fine example but
these programs contain others. The truly astonishing animated
documentary Chile Imaginario by Claudio Diaz was really my
wake up call to this. This locks into the brain as an encyclopaedia
of these stories, boldly told and vividly brought to life with an
electrifying animation style. Here, in 20 minutes, is the story of
suffering, betrayal and brutality that should never be allowed to
be repeated. Many of these filmmakers, one suspects, hope that
their films will contribute to exactly that.

SOUTH AMERICAN SHOWCASE TWO: STORIES, MYTHS AND MUSIC
The power of storytelling flows through the veins of animated films from every cultural corner of planet. However,
the South American animating community often hone a very visceral edge to their storytelling craft. The essences
of lost cultures, the barely exorcised ghosts of more recent political horrors and partially documentary investigations of the unique elements of the South American natural environment are among the more unique
elements South American animators bring to the table.
Lucia
Cristobal Leon, Niles Atallah,
Joaquin Cocina
CHILE, 3’50, 2007 (Sub)
A whispering child’s voice guides a
haunting journey through a house
invisibly inhabited by a tortured soul.

Wind Up Memories / Maquinas
De Anoranzas
Adriana Copete
COLOMBIA, 9’26, 2012 (Sub)
Looking back at a person’s past is
often best done as an act of exquisite
subtlety in the South American
context.

Holy Crap / Macados Me Mordam
Savio Leite, Cesar Mauricio
BRAZIL, 9’32, 2012 (SUB)
The difference between “1 oo 2”
and “1 or 2” probably isn’t that big a
deal... unless you are filling in an
order form for monkeys.

Memento Mori
Daniela Wayllace Riguera
BOLIVIA, 10’00, 2011 (NL)
A compelling and mesmerising
animated dance piece summoning a
rich cultural roster of ancient spirits
whose voices and ancient lessons
still resonate across the gaping
centuries.

Old Folks Tales: Nicolas, The
Healer’s Son
Carlos Smith, Marcelo Dematei
COLOMBIA, 5’00, 2013 (Sub)
An old man recalls his early childhood
and reflects on how his worldview
was affected by being the son of a
healer who used a book of occult
magic as his main tool.

Pinchaque, The Colombian Tapir
Caroline Attia-Lariviere
COLOMBIA, 5’07, 2011 (Sp)
An incisive animated documentary
shedding light on one of South
America’s rarest and most elusive
animals.

Ed
Gabriel Garcia
BRAZIL, 14’00, 2013 (NL)
The heat is on, the fix is in, there is
danger around every corner and
nobody can be trusted. In times like
these, a rabbit has to do what a
rabbit has to do.

Chile Imaginario
Claudio Diaz
CHILE, 21’00, 2012 (Sub)
An astounding achievement and a
gripping piece of animated film. The
broad brushstrokes of Chile’s political
history in the latter half of the 20th
century are well known. As the tide
recedes on that harrowing period
and the stories become easier to tell,
the unhealed scars and damaged lives
become more and more obvious for all
to witness.
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Zooz
Pablo Delfini, Luis Guillermo
Gonzalez
ARGENTINA, 5’00, 2013 (NL)
Inside every set of drawers there
could be ingeniously animated herds
and flocks just waiting for the right
moment of release.

Dancing Graffiti
Rodrigo Eba
BRAZIL, 6’00, 2013 (NL)
The streetscape detritus comes alive
for those with the right set of eyes to
make the connections.

Me, Myself
Lucas Fernandes, Carlon Hardt
BRAZIL, 5’00, 2012 (Singing)
A boldly colourful patchwork
compendium of self imagery
reinventing itself with every beat
of the drum.

Termonster
Matías Poggini
ARGENTINA, 2’00, 2013 (NL)
Full body contact reverse engineering.
Not for the faint hearted. What
happens when a thermometer
comes down with a fever?

Bear Story
Pato Escala
BRAZIL, 10’12, 2013 (NL)
One bear’s autobiography as played
out by his own tin puppet marionette
theatre.

Cafeka
Natalia Christine
BRAZIL, 2’29, 2011 (NL)
The snake and the army of eyeballs
aren’t the only ones trying to ride the
coffee cups all the way to freedom.

Ex-Machina
Eduardo Watanabe, Daniel Hodge
BRAZIL, 6’24, 2013 (NL)
The dark forces of apocalypse have
done their best – all that remains is
for the remnant inhabiting creatures
to fight over or reform what remains.

The Man Who Saw A Boat
Henrique Barone
BRAZIL, 3’00, 2013 (NL)
On the ocean floor the view might be
beautiful but the only way out is up
and even then...

Freckles
Marcus Vinicius Vasconcelos
BRAZIL, 12’57, 2013 (NL)
If beauty is only skin deep then at
least make it as a vibrant and
colourful a beauty as the imagination
can muster.

The Ogre
Marcia Deretti Marcio Jr
BRAZIL, 8’00, 2011 (Sub)
Alone in a stark forest of pure black
and white, a traveller encounters the
ultimate horror when he encounters
a creature banished from heaven by
its creator.

The Gift
Julio Pott
CHILE, 7’44, 2013 (NL)
Is a gift that is never a given a gift at
all? Some people just take a long time
to figure out the most precious thing
they have to offer.

Pasteurized
Nicolas Villarreal
ARGENTINA, 7’33, 2012 (NL))
A bored, scratchy cat and an
intergalactic experimental milk
pasteurization station make for an
explosively wild ride.
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McLAREN’s
INFLUENCES
music as the note itself. His seminal 1957 album Birth
Of The Cool was a bullseye moment in jazz history
that instantly inverted the 300 beats-per-minute
masterly chaos of Bee Bop to a ‘new’ music that was
actually half silence. Likewise, in film, an audience is
not really seeing moving images, they are (or were)
seeing completely still images that were ‘flicked’ on
and off at the rate of 24 per second. What appeared
to make them move was not the image (that was, is
and always will be, still) but the little gap of dark
nothing that punctuated each one of those stills being
projected. We, the audience, were spending half of
our time in the dark.
In animation, it is not the pictures that move, it is the
difference between the pictures that is masked by
those unperceivable moments of black that creates a
place where our eyes trick our mind into thinking
something has moved. The most important part of the
movement does not exist, it is a pure illusion, a mirage
and yet it is critical.

As a filmmaker Norman McLaren has contributed a
large and enormously influential body of films that
stand as touchstones of experimental and abstract
animation. McLaren himself believed that the
relatively fragile nature of film as a physical
medium would mean that his films would not be
around to be seen in a hundred years. Certainly, his
very first films have been lost to time’s acid march
but a combination of 21st century technology and
pure imperative will ensure the best of McLaren’s
films will be with us forever to remind one and all
of one of the most singularly crucial contributions
to auteur animation ever made.

A

McLaren was a seeker, an inquirer, a perfectionist, an
innovator, an engineer, an inventor. In addition to the
large collection of completed films that McLaren
leaves us with, the vaults in the National Film Board
of Canada (NFB) are filled with literally hundreds of
tests, unreleased films and filmed experiments that
say as much, or more, about McLaren the filmmaker
as the accumulation of his completed works.
McLaren simply spent his life exorcising as many of
the filmmaking ideas that he had as possible. Quietly
restless, quietly persistent he was determined, it
seems, to explore every filmmaking avenue that
entered his mind.
McLaren seems to have been blessed from the
beginning with an innate ability to grasp the tiniest
nuances and intricacies of movement. His mind’s eye
could imagine and then revisualise a movement with
a kind of mathematical purity and clarity that suggested an alternative career in physics beckoned.
The NFB library is full of his journals and notebooks
that are full of diagrams that are testament to
McLaren’s free-range inquisitiveness.
The late, great Miles Davis taught us that the gap
between each note was as vital a component of the

McLaren knew this without knowing it. It was simply
the way he saw the world, the way he measured and
recorded things. He said that had he grown up in
London he would have almost certainly pursued a
career in dance. As a young boy growing up in a
relatively isolated town in Scotland, his passion was
to listen to music on the radio. He loved music, but
mostly it made him imagine movement.
As a young man on his first journey to the bright
lights of early 1930s London, one of the first places
he visited was the BBC Radio Headquarters. In a
giant mural-style drawing that he made at the time
laying out his entire London sojourn, the BBC building
was the biggest and most prominent single feature.
London was where McLaren would learn his craft as
an animator. He entered his first two films – Seven
‘Til Five (1933) and Camera Makes Whooppee (1935)
– into a film festival which was judged by one John
Grierson. Grierson savaged one and awarded the
other the first prize and offered McLaren his typically
tough-love Scottish mentorship. This eventuated in
McLaren coming to work at the General Post Office
Film Studio.
In this day and age this is an almost unimaginable
concept. Imagine – if you can – Australia Post building
and equipping an animation studio and then hiring
the crème of the international abstract animation
community to work there, ostensibly to create ads and
documentaries to encourage people to buy stamps.
The GPO Film Studio produced upwards of fifty films
during the 1930s and harboured people such as
McLaren, Len Lye, Harry Watt and Humprey Jenkins.
Much of the work that emerged was stunning but
whether it sold one extra stamp is a matter of conjecture.
Although McLaren spent a period in New York after
his time at the GPO Film Studio, he found his calling
when, in 1941, he was shoulder tapped to set up the
animation department at the National Film Board of
Canada. This would become his life’s work and is, in
many ways, the biggest legacy he leaves behind.
The National Film Board (NFB) is a truly remarkable
institution. In terms of animation it is one of the most
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important and significant animation “R&D” engines ever created.
It has produced a truly astonishing library of work, has been
utterly instrumental in driving innovation and experimentation
across all techniques and has consistently and persistently set
the bar for everybody working in the field. It is the gift that
goes on giving and it was built from the ground up by Norman
McLaren.
This is a legacy that stretches beyond a collection of films,
however important and genius those films may be. It is a legacy
that will, by the values instilled in it by McLaren, continue to act
as an alfa-beacon for everybody that cares about animation as
an artform.
Walking around the NFB headquarters in Montreal, the presence
of McLaren is at almost every turn. The walls are adorned with
displays of his artwork and outtakes from his films. My favourite
is a nearly 5 metre display featuring McLaren and his main
assistant at the time, Evelyn Lambert, tinting and texturing the
filmstock for what would become Be Gone Dull Care. McLaren is
working in a bow tie and heavy duty leather gloves, Lambert is
squeezing excess liquid from a long length of painted film stock
with a household rolling pin. Cottage industry classic art.
“McLaren is the guy that gave us – and STILL gives us – permission
to make these sorts of films”, say Marcy Page, one of the most
successful producers at the NFB.
It’s a similar sentiment a few doors along in Munro Ferguson’s
office. Munro runs the NFB’s 3D stereoscopic studio, StereoLab.
“When you do the family tree of animation, pretty much everything
just traces back to either Disney or McLaren”, he says.
Norman McLaren died in 1987 but leaves behind a living,
breathing creative furnace that he designed and built to his own
specifications, one that ensures the gears continue to mesh in
such a way as to continue seeking out and striving to create the
best animation that imagination and technology can produce.
Last word goes to Marcy Page; “We got lucky. It was his breath
that gave this place the spirit it was built on; she says. “There
are lots of great animators but McLaren made every avenue of
investigation a valid thing to look into”.
That is a legacy that will change and adapt but never fade.

MCLAREN’S
INFLUENCES: PROGRAM
Blinkity Blank
Norman McLaren
CANADA, 5’16, 1955 (NL)
An outstanding example of
McLaren’s cameraless animation
style with one of the best sound
tracks ever put to an animated film.

Be Gone Dull Care
Norman McLaren
CANADA, 7’49, 1949
The film that defined McLaren’s
prowess with abstract animation
and stands to this day as a
masterclass of the form.

Neighbours
Norman McLaren
CANADA, 8’07, 1952 (NL)
A true classic. A not so subtle
exploration of human territorial
tendencies and the film that set
the benchmark for pixilation
animation.

Entropy Or The Arrow Of Time
Damaris Baker
CANADA, 7’00, 2013
A variety of techniques, including
scratch, bleaching and optical
printing, are employed to best
empathetic effect to depict a life
being remembered.

Pas De Deux
Norman McLaren
CANADA, 13’22, 1968 (NL)
One of the most important
animated films ever created.
A true masterpiece that drives
home McLaren’s natural genius
and his ability to harness
technology in his creative quests.

Luminaris
Juan Pablo Zaramella

Linear Dreams
Richard Reeves
CANADA, 4’15, 1997 (NL)
An absolutely stunning example
of cameraless animation, including
a fully ‘scratched’ sound track.
1000 Plateaus (2004–2014)
Steven Woloshen
CANADA, 3’22, 2014 (NL)
Made entirely in the front seat of
a car with simple art tools direct
to film, this hand-made short
celebrates the joy of road maps,
travel and jazz music.

ARGENTINA, 6’20, 2011
In a world controlled and timed
by light, an ordinary man has a
plan that could change the
natural order of things. One of
the most successful pixilation
films of recent years.
On The Road: Brussels
Lucia Cernekova, Peter Luha
SLOVAKIA, 5’16, 2013
Collectively known as The
Lightstone Seekers, this duo
tour the world animating their
impressions of each city they
encounter.
McLaren’s Negatives
Marie-Josée Saint-Pierre
CANADA, 10’00, 2006
The perfect way to wrap up the
program, a fascinating animated
documentary delving into some
of McLaren’s own views of
filmmaking.
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ANIMATION INDUSTRY OPPORTUNITIES & WORKFLOWS
Presenter: David Zwierzchaczewski, Autodesk Australia

SUNDAY 22 June, 1.00pm
This two-part workshop presents the state of the animation industries in Australia,
what’s being produced and where future growth and new opportunities exist. In the
second part David will discuss and demonstrate workflow techniques used in current
projects and how to better streamline current pipelines using the new Autodesk 2015
animation suite.

OUTSIDE THE BOX
Presenter: Sabrina Schmid (UK)

SUNDAY 22 June, 3.30pm
Sabrina Schmid is an accomplished filmmaker and senior lecturer in computer
animation at the School of Computing at Teesside University. In this compact
masterclass/retrospective she will help ‘decode’ and contextualise the type of work selected for MIAF’s Installation Animation programs.

STORY ORGY
Presenter: Kevin D.A. Kurytnik (Canada)

FRIDAY 27 June, 9.30am-4.00pm
Kevin Kurytnik is one of Canada’s most inspiring animation teachers. In one intensive,
free-wheeling day, he will present the fundamentals of story development with a
back-up toolkit packed with literary and cinema references, short animated examples,
and plenty of surprises. The PERFECT day out for artists, writers, animators & creators
of comics and graphic novels.

WORKSHOPS

CO-PRESENTED WITH
AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR
THE MOVING IMAGE

ANIMATE WITH CREATIVE CODING
SATURDAY 21 June, 9.30am-4.30pm
Create beautiful experimental animations using free software and computer code
inspired by Norman McLaren’s evocative art. Participants will use the free open source
software Processing, a creative coding platform, to develop unique, original and
interactive animations.

KIDS DROP IN WORKSHOP
SATURDAY 28 June, 11.00am-2.00pm
This free activity is the perfect companion to MIAF’s special Kids’ Program screening!
Head down the escalator and learn how to contribute a small piece to a collaborative
cut-paper animation by trying ‘McLaren’s Workshop’ iPad app. Bookings not required.
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WORKSHOPS

PRESENTED IN
ASSOCIATION WITH
DIGISTOR/AUTODESK

3 DAYS IN PARIS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 68

End of the line. I clamber up the steps at Porte de
Clignancourt, the last stop of Line No 4 (Purple). I am early,
a bit of time to kill, but the threat of rain hanging in the air.
I have only a basic idea of where I am so I head in the
opposite direction to the one almost everybody else seems
to be going – it’s one way to pick a random way forward
when there are no obvious signs to guide the way.
The sound of a soft but constant roar is my almost instant
reward. I find myself on a bridge looking down into ten
lanes of stampeding traffic. It is impressive in a kind of ear
splitting, climate changing kind of way. I seem to have made
it to the official border of Paris proper, the Périphérique.
Forming a near perfect circle right around Paris, the
Périphérique is a monster of a road. It is one of the busiest
in Europe and is said to account for 25% of all the driving
done in Paris.
It has a fascinating history and while standing on this
overbridge, it is not really that hard to mentally delete the
vast road that arcs away from me into the distance and
replace it with the giant Thiers Wall that used to ring Paris
as an early 19th century construction to safeguard Paris
from invading armies. In its time during the second half of
the 1800s, the Thiers Walls must have been quite a spectacle,
forming a 35km stone circle around the city. By the 1920’s,
aeroplanes and modern artillery had made the concept
of protective walls obsolete and much of the wall was
dismantled or allowed to fall into disrepair. After WWII as
private motorised travel began to take hold, the decision to
tear down the remainder of the wall and build a single road
that would allow people to travel around the edge of Paris
was made and work on the Périphérique began.
The powers that be are gradually building a tram line that
roughly follows the path of the Périphérique. But it is still
a long way from complete as it is a hybrid of sorts, requiring
changing trams at different points to continue the journey.
Somebody from the ever expanding “Public Transport Good
Ideas” Department has also laboured long and hard to come
up a different automated, Hammond-organ tune to announce
every single approaching stop. It is like being stuck in a
huge elevator with whoever has just won the World Jingle
Writing Championships as he tries out 50 or 60 of his latest
ideas on his iPhone. Despite my profound respect for all
public property, if I lived here and had to use this every day,
I would be driving a phillips-head screwdriver through the
control box of this urban banshee and putting out a plea on
Kickstarter for funding to cover my defence costs.
Onyx Studio, it is now time to say hello to you. The building
Onyx inhabits is a huge and unusual imposition smack in
the middle of an otherwise traditional looking neighbourhood.
In fact, it fills my entire vista as I walk down the lane towards
it. Designed by Renzo Piano, it consists of two dozen or so
peaked rooves forming a serrated, saw-tooth skyline. Each
of the peaks, it has to be said, hosts a formidable bank of
solar electricity panels.
Built around a grassy outdoor square, all of the spaces inside
are studies in tall, smooth, boldly coloured walls which are
often unexpectedly intersected by open stairwells and raised
walking bridges. The combined effect is a conglomerate of

spaces 1, 2 and even 3 stories tall, huge and open spaces
rubbing shoulders with tiny and intimate rooms, all with
plenty of natural light and almost all with some sort of
visual access to the central grassy square.
It is a building that abounds with surprises. Much of it is
the corporate office for a large record company, which
explains the abundant thicket of freestanding Beatles and
Pink Floyd paraphernalia that I find myself sitting amongst
when I first arrive. I pass some time trying to recall – and
then purge – the lyrics to several songs from ‘The Dark Side
Of The Moon’. The whole thing brings back memories to
events I am not entirely sure I actually experienced.
Before the dark side takes complete hold, I am rescued by
Pierre Reyssat of Onyx Films. He confirms that Onyx has
not produced any short animated films for several years but
gives me a detailed history of shorts that Onyx did create
and introduces me to what they are working on now.
Onyx – at least as viewed through the prism of the short
animated films they created – always had an interesting
take on what could be achieved with digital animating
technologies. Their early directors, in particular Christian
Volckman and Juan Solanas, epitomised this approach.
Solanas made The Man Without A Head (2007), probably
Onyx’s most popular short, before moving onto an extremely
successful career in directing live action feature films for
Onyx including Upside Down which starred Kursten Dunst
and Jim Sturgess.
Volckman did some extraordinarily interesting work at
Onyx. His 1999 breakthrough film Maaz was easily one of
the most exciting examples of the possibilities the coming
digital animation might bring. It is a film that looks like it
could credibly claim to have been made last week, rather
than during the first light of the digital era. In large measure,
its power is that it used computer animation not simply to
animate something that could have been done in another
technique, but to explore the absolutely unique properties
that the new form could offer. Maaz is a film that could
ONLY have been created using CG. More people will be
familiar with Volckman’s hybrid-technique feature film
Renaissance (2006), an unusual film in that it was almost
exclusively presented in a stark black and white format and
one of the truly engaging and successful uses of motion
capture animating technology in a more mainstream
cinematic forum.
Onyx, in the meantime, is fully focused on a number of
extremely challenging animated feature films projects. They
have features in production starring animated versions of
Charlie Chaplin and Robin Hood, but the one that will have
the most eyes watching it is the 3D stereoscopic version of
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry story ‘The Little Prince’, one of
the most beloved books ever created in France. Tentatively,
it is due for completion in early 2015. That’s pressure!
CRCR is a band of young animators that hit the ground
running as a team immediately after graduating from
Gobelins. I had been well and truly turned on to them by
the indie Australian animation outfit Rubber House when
the two founders, Greg Sharp and Ivan Dixon, showed me
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their work during a presentation at MIAF13. Transfixing
stuff.
For the most part, CRCR confine their time and considerable
energies to punchie, eyeball-grabbing ads and spirited,
fantastical music videos. The CRCR crew have no particular
reverence for the pure technology of the CG animating
lexicon, instead as digital natives they simply see it as the
most obvious toolkit for creating what their imaginations
contrive before their inner eyes. There is magic in the air
when Remi Bastie, Nicolas Dehghani, Jonathan Djob
Nkondo, Paul Lacolley, Kevin Manach, Nicolas Pegon,
Jeremy Pires sit down to animate.
Their first film, Lonely Dogs (2010) was made while still
studying. More traditional in style than what their
professional work would become, it bookends the spectacular
development of the CRCR ‘look’ just three years after its
completion.
Trying to find them was harder than I expected. For a start,
there are three doors along the street that all have the same
street number I am supposed to knock on. Ironically, the
door I eventually find them behind is the only one that has
no number on it at all. It opens up on what appears to be
a tricked-out closet with two long desks jammed with
computers and just enough leftover space to park bikes
and several towers of instruction manuals.
After a brief tour of their hard drive and a premiere viewing
of their latest music video, I am lead upstairs for a coffee.
Upstairs is… VAST. It essentially covers the length of the
entire street and involves walking through several sections
that were clearly once autonomous spaces until somebody
knocked down the walls. Not only this, it turns out there is
a lot more downstairs as well. This is a collective space
offering shelter to a substantial number of film and digital
media companies. It is by a long, long shot the biggest
example of its type I have ever seen. The coffee is good too.
I have two, in fact. My sixth or seventh for the day.
Outside, the rain has at least stopped. I could use a drink.
I would use it for drinking, it would be extremely useful for
that. I know a place. Yes.
The Blue Bar, actually named Grand Bouillon, is on the Rue
Racine over in the dreaded tourist swell of the Sixth, just off
Boulevard Saint Michel. Best mojito in Paris. It’s a great bar
with beautiful ornate windows, luxurious chairs and in a
city where noise is often a marketable commodity, it is
usually quiet. Upstairs, if you have the time and the capacity
of wallet, is an outstanding restaurant whose owner exudes
a passion for the oft maligned Beaujolais style of wine.
Unlike most red wine, Beaujolais generally is to be consumed
young. Its reputation has waxed and waned over the years
and there is a faddish quality to many of the incarnations
of its production and marketing that have fuelled this, but
at its best it is a lovely, refreshing and celebratory wine.
A combination of history and complex French appellation
rules, mean that true Beaujolais cannot be released until the
third Thursday of each November. Such specific release
regulations have ensured its annual release is something
of an event in itself and the owner of Bouillon Camille
Chartier, the restaurant above my mojito bar, ships in a pile
of whatever new release Beaujolais has caught the delight
of his palette and creates a special menu to compliment that
specific wine. It is all a lot of fun if you happen to be in
Paris at the end of November.

will be a special and stand alone screening, all of which is
covered in the next section. I leave Sacrebleu that morning
with the last of the details (mostly those relating to the
interminable drudgery of determining screening formats)
all settled and I know I have a treat of a program in the bag.
This alone was worth venturing to Paris for, but the day is
young and I have two more studios and a school to squeeze
in before I call time on this little adventure. I also have time
for lunch and I know just the place.
The Jardin du Luxembourg (or Luxembourg Gardens) is
one of my favourite places in the world (in the world!) to
read a book, gather evaporating thoughts that are trying to
make a break for it, re-sort and re-sift priorities or have
lunch. It is an open museum of tranquillity. Hardly one of
Paris’ hidden secrets, none the less, at more than 20
hectares, there is always a quiet spot readily available.
There would not be many years that some part of MIAF
had not been planned, contemplated or written up there.
The issue for the unwary is that there is a surprising dearth
of places in the immediate vicinity that will sell you anything
that looks like a portable lunch. Come prepared. The best
advise I can offer (although of little use to vegetarians) is
that the closest decent market is situated about a 10 or 15
minute walk away at Maubert Mutualite metro stop, but
even that has erratic opening hours.
It is a relatively short, often utterly entertaining walk back
to the Seine down Boulevard Saint Michel – its literary
bohemian history completely sandpapered off by the
contemporary priorities of the arrondisement these days.
As a friend once quipped, “it’s a great place to practise
your English”. Be that as it may, there are still some utterly
charming little cul de sacs and checkpoints. For example,
touristy as it may be, it is usually worth stopping in at
Shakespeare And Co, a remarkable English language
bookstore on the banks of the Seine, situated at 37 Rue de
la Bûcherie. The little streets behind it are also the places
that the most pleasant surprises are likely to be found in an
otherwise self-plagiarised 6th. Notre Dame is just across the
ditch and if you walk left for a gentle 5-10 minute stroll and
cross the Seine at Pont Neuf you will walk past one of the
more remarkable sanctuaries inner Paris (for want of a
better phrase) has to offer – Place Dauphine.
This little oasis hides in plain view. Probably most people
are so intent with crossing from the 6th into what amounts
to the heart of the Paris tourist and shopping districts that
they miss the little street sign reading “Place Dauphine”.
A very brief stroll down this unpromising little diversion
delivers you into a teardrop shaped park flanked by some
wonderful little bars and cafes. Most days you could fire a
canon through the place and not offer much risk to life.
Recommended (the sanctuary, not the firing of the canon).

I am happy to discover that when I wring out my pockets I
have just enough coins for a second mojito – and this buys
me just enough time to put my days notes in some sort of
order (to help me when my brain evacuates the information
I have tried to foist upon it today) and make a To-Do list for
Day 3. In all, I would say this is going pretty well.

Visiting Blue Spirit Studio turns out to be a great experience.
My usually thorough researching practices (normally
consisting of wracking an increasingly addled brain as I
approach my target) had missed some key points. A couple
of years earlier Blue Spirit had sent me a copy of a beautifully
realised feature film titled ‘Le Tableau’. Lavishly designed,
drawn and coloured, it told the story of some unfinished
characters on an unfinished painting (le tableau) who decide,
despite their various incompletenesses, to venture out of
the painting, find the artist and convince him to complete le
tableau. The issue at the time was that it was a film that
had obvious family appeal, mature but with plenty in it that
kids would love as well. But it was in spoken French with
English subtitles and that wouldn’t work for that audience.
The penny drops when I see the poster on the wall. The
good news is that Blue Spirit are working on a spoken
English language version of the feature and that is a VERY
interesting proposition.

Much of the morning of the third day gets taken up
wrangling the finer points of the Sacrebleu Showcase that

I also get to join the dots on another film I had been chasing
but did not know where to find. The Souvenirs (2012) by

Renaud Martin had been something of an elusive quarry
since I first saw it at a festival in Portugal. For some reason,
I thought it was produced in Belgium and was planning to
pursue it next time I was there. In fact it was produced by
Blue Spirit. This alone was worth a trip into town (cue the
involuntary flinch of every true Parisian) and I locked in an
invitation on the spot. Too easy.
One to go – but it’s a big one. And I am running extremely
late. It is at the other end of town and the traffic I am caught
in is taking me away from the rendezvous slowly. The meeting
time gets pushed back several times as the transit treacle I
am caught in thickens.
Eventually the Metro burps me out of the ground along with
a couple of thousand of my new best friends. I am catapulted
into Place d’Italie right into the middle of what seems to be
a sound check for the loudest DJ in France, whoever she
might be. Time to take stock, check that I still have my
wallet and prepare for a meeting with one of the most
interesting animation collectives I know of.
Papy3D have made very few films, but every single film to
date has clearly been an uncompromisingly auteur project.
They do not make ads, music videos or TV series. And
although some of the names involved in the projects remain
constant, there also seem to be moments of singular creative
interjection from somebody with no obvious connection to
the organisation. Rounding it out, most of their works have
little or no real relationship with 3D animation, at least as I
understand the term.
They have always been a pleasure to deal with and always
willing and able to produce a copy of each and every film on
a pristine 35mm print. And yet they appear to have no
actual studio, no headquarters and no discernible commercial
track record beyond this small menagerie of superb indie-tothe-bone films. It is all very discordant.
“Do your own stuff”, is the succinct answer I get from
Richard Van Den Boom, one of the original Papy 3D
founders when I ask him to sum up the defining spirit of
the studio. “Our company has been created by animation
directors who wanted to keep as much control as possible
over their work and how it was made.”
Generally speaking, the French film funding system is
reluctant to directly fund filmmakers, preferring instead to
form a more contractible and businesslike relationship with
a producer. That is more or less how the federal film funding
system works in Australia too.
In 2006 six independent animators joined forces to create
Papy3D Productions, effectively becoming their own
producers and giving themselves maximum control over
their projects. Jean-Michel Collet, Gilles Cuvelier, Franck
Dion, Grégory Sukiennik, Sarah Van Den Boom and Richard
Van Den Boom were those founding directors and were
joined in 2010 by Pierre Caillet and Jérémy Clapin.
There is no one film that defines the early history of Papy
3D. In the end, I decided to include Skeleton Woman (2009)
by Sarah Van Den Boom (Richard’s wife) simply because
it is the only Papy 3D film we have not played. I always
regretted not selecting it and this is a chance to redress that.
“I think this film embodies well the various qualities we
look for in a project”, he says. “I’m very pleased that with
time and multiple viewings, more and more people come to
us and declare that they are very appreciative of it. We
surprisingly get a lot more enthusiastic comments on this
film today than when it was released. This is the first quality
we want for our films; to make such a strong impression
that, even if they are a bit unsure about it after the first
viewing, people want to watch it again.”
It had been a hectic three days, a lot of coffee, a lot of metro
rides, a lot of information, ideas and reinvigoration through
a non-stop exposure to people with a singular but complex
passion. Exhausting and restorative at the same time. I am

glad I know my way around Paris reasonably well, trying to
do this fresh off the boat would have been out of the question.
Trying to distil it all down to something that is representative
of what I have accumulated, while at the same time paying
as full as possible tribute and respect to all the people who
gave me their time and their work, is probably the main goal.
I have learned something I already knew. Paris is probably
the animation capital of the world. I cannot think of another
city where I could do what I have spent the last three days
doing and come away with the same results. It makes me
wonder why. Later from the cosy confines of a Singapore
Airlines A380 flying over the Caspian Sea, I pay the fee, go
online midair and email some of the people I met with this
very question. Go to the source. Most their answers start
pinging into my in-box as I stare at the scattered, patchy
lights of what used to be Persia.
Some of the responses are worth recording verbatim.

“In the first place, the schools are good. But also, Paris
is a beautiful place where young artists get their eyes
educated even by walking in the streets. Artistic
references are everywhere! We have a great patrimony
for art, graphism and attention for aesthetic. This
cocktails gives us good skills for animation as a whole.”
Alexis Laffaille – Kawanimation
“There’s a tradition of culture and elitism in France, and
animated cinema is the continuation of classic painting,
classical music, etc. Paris is filled with artists from all
around the world who are eager to express themselves.
The French mentality is more to educate people to
become artists than engineers (the big difference
between France and Germany!). The French system has
built a strong economic model to support cinema and art.
We just still need to improve our way to promote it.”
Jeremy Rochigneux – Metronomic
“There are MANY animation schools in France. Before
1999, there was just one, which was "Gobelins" in Paris,
with a very high standard. In those days, many of these
students left after their graduation to work in the major
American studios (Disney, Dreamworks, etc). But since
1999, many animation schools opened. There are more
than 30 animation schools in France nowadays! The other
reason is that in France there is a political will to support
audiovisual production, so producers can find funding in
order to produce films. There are also two TV channels –
Canal Plus and Arte - who finance the production of short
films. Training and financial support are the two essential
components for a fertile ground.”
Mikhal Bak – Freelance Film Festivals Tour Manager
“I could have a lack of perspective about that, but I guess
it is the combination of different things; first there are in
Paris several prestigious animation schools known all
over the world, then an art graphic tradition, and finally
a strong history of cinema.”
Emmanuel-Alain Raynal – Miyu Studio
“There are many art schools in Paris, a good funding
ecosystem, which is interested in artistic animation, and
many producers interested in sophisticated content.
This makes this city a powerful crucible for directors to
emerge, with many different sensibilities. Of course, that
also means there’s quite a bit of competition. The funny
thing is that animation producers and directors still have
the feeling that they are looked upon with a bit of disdain
by the whole cinema industry. It’s still difficult to convince many that animation is not just for children.”
Richard Van Den Boom – Papy 3D
I know how he feels. The battle continues.
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Hamish D. Rat

That sounds like as good a place as any to
end an essay, start a program, look back over
a wonderful 30 years of superb creative
achievement and look forward with hope
to another 30 years worth to come.

(Program #2) QAS Impact
To fully understand the extent of the contribution
that the Quickdraw Animation Society has
made to the art of animation requires more –
a lot more – than lining up a roster of the best and most
screened films that emerged blinking into the light with a QAS
tattoo stamped on their closing credits.
Beyond, or perhaps beneath, those bright lights resides an
organisation that has had a special, prolonged and varied
impact on several generations of established animators, curious
animation fans and a wandering army of people who have been
exposed to wildly varying infection levels of the animating bug.
This program brings together the most important talons of
QAS’s embrace of and commitment to the art, the appreciation
and the makers of animation. The program line-up first glimpses
into the legendary workshops that QAS stages for first time,
inexperienced ‘animators’. It then travels on to the workshops
and co-operative/collective projects that have been made up of
more experienced and established animators (often graduates
of the former). And it finishes up with a sampling of the QAS
alumni that have taken so much of what they harvested within
the fertile plains of the QAS homeland and gone out into the
wider world and continued on their own diverse paths.
QAS is a teacher! The library alone can offer up to a motivated
and focused student of the artform more than a lot of fee paying
schools could hope to pass on. But the passion, the joy… the
NEED to teach animation is what sits at the base of everything
that QAS believes in and stands for.
QAS has workshops for kids, it has workshops for youth at risk,
for Aboriginal youth, for people with a burning fascination for
animating or people that have no clue how to kill a few quiet
weeks and foolishly thought doing a bit of animation would be
easy. QAS has welcomed them all and taken them as it found them.
The workshops. Trying to write this up as a numbers game is a
fool’s errand but the temptation to tread this path of record
lingers because, to some extent, it offers up a snapshot of the
incalculable contribution that QAS has made via its extensive
program of workshops over the years.
Simply arriving at a definitive number of the workshops held
would require a more or less forensic surgery of the QAS records
library. And ascertaining the number of participants? A lesser
correspondent would drop in a big number here, safe in the
knowledge it could not be challenged.
The more resolute way to value the 20+ years legion of workshops,
is to understand what has gone into their creation, what
expectations have been placed on the participants and the
results that have emerged. If you come to QAS to learn to animate,
you are taught to animate and sometimes that hurts. This is not
day-care with moving pictures. And the best of the resulting
films reflect that gradual, sometimes grudging transfer of
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passion that seems to be the
hallmark of venturing into
QAS HQ for long enough. In
the best of these workshop
films, a sense of emerging
empowerment, skill and
knowledge flows through
them. These films will never
in-and-of themselves have
their filmmakers walking
down too many red carpets
but witnessing a transition
from person-to-animator is an
enduring ingredient of these
workshop films.
Over the years a trio of key
workshop types has emerged
at QAS. The Youth Animation
Project (YAP), the Aboriginal
Youth Animation Project
(AYAP) and the ever popular
Animation Lockdown have been the most popular vehicles for
‘accidental’ animators to be drawn under the spell of animation
by a succession of QAS wizards intent on passing on the white
magic, dark arts and tricks of the trade.
A step beyond - or perhaps galloping gloriously alongside of –
the set workshop structure that QAS offers enthusiastic first
stagers and naive newbies are the variety of special, one off
workshops and collaborative projects that an organisation like
QAS cannot but help to fertilise. The inspirations and motivations
are as varied as their participants and range from “seemed like
a good idea at the time” across the scale to the creation of films
such as C’est La Vie: The Chris J. Melychuk Story (which
features in the “QAS 30th Anniversary” screening).
The middle section of this program picks three wonderful films
that sprang from three very diverse sources. Folk Tunes (2005)
is riven through with the pure, well oiled joy of creating images
and making them move. It’s animation on a stick and comes
across as about as much fun to create as can be legally enjoyed
by the fifteen QAS animators.
When The Water Is Sick, The World Is Sick (1999) comes from a
much different place. Although many of the young participants
emerged from the Kids animation workshops conducted at QAS
through the 1990’s, the project itself was undertaken as part of
an international project instigated by ASIFA, to encourage
groups of animators around the world to create films about
pollution in an attempt to raise awareness about the issue.
When The Water Is Sick, The World Is Sick is as good an
ambassador as any for demonstrating QAS’s astonishing ability
to create animators. Years after its completion, Kurytnik reels off
a list of the young filmmakers involved who went on to a career
in animation.
“Later after high school Jackie Koehler went on to take animation
at Emily Carr in BC, taught herself Maya and won a big Toon
Boom scholarship at Ottawa, she’s currently an animator at
Reel FX. Another of the students, Jason Poulsen, went to work
at Nelvana, but he’s now got his own band in Vancouver, Jason
and the Diatonics. Jarett Sitter graduated from ACAD and is an
illustrator, Tia Halliday is a visual artist and teacher at ACAD,
Jacelyn Hart is an interpreter in Ottawa.”
For so many people in the animation community, QAS is deeply
connected to abstract, cameraless animation. Richard Reeves
and Don Best are the most acknowledged talismen of that
connection but some part of the living, contemporary spirit of
this most elemental, intriguing technique, sweetens the air and
charges the atmosphere of the Quickdraw Animation Society.
It is a type of animation that leaves no residual traces of its
completion process. The filmmaker works directly on to the film
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“There is no other place like it that I know of”,
says Batista when quizzed about the next 30
years. “The centre is so unique and such a
treasure. It’s kind of a reflection of life on earth
in a way. Quickdraw’s existence born by
chance and maybe a little necessity developed
against all odds is coupled with it’s continued
evolution and striving to make animation
great, will keep it going strong into the future.
I definitely believe QAS will be around in
another 30 years.”
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stock - there are no drawings to
marvel over, no puppets to put on a
shelf, no storyboards to take down
from the wall and preserve. And for
some reason, one of the cameraless
animation vortexes seemed to swirl
over the Quickdraw Animation Society
for a long time.

Hamish D. Rat

No single film demonstrates this
vortex touchdown point so
comprehensively as Scratch My
Shorts (2001). Quite simply, this film
could not have been made anywhere
else. Ten cameraless animators
coming together to create a workshopped film under the production
eye of Carol Beecher, herself an
accomplished cameraless animator,
and the mentorship of Richard Reeves.
From this point in the program, we
open up the atlas and start tracking
some of the QAS Alumni. If it is true that ‘something’ about
Calgary made it possible for the Quickdraw Animation Society
to take root and survive in Calgary, then it is probably true that
some of those same qualities meant that not everybody who
learned to animate there was going to stay there. And so the
alumni is spread far and wide and have, individually, taken
some interesting paths.
Ian Milne now lives and works in Melbourne, Australia. But in
2006 he was attending the Vancouver Film School when he first
heard about the Quickdraw Animation Society.
“We were shown some of Richard Reeves’ films in class and I
really liked them. I had a summer break in Calgary in 2011
and felt like animating something during that time”, he says.
“I volunteered to make an animated short for QAS in June of 2011.
I left at the end of July 2011. It was a great experience for me.”
That film was The Explorasaurs which turned out to be “a great
warm up exercise” for his first “real job” back in Vancouver,
something that turned out to be much harder than he imagined.
But he credits his experience at QAS with being a valuable
stepping stone for that experience.
Martin Warszawski credits QAS as being a major launch pad
for his career as a professional animator. Immediately after
graduating from the Alberta College of Art and Design (ACAD),
he first secured a three month residency at QAS to create major
outdoor projections for their GIRAF festival which, in turn, lead
to a six month residency as an Assistant Animation Instructor in
the AYAP Workshop Program. He has gone on to work for local
company Kudos as their animator, illustrator and designer as
well as a number of other impressive one off and freelance
projects. His stylishly quirky film The Monstrosity (2010)
emerged in the midst of all of this and is a calling card for a
young animator with a very big future stretched before him.
The QAS magnet is strong. It attracts characters from a range of
peripheries. Local musician Chad Van Gaalen might get to ware
this tag. Described by one QAS long-termer (with affection) as a
“a mad boy/child genius” after he submitted a Tupperware
container holding his excrement wrapped in a hot dog bun as
a graduate art project, Van Gaalen carved a name for himself
locally as an indie singer songwriter of significant talent.
Latching onto the animation of Bruce Bickford, Van Gaalen
became obsessed with animation and taught himself a number
of animating techniques at a series of all nighter sessions at the
Quickdraw Animation Society production facilities. This lead to
him animating the music videos for a number of his singles and
the results are a wonderously warped fun romp with more than
a psychedelic edge to them. Arguably the most ‘coherent’ of the
collection is the video he made for Red Hot Drops in 2005 which

is an unhinged imagination cut-loose
channelling past early masters of the
form such as Vince Collins and Sally
Cruickshank.
It seems fair say that Jacqueline
Koehler got her start at QAS. “I went
to QAS when I was fairly young, 8 or
so”, she says. “Instead of enrolling me
in something like soccer camp, my
mom found the equivalent to an
“animation camp” and I was totally
down with that.”
Koehler was one of the young animators
invited to work on the When The Water
Is Sick, The World Is Sick project
and has no problem summonsing a
catalogue of wonderful memories
during the making and subsequent
screenings of that film.
Koehler’s graduate film, The Life And
Death Of Wriggly Chew (2007) shows an emerging animator
with an advanced understanding of how to make a character
move, how to exploit the ‘stretch-and-squash’ properties of her
protagonists and how to give them the widest range of
expressions and emotions utilising a fairly economical toolbox.
Warren Leonhardt might not automatically register as a
household name – but his work does. As a professional storyboard artist he has worked on many of the biggest animated
blockbusters around and for some of the biggest companies.
His client list includes – Warner Bros, Sony Pictures Animation,
Weta, Walt Disney Animation Canada, Spumco and Nickelodeon.
He is currently working at Blue Sky.
However, winding the clock back to a time long, long ago when
all of the years stated with a “19” and he emerged, undistinguished
from one of Kevin Kurytnik’s “Introduction To Animation”
courses at QAS. Kurytnik vividly remembers Leonhardt returning
to re-do the course. “I want to do this for a living”, Kurytnik
recalls him saying.
After QAS he went on to do the two year course at Sheridan
College and whilst there completed an odd ball little man-anddog film called Dog Drawn It (included in this program) and a
completely experimental piece of sand animation that played
with perspective and cleverly inverted the viewers sense of up
and down. These two pieces (particularly the inexplicable piece
of sand animation) caught the eye of some industry recruiters
and his formal career was launched.
An incredibly important piece of the real estate that makes up
the QAS alumni story is occupied – freehold – by Malcolm
Sutherland. For almost a decade Sutherland has been a staple of
the international animation festival circuit with a regular stream
of highly inventive and thoughtful films turning up almost every
year. The gentle inner voices that encourage their master to
create these films express an extremely diverse collection of
inspirations and subjects with an equally diverse of techniques
mastered in the process.
Sutherland is yet another animator who caught the bug and learned
the ropes under the challenging tutelage of Kevin Kurytnik.
“At QAS I met Kevin Kurtynik, who was the instructor of the
class I took”, Sutherland says. “He has since become a mentor
and friend, but it was meeting him more than anything that
became the catalyst for my interest in animation. He opened
my eyes to the world of animation, and gave me the courage to
be a more fearless animator.”
Sutherland is an animator’s animator. His ability to concoct
images that imbibe a wide range of influences and reconstitute
them as something that simultaneously speak entirely for
themselves AND allow a wide open avenue for the audience
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The auteur animation environment is a
veritable rainforest of original voices and
visages. The canopy teems with inhabitants
of every bright hue while the forest floor
provides a refuge and energy source for the
creatures who do their best work feeding from
that lies there. The broad dimension that
exists between those extremes is a space filled
with some of the most indefinable potential
Icaruses of the artform. Their work thrills its
audience for its unconscious display of the
flimsy, risky framework that sustains it in
flight. This describes perfectly the work of
another key QAS alumni, Amy Lockhart.
Her films will never resonate with an audience waiting for
dazzling and expensive animated special effects. They would be
misinterpreted as a plane crash in the making instead of a risky
flight, vital and alive soaring the heights relying on a combination
of bravado luck and carefully calculated, hard learned risk.
“I heard about Quickdraw from Helen Hill”, says Lockhart.
“She first taught me experimental animation and 16mm film
and sound. Then I went to Quickdraw to do a 5 month residency.
I learned more traditional character animation, with a focus on
timing from Kevin Kurtytnik.”
Her connection to iconic uber indie animator Helen Hill is obvious
– when you fly low enough to recognise the terrain. Hill’s life
story is one that still has the power to break the hearts of those
in the North American independent animation community that
knew her or loved her work (or vice versa). Originally American,
she spent much time in Canada after marrying her husband
Paul Gailiunas, a Canadian Alberta local. Graduating from Cal
Arts in Los Angeles in 1995, Hill moved to Canada with Gailiunas
and from an unlikely base in Halifax (Nova Scotia), crafted a
body of work that would impress and influence a sub strata of
a generation of independent North American animators.
Answering the siren call of “home”, Hill and Gailiunas (and a
small menagerie of cherished animals) returned to the US,
settling in New Orleans. In the immediate aftermath of Cyclone
Katrina, Hill was shot dead by a stranger who was probably
responsible for the armed hold up of a small hotel at the end of
her street shortly before hand. Despite whatever best attempts
the police could muster, Hill’s killer was never identified. Such
is life in the land of the free. Where nobody is allowed to take
toothpaste onto an airplane on the infinitesimally tiny chance
they might be concocting a plot to blow up the plane, but where
a measurable army will go to the barricades to demand the
freedom for anybody to anonymously brandish a concealable
killing machine that can, and is oft used, to kill innocent
strangers. Perhaps it was an unremarkable event – while there
were no exploded airplanes that day, Hill’s senseless and
unsolved murder was but one of SIX that occurred in New
Orleans on January 4th, 2007, a city of less than half a million
people. It’s hard to follow the logic path through this, let alone
divine the vein of justice.
Still, her work lives on and is being re-translated over and over
again by the likes of Lockhart. Finesse is not the binding agent
of these films. Immediacy, a sense of hands on authenticity, a
very real feel that you are being buffeted in a very bumpy draft
by the energy stream of an artist whose priority is to get the

work completed and in front
of you with all of its rawness,
rough edges and imperfections
embedded in its jet stream
are the hallmarks of this style.
And Lockhart delivers this
over and over.
Walk For Walk (2005) seemed
like the obvious pick from
the extensive Lockhart
gallery because of its obvious
connection to QAS and its
painfully resonating
intersections with Hill’s
works which so influenced it.
“I did a lot of video pencil
tests to test out motion and
techniques – I developed a
bunch of walk cycles and
filmed a test of them on
16mm. I later developed them
into an interactive flash”, recalls Lockhart. “That would have
been in 2000. Then in 2003 I think… or 2004… I went to QAS to
actually film them as Walk For Walk. It was in February and I
stayed there for around 3 months I think.”
The Quickdraw Animation Society inspires (and occasionally
enflames) a volatile cocktail of mixed passions. Some concoctions
work a lot better than others but there is no sign whatsoever
that the bar is about to close. Somehow a balance between the
vital need for valuable renewal teeters with the risk of needless
destruction. Valuable crew have been lost overboard – some
have been lost for good, some have been dragged back on
board but the ship sails on, the band still plays and the icebergs
continue to be navigated, more or less. Perhaps this is the only
way it can be, not to underwrite the damage to souls that have
willingly invested and have been wilfully discarded in the
process. It is a hard thing to make work but the work continues
to flow. The good thing about a ship is that it always points
forward.
As the wise Bunny once said, “Focus on the awesome”.
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to interpret them to their hearts’ content is
beautifully, monumentally captured in
Lightforms (2010). Presenting the opposite
side of the very same coin is Birdcalls (2006),
a film that says more about how sound is
presented audibly and in tandem with its
visual triggers than almost any film one can
think of since some of McLaren’s
earlier treatises on the subject.
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51 (54)
Ascension (17)
Kristian Griggs
Thomas Bourdis, Martin de
kristiangriggsart@gmail.com Coudenhove, Caroline
Domergue, Colin Laubry,
365 (20)
Florian Vecchione
The Brothers McLeod
festivals@autourdeminuit.com
greg@bromc.co.uk
At The Opera (81)
1000 Plateaus
Juan Pablo Zaramella
(2004–2014) (25)
contact@zaramella.com.ar
Steven Woloshen
swoloshen@hotmail.com
Barbecube (33)
Kyle Stebbins
18 Minutes (60)
hello@kylestebbins.com
Christopher Mennuto
cmennuto@gmail.com
Barcode III.0 (25)
Adriaan Lokman
5 Metres 80 (69)
distribution@illuster.nl
Nicolas Deveaux
production@cubeBaths (18)
creative.com
Tomek Ducki
mail@tomekducki.com
7 Tonnes 3 (34)
Nicolas Deveaux
Batz (69)
production@cubeMax Meleo, Aurelien Predal
creative.com
alexis@kawanimation.com

B

A

A Hedgehog’s Visit (53)
Bear Story (83)
Kariem Saleh
Pato Escala
kariem.saleh@googlemail.com patoescala@punkrobot.cl
A Quoi Ca Sert L’Amour –
Edith Piaf (69)
Louis Clichy

Cells Happen (37)
Shelly Nicholls
ladams@ucreative.ac.uk

De Terre Et d’Encre (27)
Jonathan Laskar
mail@jonathanlaskar.com

Chile Imaginario (82)
Claudio Diaz
claudiaperez.contacto
@gmail.com

Dead (33)
Joe Bichard
jane.colling@rca.ac.uk
Descent (41)
Timothy Jeffs
timothyjeffs@live.com

Choir Tour (13)
Edmunds Jansons
ieva@atomart.lv,
sabine@atomart.lv
Chopper (13)
Lars Damoiseaux, Frederik
Palmers
michael@palmaers.com,
frederik@palmaers.com

Dip N’ Dance (70)
Hugo Cierzniak
mikhal.bak@gmail.com

Doctor Lollipop (33)
Aliki Grafft
chris@frederator.com

Clink (60)
Alireza Nosrati
info@alirezanosrati.com

Don’t Be Curly (35)
Veronika Jelinkova
szemlovav@gmail.com

Cobwebs (18)
Wiep Teeuwisse
crossfort@gmail.com

Don’t Sit Under The Poo
Tree (35)
Ross Payne,
Stephen Templer.

Bendito Machine IV (15)
Jossie Malis
info@zumbakamera.com

F

Fallt ( 60)
Chadwick Whitehead
chadwick@cwhitehead.com
Fellows In The Woods (60)
Laura Carton
alucas@angouleme.cci.fr
Feral (52)
Max Vickers-Price
aterkelsen@aub.ac.uk

Dji. Death Fails (61)
Dmitri Voloshin
katya@simpals.ru

Claire (35)
Daniella Selmi
daniellaselmi@gmail.com

Fingers Tale (60)
Luca Schenato, Sinem V.
Schen
info@studiomica.com
Flamingo (81)
Carl Zitelmann
zitelmann@yahoo.com
Flesh (81)
Carlos Alberto Gomez
Salamanca
carlosgomezsalamanca@hot
mail.com

Coffee Nerves New York (61)
Gary Leib
Dream Walk (36)
gary@twinkleland.com
Kaan Kayimoglu
A Wolf In The Tree (15)
kaankayimoglu@gmail.com
Betty’s Blues (15)
Jiaxing Lin
Remi Vandenitte
Collectors (17)
772724128@qq.com
info@lesfilmsdunord.com
Marcel Hobi
Dreamless (61)
info@looping-animations.ch Daniel Valle
Abdullah (53)
Big Hands Oh Big Hands,
contact@dreamlessshortJakob Besuch
Let It Be Bigger And Bigger Condom (43)
film.com
distribution@hff-potsdam.de (15)
Igor Coric,
Lei Lei
Sheldon Lieberman
Duckhammer And Beavkid
Absent Minded (17)
milk527@gmail.com
festivals@bigfish.tv
Gets Buckets (60)
Roberto Catani
Dave Quion
martignoni61@gmail.com
Bird Shit (25)
Contrast (52)
davequion@gmail.com
Caleb Wood
Carmen Buchner
Alcubic (37)
caldavwood@gmail.com
eva.steegmayer@
Dumb Day (60)
Alexis Burlat
filmakademie.de
Kevin Eskew
info@adifac.be
Bla (61)
thisiskevineskew@gmail.com
Martina Mestrovic
Correcting Colours (55)
Allergy To Originality (17) zagrebfilm@zagrebfilm.hr
Isaac Swinerton, Josh Ped- Eager (36)
Drew Christie
ersen, Juan Chacolier, Nur
Allison Schulnik
geniuschristie@gmail.com
Black Rectangle (25)
Erguven, Sahan Gamage
info@allisonschulnik.com
Rhyane Vermette
jchacolie@gmail.com
Alone (60)
vermette.rh@gmail.com
Echo (15)
Nuno Fragata
Cowpokes Livin’ On The
Merlin Flugel
filmografo@filmografo.pt
Blackout (52)
Edge (32)
hello@merlinfluegel.de
Sharron Mirsky
John Akre
Along The Way (13)
sharronmirsky@yahoo.ca
jakre@earthlink.net
Ed (82)
Georges Schwizgebel
Gabriel Garcia
schwizgebel@studio-gds.ch Bless You (47)
Crave Stone (55)
gcgabriel@hotmail.com
Phillip Watts
Aidan Judd
Alter (20)
pwatts@me.com
ahagan@csu.edu.au
Electric Soul (60)
Malgorzata Andrys
Joni Mannisto
malgorzata.andrys@gmail.com Bless You (33)
Crochet Noir (44)
joni.mannisto@gmail.com
David Barlow-Krelina
Jessica Harris
An Errand (29)
contact@davidbk.com
lanyth@hotmail.com
Embers (23)
Ghim Naheun
Hugo Frassetto
kiafanews@naver.com
Blind (53)
Cubed (40)
info@lesfilmsdunord.com
Jung-Shian Wu
Kane Grose
Animadores (81)
dmd@yuntech.edu.tw
kane.grose@gmail.com
Eternal Friend (31)
Allan Sieber
Naoki Yamaji
cynthia@toscographics.com.br Byul Ju Bu (29)
Cute Midwestern Family
naoki_y@muj.biglobe.ne.jp
Suggwon Kim
Moments (Oareos And
Animal (53)
kiafanews@naver.com
Melk) (31)
Euclidrive (36)
Benoit Dulac, Laura Foglino,
Joe Sams
Yoshihisa Nakanishi
Julien Jude, Oriane
Cafeka (83)
joewsams@gmail.com
oneMulleras-Elatmari, Benoit
Natalia Christine
minute@jcom.home.ne.jp
Viogeas, Danyang Wang
alopra@alopra.com
Dancing Graffiti (83)
festivals@autourdeminuit.com
Rodrigo Eba
Ex Animo (17)
Carl (52)
rodrigoeba@gmail.com
Wojciech Wojtkowski
Animation School Dropout (36) Mark Juhasz
festiwale@fumistudio.com
Vince Collins
hollo@mome.hu
Darling (17)
clubflyer@gmail.com
Izabela Plucinska
Exit (61)
Cat WACO (31)
claytraces@googlemail.com Phua Cardin
Apodemy (60)
Brooke Duckart
phuacardin@hotmail.com
Katerina Athanasopoulou
brookeduckart@gmail.com
katerina@kineticat.co.uk

E

C D

Ex-Machina (83)
Eduardo Watanabe Ribeiro,
Daniel Hodge
contato@melies.com.br

Fly Me To The Moon (19)
Miklos Felvideiki
hollo@mome.hu
Flying Higher (54)
Tom Rodwell
ahagan@csu.edu.au
Formal Dress (61)
Duan Jing Ying
386787710@qq.com
Four (34)
Margherita Premuroso,
Luca Da Rios
hello@inkymind.com
Fragile (44)
Olivia Grbac
oliviagrbac@hotmail.com
Freckles (83)
Marcus Vinicius Vasconcelos
marcusvasconcelos@
marcusvasconcelos.com
Freitag X – Mas Movies (21)
Claudia Rothlin, Yves
Gutjhar
claudia_roethlin@gmx.net
Fresh Guacamole (34)
PES
sarah@eatpes.com
From Here To Immortality (61)
Luise Husler
info@alinafilm.com

GH
Granny (61)
Sandro Katamashvili
info@20steps.ge
Habitat
Ina Georgieva
na.ta.ta@gmail.com

Halma (53)
Thomas Fournier
alucas@angouleme.cci.fr

Heaven’s Vanguard (27)
Emil Goodman
daniel@henrywaltz.com
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Into Spring (60)
Udo Prinsen
info@carambolasfilms.com

Land (15,35)
Masanobu Hiraoka
patrick2carvalho@gmail.com

High Wool (27)
IOA (53)
Moritz Mugler, Nikolai Maderthoner Gabriel Moehring
moritz.mugler@filmakademie.de
susanne.steffen@hslu.ch

Le Tour (41)
James Hazael
james@jameshazael.com

History Of Pets (19)
Kris Genijn
ursulavandenheuvel@yahoo.co.uk

Leaving (70)
Joanna Lurie
lardux@lardux.com

Hollow Land (20)
Michelle Kranot, Uri Kranot
d.viau@nfb.ca
Holy Crap (82)
Savio Leite, Cesar Mauricio
leitefilmes@gmail.com
Home (55)
Richard Shilling
r.w.shilling@gmail.com

Iron Hans (52)
Xun Wang
Mdelvecchio1@sva.edu

J

Jack And The Lemon Tree (52)
Oto Dostal
szemlovav@gmail.com

Leviathan Ages (29)
Jon Yeo
jon.yeo@mac.com

Jazz Bound (62)
Lauren West
Lauren_west8@hotmail.com

Life Of Fire (61)
Rusharil Hutangkabodee
milo_camus@hotmail.com

Jazz That Nobody Asked For (15)
Esben Fisker, Rune Fisker
bennybox@bennybox.dk,
rune@bennybox.dk

Like Rabbits
Osman Cerfon
contact@jsbc.fr

Hotzanak, For Your Own Safety (23)
Izibene Onederra
Jorka (27)
kimuak@filmotecavasca.com
Michiel Wesselius
distribution@illuster.nl
Hum (37)
Emily Howells, Anne Wilkens
Jose’s Story (62)
anne@emilyandanne.co.uk
Wendy Chandler
wendy300@bigpond.net.au
Hyperquench (61)
Dani Alon
Joueur De Citernes (69)
Emmanuel Gorinstein
I Don’t Understand Your Website
onyxfilms@onyxfilms.fr
(32)
Lyndon Daniels
Just Keep (54)
daniels.lyndon@gmail.com
Lauren Edson
lauren.rosanna.e@gmail.com
I Hate You Red Light (81)
J.M. Walter, M.R. Horhager
Karma (55)
contact@1881animation.com
Rajat Sharma
rs_wish@hotmail.com
I Love You So Hard (31)
Joel Veitch
Keep Walking, Coward (37)
joel@rathergood.com
Toril Orlesky
torlesky@risd.edu, rpaiva@risd.edu
Immersed (81)
Soledad Aguila
Ketsujiru Juke (33)
sole.aguila@gmail.com
Sawako Kabuki
nomura@tamabi.ac.jp
Imperial Provisor Frombald (21)
Elizabeth Hobbs
Knock Knock (31)
lizzy.hobbs@virgin.net
Chadwick Whitehead
chadwick@cwhitehead.com
Impostor (17)
Elie Chapuis
Knots (53)
mikhal.bak@gmail.com
Lisa Leudolph, Arzu Saglam, Lea
Stirnimann
In The Air Is Christopher Gray (13) susanne.steffen@hslu.ch
Felix Massie
felix@nexusproductions.com
Kookaburra (62)
Ramya Chandrasekaran
Incredulous Voice (29)
ms.ramya.chandrasekaran@gmail.com
Ines Freitas, Miguel Mendes
inesmyuu@gmail.com
Koukou (25)
Takashi Ohashi
Industry (23)
takashi.1320013@gmail.com
Livio Rajh
zagrebfilm@zagrebfilm.hr
Kreb (29)
Tim Tracey
Initium (53)
machine11@gmail.com
Alexandre Dechel, Adrien Lambert,
Emeric Larochette, James
Kwa Fu (54)
Ross-Greetham
Liwen Sun, Xinyu Cao,
films@artfx.fr
Yin-Ching Lai
jeremy.parker@rmit.edu.au
Inner Demons (62)
Darren Wallace
La Bete (29, 70)
darrenwallace3d@gmail.com
Vladimir Mavounia-Kouka
madalena.antunes@caimansInterior (36)
prod.com
Sabrina Schmid
s.u.schmid@tees.ac.uk
La Ravaudeuse (69)
Simon Filliot
Interview (21)
femis@femis.fr
Mikkel Okholm
taw.films@viauc.dk

I

K

L

Meet Meat (36, 53)
Juliaon Roels, Christine Shin,
Eve Guastella, David Martins
Da Silva, Mael Jaquen
filmsgobelins@gmail.com
Melbourne (62)
Nutthapong Tancaroen, Teerawut
Somboonsuk
Memento Mori (82)
Daniela Wayllace Riguera
info@adifac.be
Mind War (61)
Marinos Savva
marinossavva1003@gmail.com
Mister Super Juicer (32)
Aaron Peeples
mike@freakybuttrue.com
Mite (60)
Walter Volbers
wvolbers@outlook.de

L’ile Noire (19)
Nino Christen
info@ninochristen.ch

Modin (61)
Ng Kai Chung, Lam Ho Tak
tommyngisme@gmail.com

Lines (37)
Hanna Kim
Mdelvecchio1@sva.edu

Monument (55)
Xuening Tang, Shane Reid
d.hamilton@griffith.edu.au

Little Freak (61)
Edwin Schapp
info@edwinschaap.com

Moonshine (29)
Michal Poniedzielski
agnieszka@lavafilms.pl

Looking For A Fight (81)
Vanessa Silva
vanessa.silva@2veinte.com.ar

Mosaic Dance (61)
Jake Zhang
jakezhang.design@gmail.com

Lost Senses (19)
Marcin Wasilewski
zofia@kff.com.pl
Love The Way You Move: Slightly
Left Of Centre (44)
Aaron McDonald, Ben Ommundson
nicky@ohyeahwow.com
Lucia (82)
Cristobal Leon, Niles Atallah,
Joaquin Cocina
leondooner@gmail.com,
joaquinc@gmail.com

Mouk – Wallabies Rock (70)
Francois Narboux
m.deprez@millimages.com
Mr Fly (37)
Tian Liu
competitions-avfx@tees.ac.uk
Mr Lune (70)
Julien Seze
contact@miyuproductions.com

M

Mac And Cheese (60)
Colorbleed Animation Studio
distribution@illuster.nl
Machinalement (v. 32) (25)
Jean Detheux
jeand2@mac.com
Machine Wash Only (55)
Alice Peacock
ahagan@csu.edu.au

Musical Chairs (13)
Yukai Du
doito@live.cn
Mute (17)
Job, Joris And Marieke
ursula@klikamsterdam.nl
My Country (55)
Ralph Stevenson, Jelena Sinik
findralphstevenson@gmail.com

Maman
Ugo Prienvenu, Kevin Manach
contact@miyuproductions.com

My Mum Is An Airplane (34)
Yulia Aranova
balabaka@gmail.com, pchelanima@mail.ru

Marilyn Myller (23)
Mikey Please
julie@blinkink.co.uk

My Name Is Leila (61)
Olanrewaju Oluwafemi
lafemanimation@yahoo.com

Mass (55)
Daniel McKenzie, Vlad Makovnik,
Sam Koschade
dannybuoy7@gmail.com

Mysterious Swamp (61)
Chintis Lundgren
chintis.lundgren@gmail.com

Me And Them (54)
Ariel Arthanto
ariel.victor@hotmail.com
Me, Myself (83)
Lucas Fernandes, Carlon Hardt
contacto@ciadecanalhas.com.br

N

Na Ni Nu Ne No No (15)
Manabu Himeda
nomura@tamabi.ac.jp, horaguchi@tamabi.ac.jp

Neat Meat (37)
Kevin Eskew
kevin.bob.eskew@gmail.com
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zagrebfilm@zagrebfilm.hr
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Neptune Olympique (53)
Mathilde Bedouet
laure.vignalou@ensad.fr,
mathilde.bedouet@gmail.com
New Home (61)
Ezra Wube
emailezra@gmail.com

Patch (17)
Gerd Gockell
gerd.gockell@hslu.ch

Rocket Dog (47)
Mel Roach
chris@frederator.com

Sock Skewer Street 8 (21)
Elli Vuorinen
elli@ellivuorinen.com

Pencil Test (24)
David Ehrlich
David.G.Ehrlich@dartmouth.edu

Runtime Error (36)
Sandra Araujo
sandraiaraujo@gmail.com

Some Other Cat (17)
Mark Kausler
kausler@att.net,
fordcoink@hotmail.com

Non Euclidean Geometry (18)
Skirma Jakaite,
Solveiga Masteikaite
skirmanta@gmail.com

Pinchaque, The Colombian Tapir
(82)
Caroline Attia-Lariviere
info@carolineattia.com,
asanchez@nativa.org

Norman (13)
Barend Weyens, Leen Derveaux
sarah@cinnamon-entertainment.be

Ping Pong (52)
Natalia Krawczuk
mg@filmschool.lodz.pl

NPC’s
Andrew Knight
andrew@fragilefilms.com.au

Placement Of The Grain (29)
Mitchel A. Kraft
lbishko@ecuad.ca

Numb (37)
Henning M. Lederer
henning@led-r-r.net

Planetes Apres Planetes (53)
Titouan Bordeau
contact@poudriere.eu

O

OA (23)
Reno Armanet
tigoboanimation@hotmail.fr

Please, Call Back Later (61)
Yulia Ruditskaya
mizuka@yandex.ru

Old Folks Tales: Nicolas, The
Healer’s Son (82)
Carlos Smith, Marcelo Dematei
animacion@hierro.tv

Plug And Play (13)
Michael Frei
info@michaelear.com

One Night In Florida (21)
Tess Martin
traffic@videoout.ca

Pop Psychology – Messages From
Synapse 27 (25)
Paul Fletcher
paulf@impulse.net.au

Ordinary Day (61)
Vuk Palibrk
leblebije@gmail.com

Portlandia: “Zero Rats” (19)
Rob Shaw
hollyp@bentimagelab.com

Orlando’s Book (21)
Wendy Morris
bullybeef07@gmail.com

Position Vacant (42)
Leonie Yue
positionvacantfilm@gmail.com

Oscillate (36)
Daniel Sierra
Mdelvecchio1@sva.edu

Prism (37)
Shuhan Teoh
rpaiva@risd.edu

P

Padre (81)
Santiago Bou Grasso
dora.arlequin@gmail.com

Page 22 (55)
Bianca Ruhland
charmed356@iprimus.com.au
Palmipedarium (69)
Jeremy Clapin
jeremy@papy3d.com
Parasit (36)
Niki Schuster
dietmar@sixpackfilm.com
Parcel (55)
Jordan Hardy
jordan.lee.hardy@gmail.com
Parking Lot (15)
Joshua Catalano
joshuacatalano@gmail.com
Passages (81)
Luis Paris
luis.paris@gmail.com
Passer Passer (19)
Louis Morton
louismor@gmail.com
Pasteurized (83)
Nicolas Villarreal
nicolasvillarreal@gmail.com

Professor Kliq Wire And Flashing
Lights (70)
Victor Haegelin
victor@patatorprod.net
Prometheus Shrugged (32)
Morgan Miller
watergateburglar@gmail.com
Prune (36)
Jean Detheux
jeand2@mac.com

R

Rabbitland (33)
Ana Nedeljkovic, Nikola Majdak Jr
anedeljkovic1@yahoo.com

Raw Data (23)
Jake Fried
jakejfried@gmail.com

Recycled (25)
Lei Lei, Thomas Sauvin
milk527@gmail.com, thomassauvin@hotmail.com
Reflection (69)
Yoshimichi Tamura
contact@planktoon.com
Resistant Soul (15)
Simone Massi
nuvole@simonemassi.it
Revolution (34)
Jess Deacon, Helen Friel, Chris
Turner
jess@jessdeacon.com

S

Salmon Deadly Sins (36)
Steven Vander Meer
steven@meerimage.com

Sausage (43)
Robert Grieves
r@robertgrieves.com
Scintillant Dans L’Ombre (52)
Edouard Guise
contact@poudriere.eu
Scramble (53)
Andrew Palombo
aterkelsen@aub.ac.uk
Scraplings (55)
Natasha de Bakker,
Matthew Parsons
natashadebakker@hotmail.com
Sea Of Letters (19)
Renaud Perrin, Julien Telle
renaudperrin@hotmail.com,
julientelle@hotmail.com
Second Chance (46)
Chris Busuttil
info@creativebuzzfilms.com
Serious And Bert (34)
Ivo Christov, Manuela Seiler
susanne.steffen@hslu.ch
Sewing Machine (33)
Brayden Gifford
braygifford@yahoo.com.au
Sewing Woman (29)
Woo Jin
indiestory@indiestory.com
Shaker (53)
Billy Lubach
ladams@ucreative.ac.uk

Somewhere (17)
Nicolas Renard
jane.colling@rca.ac.uk
Sonata (13)
Nadia Micault
festivals@autourdeminuit.com
Sonnet Of Light, Shadow And
Illusion (37)
Singyoon Ho
386787710@qq.com
Soup Of The Day (21)
Lynn Smith
d.viau@nfb.ca
Spatulahead (61)
Lesley-Anne Rose
yelselesor@googlemail.com
Spellbreaker (13)
Diana Van Houten,
Janis Joy Epping
info@zigzagfilm.nl,
info@dianavanhouten.nl
Spider And Flies (61)
Tessa Moult-Milewska
tessa@g.pl
Spotted (53)
Yoann Bomal, Estelle Chaloupy,
Cyrille Chauvin, Sarah Colmet
Daage, Karina Gazizova,
Jeanne Sylvette Giraud
filmsgobelins@gmail.com
Spring And Her Shadow (53)
Miao-Rong Shih
dmd@yuntech.edu.tw
Squats (62)
Connor Johnston
d.hamilton@griffith.edu.au

Shape (35)
Przemyslaw Adamski,
Katarzyna Kijek
kijekadamski@gmail.com

Start Game (55)
Phillip Pryor
phillip.pryor1990@gmail.com

Shave It (81)
Fernando Maldonado, Jorge Tereso
fest@marvinwayne.com

Still (60)
Seung-Hee Kim
kiafanews@naver.com

Sima’s Third Hand (61)
Darko Dacovic
idacke@gmail.com

Still Life (47)
Martin Sharpe
sharpeshooter3@gmail.com

Sleepy (62)
Paul Andrew Rhodes
paul@negativefilms.net

Still More Changes (70)
Barbara Malleville,
Benoit Guillaume
lardux@lardux.com

Slope (81)
Guadalupe Labaka, Nicolas Sanchez Stoplight (81)
guadalabake@yahoo.com
Simon Wilches
simonwilchesc@gmail.com
Snail Trail (24)
Artus, Phillipp
Strange Fruit (23)
daniel@augohr.de,
Hili Noy, Shimi Asresay
post@philippartus.com
hilinoy@gmail.com
Sniffles (35)
Jeremy Galante, David Cowles
jeremygalante@gmail.com

Strange Wonderful (15)
Stephanie Swart
ses@stephanieswart.com

Snow – Wonderfeel (45)
Justine Wallace
4storycreations@gmail.com

Substance (61)
Quentin Haberham,
Bram Vermaas
q.haberham@gmail.com
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The Dummy (62)
Demi Orfanidis
victory_tea@live.com

The Ogre (83)
Marcia Deretti Marcio Jr
filmeoogro@gmail.com

Twins In Bakery (35)
Mari Miyazawa
mari@4miyazawa.com

Sumi Dreams (25)
Betsy Kopmar
bkopmar@gmail.com

The Elephant’s Garden (45)
Felix Colgrave
felix@aardvarkbutter.com

The Origin Of A Myth: Alien
Abduction (33)
Jason Petrovitch
jakpetrov@yahoo.com

Two Weeks-Two Minutes (25)
Judith Poirer
poirierjudith@gmail.com

Surface Tension (54)
Elena Renn
d.hamilton@griffith.edu.au

The End (27)
Collectif Incognito
collectif.incognito@gmail.com

Swallowing A Single-Engine
Airplane (32)
Marao, David Mussel, Fernanda
Valverde, Giuliana Danza, Jonas
Brandao, Pedro Eboli, Gabriel Bitar,
Ze Alexandre
marao@maraofilmes.com.br

The End Of Pinky (21)
Claire Blanchet
d.viau@nfb.ca

Synesthesia (24)
Michel Gagne
gagneint@aol.com

The Gallant Captain (35, 46)
Katrina Mathers, Graeme Base,
Patrick Sarell
films@lampshadecollective.com

The Skin Factory (62)
Michael Linhart
d.hamilton@griffith.edu.au

The Gate (29)
Matt Westrup
info@joyriderfilms.com

The Smortlybacks (35)
Ted Sieger, Wouter Dierickx
info@sophieanimation.com

The Gift (83)
Julio Pott
jojulio@gmail.com

The Souvenirs (69)
Renaud Martin
info@spirit-prod.com

V
W

The House (13)
Erika Pal
erika@erikapalillustration.com

The Stop (53)
Sheng-Yu Tung
dmd@yuntech.edu.tw

Wandering (19)
Eleonore Goldberg
eleonoregoldberg@gmail.com

The House With No Doors (60)
Dana Nechifor
onutza_jj@yahoo.com

The Wanderer Of St Marcel (70)
Rony Hotin
contact@mezzanine-paris.fr

Webomalogy (37)
Sumito Sakakibara
info@sumitosakakibara.com

The Key (21)
Shaun Clark, Kim Noce
hello@mewlab.com

Through You (27)
Lucette Braune
distribution@illuster.nl

Wee Willie Winkie (15)
Yusuke Sakamoto
haotoko@yahoo.co.jp

The Labyrinth (27)
Mathieu Labaye
info@camera-etc.be

Tion (61)
Lukas Hawes
ladams@ucreative.ac.uk

White Gold (53)
Ira Elshansky
festivals-liaison@bezalel.ac.il

The Lamb (62)
Richard Lyford-Pike (aka Richie
Valentino)
delvalentinodesigns@gmail.com

To This Day (13)
Shane Koyczan
megan@thompsonmgmt.com

Wildebeest (21)
Ant Blades
ant@birdboxstudio.com

To Thy Heart (23)
Ewa Borysewicz
zofia@kff.com.pl

Wind Of Share (23)
Pierre Mousquet, Jerome Cauwe
info@euroanima.net

Torturing (60)
Rebecca Blocher
r.bloecher@zeichenundflunder.de

Wind Up Memories (82)
Adriana Copete
adricopete@gmail.com

Touch A Walrus (33)
Jackson He
jacksonhe.01@gmail.com

Winter And Lizard (19)
Julia Gromskaya
juliagromskaya@yahoo.it

Tracker (55)
Aidan May
d.hamilton@griffith.edu.au

Women’s Letters (17)
Augusto Zanovello
gilbert.hus@project-images.com

Trampoline (35)
Maarten Koopman, Floris Kaayk
ursula@klikamsterdam.nl

Wounded Man (52)
Hye-Won Kim
kiafanews@naver.com

Taxi (37)
Meng Jiang
animationfa@126.com

T

Teagan (46)
Igor Coric, Sheldon Lieberman
festivals@bigfish.tv
Tears Of Inge (61)
Alisi Telengut
alisi.telengut@gmail.com
Termonster (83)
Matias Poggini
matiaspoggini@gmail.com
The Butterfly Effect (61)
Dan Sumich
info@passion-pictures.com

The Caketrope Of Burton’s
Team (35)
Alexandre Dubosc
courrier@alexandre-dubosc.com
The Chant (69)
Ines Sedan
dora.arlequin@gmail.com
The Collector (31)
Dimitri Kozma
dimitrikozma@gmail.com
The Conversation (62)
Esther Lee Khotsongyi
esther.kkotsongyi.lee@gmail.com
The Crumpets (70)
Eric Nagrangeas
amelie@quatre21.com

The Frying Pan Dutchman (62)
Geon Woo ‘Frank’ Kim
d.hamilton@griffith.edu.au

The Little Blond Boy With A
White Sheep
Eloi Henriod
festivalcoordinator@metronomic.fr
The Little Cuddle (34)
Maggie Rogers
maggie@fredanderic.com

The Maggot Feeder (29)
Priit Tender
The Day I Killed My Best Friend (13) info@joonisfilm.ee
Antionio J. Busto Algarin
a_m_bustozx@hotmail.com
The Mail (54)
Elijah Akouri
The Dewberry Empire (21)
pixel.canvas.production@gmail.com
Christian Schlaeffer
jane.colling@rca.ac.uk
The Man Who Saw A Boat (83)
Henrique Barone
The Duck (45)
henriquebarone@gmail.com
Simon Cottee
simoncottee@gmail.com
The Me Bird (81)
Gabriel Kempers, Maria Ilka Azedo
The Dukes Of Bröxstônia:
hello@18bis.tv
Mojo (43)
Stu Connolly, Suren Perera
The Mist Is Coming In (52)
stu@stickypictures.tv
Sophie Racine
info@adifac.be
The Dukes Of Bröxstônia:
Undies (33)
The N Station (53)
Stu Connolly, Suren Perera
Po-Han Lee, Chun-Wei Kuo, Chungstu@stickypictures.tv
Shiuan Lin
wei3danimation@gmail.com

The Penalty (61)
Carlos Alberto Esquivel Ruiz
esquivel@mail.ru
The Penguin (33)
Annette Jung
annette@trick-piraten.de

U

Undead Forever: Happy DeathDay Steve (62)
David Vertigan
dvertigan@yahoo.com.au
Underneath The Refuge (53)
Noa Evron
festivals-liaison@bezalel.ac.il

The Sine Wave (19)
Neely Goniodsky
jane.colling@rca.ac.uk

Uto (19)
David Buob
david@davidbuob.de
Virtuos Virtuell (25)
Thomas Stellmach, Maja Oschmann
thomas@stellmach.com

Wackatdooo (19)
Benjamin Arcand
barcand@gmail.com

Walking Grainy (70)
Francois Vogel
mikhal.bak@gmail.com

XY
Z

Trams – A Documentary (62)
Shawn Miller
shawn@thebeesneezeanimation.
com
Triptych (25)
Pierre Trudeau
ptrud@sympatico.ca
Troubleshooting (60)
Eric Ko
eric@crybird.net
Trusts And Estates (32)
Janette Bonds
jeanettebonds@gmail.com

XYZtopia (23)
Martinus Klemet
info@joonisfilm.ee

Young: The Paper Kites (36)
Darcy Prendergast
nicky@ohyeahwow.com
Zooz (83)
Pablo Delfini,
Luis Guillermo Gonzalez
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Suddenly Last Summer (37)
Juha Maki-Jussila
submissions@av-arkki.fi
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